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CALL TOLL FREE
(800) 292-7711

C&S SALES

Se Habla Espanol

EXCELLENCE IN SERVICE

WRITE FOR A
FREE 60 PAGE
CATALOG!

AFFORDABLE, HIGH QUALITY ELENCO OSCILLOSCOPES
2 YEAR WARRANTY

MX -9300
Four Functions in One Instrument
Features:
One instrument with four test and measuring systems:
1.3GHz Frequency Counter
2MHz Sweep Function Generator

Digital Multimeter
Digital Triple Power Supply
0-30V @ 3A, 15V @ 1A, 5V @ 2A
44°

STANDARD SERIES

DELUXE SERIES

S-1325 25MHz $335
S-1340 40MHz $489

S-1330 25MHz $439
S-1345 40MHz $569
S-1360 60MHz $759

Features:
TV Sync
lmV Sensitivity
X - Y Operation

High Luminance 6" CRT
Complete Schematic
Plus much, much more!!

Features:
Delayed Sweep
Dual time base
Automatic Beam Finder
Illuminated internal
Z Axis Modulation
gradicule
Built-in Component Test
Plus all of the features of the "affordable" series!!

2 FREE probes included with each scope!!

B&K 2MHz Function Generator Model 4010

$195.95
0.2Hz to 2MHz
Sine, Square, Triangle,
Pulse and ramp output
Variable duty cycle
Variable DC offset

Fluke Multimeters
70 Series
Model 7011
Model 7311
Model 7511
Model 7711
Model 7911

$69.95
$97.50
$135.00
$154.95
$175.00

1.3GHz Universal Counter

Model F-1300
Period

Variable 3-14VDC

Frequency to 4MHz
Capacitance to 40nF
Large 3 3/4 LCD

Frequency
& 8 other
functions

Display

Temperature to
1999T

$225

TTL logic
Data/Peak Hold
Audible continuity
Auto power off

XK-550 Digital / Analog Trainer

Unit Indicator

Diode test
w/ RS232 Cable

11 functions including freq to
20MHz, cap to 200E. Meets UL 1244 safety specs.

$99.95

$75

Elenco's advanced designed Digital / Analog Trainer is specially
designed for school projects. It is built on a single PC board for maximum reliability. It includes 5 built-in power supplies, a function generator with continuously sine, triangular and square wave forms.
1560 tie point breadboard area.

XK-550

over 100 kits available

Model AR-2N6K
2 meter / 6 meter
Amateur Radio Kit
:;,.ii

'85

B&K Model 1688

M-1700

cro

byists.

High Current (25 amp) Power Supply

Digital Multimeter

ti,........, -

2A

for laboratories,
service shops and hob-

Model M-6000

$235.00
$269.00
$289.00

Kit Corner

4 DC voltages: 3 fixed - +5V rip 3A, +12V @ 1A, -12V () 1A 1 Variable - 2.5 - 20V

Ideal

Features Computer Interface and Software

80 Series
Model 83
Model 85
Model 87

Model XP -581
4 Fully Regulated Power Supplies in One Unit

$34 "
M -2665K

Model AM/FM-108K
AM/FM Transistor Radio Kit

Assembled and Tested

$169.95
XK-550K - Kit

'29.95
TT -400K Telephone Analyzer Kit

$139.95

Digital Multimeter Kit

$54.95

"19.95

Tools and meter
shown optional

Full 34 Ranges w/ cap & trans tests

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD C&S SALES, INC.
UPS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 5%
OTHERS CALL ($3 min. / $10 max.)
IL RES. 8% TAX

150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE

WHEELING, IL 60090 °
FAX: (708*) 520-9904 (708*) 541-0710

15 DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
(11* FULL FACTORY WARRANTY

NOTE: Effective January 20, 1996, our area code will be changed to 847

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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There are many and varied good reasons for building a project
from plans published in a magazine. I won't go into listing all these
reasons because I would probably leave your motivation off the
list. Now then, can you think of one bad reason for building a project from a magazine plans? Think about it.

I find that too many project builders follow the plans scrupulously,

not varying from the schematic diagram. They even produce a
project that mirrors the photographs supplied in the construction article. Admittedly, editors prefer that readers build projects than not.

Albeit, why not show some creativity. Every project can be improved upon in some way. A cosmetic change to suit your fancy
may not be an electronic -design advancement, but it does show
some individualism.
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To encourage the builder's development of published instruction
articles, the editors decided to publish The Project Anthology that

appears in the center of this magazine. This Anthology is a
Lilliputian compilation of varied projects that are bound to excite the

builder into assembling more than one of them. Since the com-

plete plans are not provided (in most cases only schematic
diagrams and parts lists are provided), the plans leave the final
assembly design up to the builder. Also, the circuits themselves
are simple enough so that the introduction of new electronic design
features can be added.

on page 111.

Gernsback Publications, Inc.,

500 Bi-County Blvd.. Farmingdale, NY 11735. 516.293-3000
As a service to readers, 1996 Electonics Experimenter's
Handbook publishes available plans or information re-

lating to newsworthy products, techniques and scien-

tific and technological developments. Because of

possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, we disclaim any

responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of

What the editors are attempting to do is promote ycur sculpturing
of the project to suit on -site needs. We want you to build what you
need from our plans. The foray into designing circuits eventually becomes habitual and rewarding.
Who knows! You may become one of our authors when your projects are designed from your original plans!

reader -built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

Since some of the equipment and circuitry described in
1996 Electronics Experimenter's Handbook may relate

to or be covered by U.S. patents. we disclaim any
liability for the infringement of such patents by the
making, using, or selling of any such equipment or circuitry, and suggest that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attomey.
Electronics Experimenter's Handbook is published an-

nually by Gernsback Publications Inc. All rights re-

served. Printed in U.S.A. Single copy price $3.95.
Canada $4.50. Canadian CST Registration No.
R125166280.
1996.

Gernsback Publications Inc., 1995.

Julian S. Martin,
Editor
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Solid -State Thermometer
See page 39

1996

Custom Meter Faces

16

Fabricate pro -like meter scales with your PC and laser
printer.

Prototyping Station

20

Construct a full -featured breadboard laboratory with
custom features to suit your taste.
Isolation Transformer
See page 43

27
WWV Receiver
A simple superheterodyne receiver that pulls in atomic
time and other useful signals.

Sinewave Doubler

32

Double the frequency of any sinewave from 10 Hz to
more than 50 MHz.

Put that Phone on Hold

36

A novel telephone circuit that works from any phone in
your houseoeven cordless.
Put that Phone on Hold
See page 36

Solid -State Thermometer
An accurate handheld device you can build from
scratch or from a kit.

39

43
Isolation Transformer
Build an isolation transformer to protect yourself-and

your equipmentowhile you service electronic appliances.

Precision Audio Signals from Your PC
Power Controller
See page 100

46

You can have an accurate computer -controlled audio
generator for under ten bucks.

Milliohm Tester

82

Measure low resistances with this super simple circuit
that connects to your digital multimeter.

Voltage Cursor Adapter
Measure voltage values of waveforms accurately and
easily on your oscilloscope.
Milliohm Tester
See page 82

84

Introducing..

An

Electronics
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Publication

.

The Projects
Anthology
18 Electronic Gadgets
You Can Build!
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A collection of eighteen projects that will add spice to
pages 49-80
your project building pleasure.
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WWV Receiver
See page 27

1-Twinkle Tree, LED light jollies, 2-One-Second Flasher, for
the shutter -buff bug, 3 -5 -Volt Power Supply, to build more pro-

jects, 4-Sound-Switch, a must for voice actuated action, 5Light Alarm, for dark -only areas, 6-Sig-Tracer, discover where
the signal disappears, 7-CW Filter, for better code reception, 8Vol-Expander, squeezes sound to tape, 9-Computer Voice, a fun
voice effect, 10-Audio Power Booster, double your power, double your listening pleasure, 11-Pit Stop, a racy game, 12-Minefields, a boomy game, 13-Kapellmeister, a simple transmission line loudspeaker system, 14-Helix, apartment -dweller's hidden
antenna, 15-Inverted V Antenna, a modified half -wave antenna
that pulls in the signals, 16-Audible Timer, this beep is for you,

Audio Signals
from Your PC
See page 46

17-Long Interval Timer, up to two weeks long. 18Twangy Distortion Unit, in tribute to Jerry Garcia.

Mini Logic Analyzer

87

With about $30 worth of parts and an IBM/compatible
computer you are ready for the troubleshooting big leagues

Magnetic Field Meter

95

Determine your exposure to line -frequency magnetic fields with this portable ELF gaussmeter.

Power Controller

Sinewave Doubler
See page 32
m

0

100

0

Control eight channels of 120 -volt AC with a 68705
microcontroller.

Departments
Editorial
1
Classified Advertising
111
New Products
6
Advertising Index
111
New Literature
13
Advertising Sales Offices 112
Free Information Coupon 15, 108, 111

Magnetic Field Meter
See page 95

This could
be a best
seller.
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41
"Meow!"

But
it's
free.
You can't buy the Consumer Information
Catalog anywhere. But you can send for it, free!
It's your guide to more than 200 free or low-cost
government publications about getting federal
benefits, finding jobs, staying healthy, buying a
home, educating your children, saving and
investing, and more.
Send today for your latest free Consumer
Information Catalog. The Catalog is free.
The information is priceless.

Send your name and address to:

Consumer Information Center
Department BEST
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

"Now I remember-first you put the safety on,
then you'plug the unit in!"

New and Pre -Owned

Test Equipment

Substantial SAVINGS on New & Pre -Owned B+K Precision, Fluke,

Hewlett-Packard, Goldstar, Leader, Tektronix, and more

LG Precision

Pre -Owned Oscilloscope Specials
Tektronix 465 100 MHz $589.00
Tektronix 4658 100 MHz $689.00
Tektronix 475 200 MHz $749.00
Tektronix 475A 250 MHz $849.00

New Oscilloscope Specials
FREE SHIPPING!

Professionally Refurbished
Calibrated to Original Specifications
Dual Channel, Calibrated Delayed Sweep
90 Day Warranty

ON ALL LG PRECISION EQUIPMENT

ANYWHERE IN THE US.
Excluding AK & HI

Model OS -9100P

$999.00

Full 100 MHz Bandwidth! SUPER SALE!

-,1/41

Dual -Channel, High Sensitivity
TV Synchronization Trigger
Calibrated Delayed Sweep
Includes Two Probes, 2 Year Warranty

...

BIC
FRECISM.74
IMAXTEC INITEFINIATIOMAL CLAP.

Professional Computer Monitor
Pattern Generator

Professional Quality Digital Storage Oscilloscopes
at Affordable Prices!
Transmit and Receive Data with Standard RS -232C Interface
Includes FREE Comprehensive Communication Software
Waveform Save, Calculation, and Print
Dual Channel. Delayed Sweep, TV Synchronization Trigger
20 MS/s Sampling Rate, Two Save Memories
Switch Between Analog and Digital Modes
CRT Readout Including Measurement Cursors

Mode11280

$429.00 1401'

Tests CGA, EGA, VGA, SVGA, and MAC II Monitors
Outputs Interface to DB 9, HD 15, DB 15 and BNC
Interlaced or Non -Interlaced
Color Bars, Raster, and Crosshatch Patterns

20 MHz Sweep/Function Generator
$499.00
Model 4040
0.2 Hz to 20 MHz, 5 digit LED Display
NEW

Bandwidth

20 MHz

40 MHz

60 MHz

Model

OS -3020

OS -3040

OS -3060

SALE Price

$1,199.00

$1,599.00

$1,899.00

AM & FM Internal or External Modulation
Sine, Square, Triangle, TTL, CMOS Outputs
Burst Operation
External 30 MHz Frequency Counter

Don't Leave Your Computer Unprotected!
Fairstone Uninterruptible Power System

Reliable Blackout, Brownout, Spike and Surge Protection.

VA Rating

500

600

750

Model

P500

P600

P750

SALE Price

$239.00

$269.00

$329.00

Sleek Good Looks and Small Footprint Design
Cold Start Function, LCD Status Display

Automatic Monitoring and Shutdown Software for Windows
Only $79.00
with cable

Full line of Oscilloscopes, RF, Video & Audio Test Equipment,
Power Supplies, Meters, Probes and Accessories.
VIS4

OEM

(AMEX

C.O.D.

/VFOTRON IC

TOLL FREE 1800,99METER

Availability of Equipment Subject to Prior Sale
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

1-800-996-3837

CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 708
Medford, MA 02155

(617) 665-1400
FAX (617) 665-0780

NEW PRODUCTS
USE THE FREE INFORMATION CARD FOR FAST RESPONSE

OSCILLOSCOPE TRIGGER DEVICES

nals to be specified for the trigger
event. This model is offered in two

versions. The standard version
THE SUPERPROBE OSCILloscope triggering devices from
Programmable Designs are instru-

ments that can trigger complex
events in digital circuitry and simplify circuit debugging and testing.
They will work with any osci116-

scope to provide a wide range of
event -triggering options. Four different models are available.
The SuperProbe II has 18 digital

logic inputs and a clock input. It

includes an interface cable with per-

manently attached grabbers for
through -hole component leads.
The deluxe version has a cable
identical to the one included with
the SuperProbe II.
The SuperProbe Basic -8 permits
pattern -match triggering with up to

eight signal inputs. It includes a
cable with permanently attached
through -hole component grabbers.
SuperProbe pricing ranges from

$99.00 to $549.00, depending on

personal computer with on -board

DESIGNS INC.
41 Enterprise Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48103-9503
Phone: 313-769-7540

The QED Industrial Control
System with character display and

E-mail: desig-n@prog-designs.com

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEM

supports three clocked triggering
modes and one combinatorial (pattern -match) triggering mode. The

device works with flexible logic
combinations for specifying triggering events. These include no -

match triggering for triggering
when certain unexpected events
occur. This model has separate
"pattern select" and "don't care"
configuration DIP switches.

Status LEDs permit the monitoring of power, input signals, triggering activity, and clock activity.
This instrument includes an interface cable assembly with removable
grabbers and gold-plated machined
contacts that work with IC clips and
0.025 -inch posts.

SuperProbe I is a pattern -match
or word -recognition version with

digital
or
digital -to -analog
conversions. The system modules can
be programmed in C or Forth from a

the model.
PROGRAMMABLE

Fax: 313-769-7242

CIRCLE 60 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CIRCLE 37 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

THE QED INDUSTRIAL
Control System (ICS) from Mosaic
Industries is a single -board computer with either a character or graphics LCD display, and a keypad or
touchscreen. It has a battery -backed
memory, real time clock, analog and
digital I/O, board area for prototyping, and provision for serial communications. The system is packaged in
an industrial -style enclosure with
screw -terminal connections.
This packaged system is intended for many different applications
including machine automation, data
acquisition, and robotics. The ICS

multitasking software.

keypad (ICS -AK) is priced at $995.00.

With a graphics display and keypad
(ICS -GK), it is priced at $1190.00.
MOSAIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
5437 Central Avenue, Suite 1
Newark, CA 94560
hone: 510-790-1255
Fax: 510-790-0925

MONOLITHIC CRT DRIVER

THE LM2406T FROM NATional Semiconductor is advertised as
the industry's first monolithic IC cathode-ray tube driver. This triple -channel, 40 -MHz CRT driver, designed
for SVGA and XGA monitors. The
bipolar device is capable of supporting
scan frequencies up to 58 kHz/72 Hz.

can interpret data from temperature, pressure, and optical sensors;
process the input data; and control
stepper motors, valves, relays, and
other actuators.
Palm -sized plug-in cards introduce

17 digital inputs. It allows any logi-

isolated high -current outputs and
high -voltage inputs, 4 to 20 -mil-

cal combination with up to 17 sig-

liampere signalling, and analog -to -

CIRCLE 42 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

AMAZING

Electronic and
Scientific Products

Infinity Transmitter ++

Mystery
Levitating

TV & FM

Joker /
Jammer

Device!
Remember War of the Worlds? Objects float in air and move to
Defies gravity, amazing gift, conversation piece, magic
trick or great science project.
ANTIK
Easy to Assemble Kit / Plans ...........
$19.50

Shirt pocket device allowtyou to totally control and remotely
disrupt TV or radio reception. Great gag to play on family or

the touch.

friends. Discretion required,

EAKIN Easy to Assemble Electronic Kit ......... ......-. $24.50

Telephone/Line Gra ben/
Room Monitor / Controller

ATTENTION:

All New - The Ultimate in Home/Office Security & Safety!
Simple to use! Call your home or office, push a secret tone
on your telephone keypad to access:

Laser Ray Gun

On premises sounds

and voices Ongoing phone conversation w/break-in capability
Up to 10 external electrical functions, lights, TV, alarms, coffee

DANGER

pots, heater, etc. CAUTION! Check legality with your state's
attorney general's office before use for monitoring of voices.

NYGIBLE LASIER RADIATION
AVOID EYE OR SKIN EXPOSURE

TELECONIK

TO DIRECTOR SCATTER RADIATION
CLASS IV LASER PRODUCT

Kit, includes PC board

Visible Beam Laser

17Ln

Easy to build, RED Beam, visble for miles. Use for light
shows, window bounce holography, cloud illumination and much
more! LASIKM Kit w/lmw Laser Tube, Class IL
$69.50
I.AS3KM Kit wt2Smw Laser Tube, Class WA
$99.50

Requires video tripods.

LWB3K 5mw Laser and Receiver Kit
LWB30 Ready to Use

<s77 -j

Vehicle Electrifier
Neat little device allows you to make hand and shock balls, shock

wands and electrify objects, charge capacitors. Great payback
for those wise guys who have wronged you!

Easy to Assemble Electronic Kit

$29.50

Electric
Charge
Gun

Projects charged ions that induce shocks in people and objects
without any connection! Great science project as well as a h gh
tech party prank. 10G7
Plans
$15.00
IOG7K
Kit/Plans
$99.50

4 -Tube Kit

$74.50

otato Cannon
NOT A TOY. Uses electronic or piezo
ignition. CAUTION REQUIRED!

HODIK Kit / Plans

$49.50

Listen Through Walls, Floors
Highly sensitive stethoscope mike.
STETH1 Plans
$8.00
STETH1K Kit/Plans ......

844.50

RMATION

Plans.......

(Dangerous Product)

FireBall Gun
Shoots flaming ball two shot capacity
Great for special effects and remote
fire starting. CAUTION REQUIRED!
FIREBALL Plans (Dangerous Product)....110.00 111111L.

Available in Pink, Purple, Blue or Green
- please specify color when ordering.

RG4K (Specify Color) -

License Frame Kit

$10.00

Crystal clear, ultra sensitive pickup transmits
voices and sounds to FM radio. Excellent for security, monitoring
Subminiature!

0

of children or invalids. Become the neighborhood disk jockey!
FMVI
Plans
FMV1K Kit and Plans
$39.50
£7.00

m

Telephone Transmitter -3 Mi

m

Automatically transmits both sides of a telephone conversation to
an FM radio.
Tunable Frequency Undetectable on
Easy to Build and Use Up to 3 Mile Range Only transmits
during phone use. VWPM7 Plans
VWPM7K

11

Dept PEM-19, Box 716, Amherst, NH 03031

Phone: 603-673-4730

.512950

erFlash -To -Music Option for above (Specify Color)
.$ 24.50
kit FMU1
$ 2950 LICIK

Microphone

ECG1 Data Packet, Creditable toward purcase
$10.00
ECG10 Charge Gun, Ready to Use, wIFree 80KV Gun $249.50

POT1

for Cars, Trucks, Vansl

3 Mi FM Wireless in

1000 Ft++

Free 80KV stun gun with every purchase.

Beeper device, 3 mile range.
HOD1 Plans
.$10.00

Automotive

Easy -to -Install -

IPG70 Assembled

Homing / Tracking Transmitter

sm

NEON

Invisible Pain
Field Generator

power than most handguns No permanent injury .10 coded

74.50

HElipectrt(inic
Puts subjects under control using highly effective electronic
stimuli. Intended for parties and entertainment but must be used
with caution Includes valuable text book reference and plans.
EH2
Plans and Text Book
$19.50

Ion Ray Gun

StunsAmmobilizes attackers up to 15 feet away!
Legal in most state (not in NY, NJ, MA, WI) More knoc -down

Utilizes our touch power control!
VRL5KM
Kit / Plans

,l/,

7-1-1

Shirt pocket size electronic
device produces time variant
complex shock waves of intense directional acoustic energy,
capable of warding off aggressive animals, etc.
IPG7 Plans
IPG7K Kit/Plans ...$49.50
$8.00

All New
Technology!

$149.50
$199.50

*5mw Visible Red Pocket Laser

NEW High Power

SHKIK

premises without gaining access. Aim at room window and listen
to sounds from within via reflected laser light. Not for illegal use.

HIGH VOLTAGE plasma! Stuns and immobilizes most attackers
STUN200
Ready to Use, 200,000V
$69.50
Smaller Unit, 120,000V
STUN120
$39.50

local laws as some states may require an alerting beeper.
TAP2OX Ready to Use System
$129.50

Shocker Force Field/

user Bounce" Listener System
NEW Latest Technology! Allows you to hear sounds from a

Hard hitting, crackling, sizzling

READY TO USE! Automatically controls and records on our X-4
extended play recorder, taping both sides of a telephone
conversation. Intended for order entry verification. Check your

19.50

$199.50

Life is Precious PROTECT IT!

Extended
o
o
Play
Telephone Recording System

4,000 volts in the palm of your hand! Experiment
with anti -gravity, hovercraft, ion guns, force fields,
plasma guns, shock devices, wireless energy and
electrical pyrotechnics. Input: 9-14VDC.
MINIMAX4 Ready to Use.

$149.50

TELECONIO Ready to Use

Advanced project produces a burst of light energy capable of
burning holes in most materials. Hand-held device uses
rechargeable batteries. 500 joules of flash energy excite either a
neodynium glass, yag or other suitable 3' laser rod. This is a
dangerous CLASS IV project (individual parts/assemblies
$20.00
available). LAGUNI Plans
Price on Request
LAGUN 1K
Kit / Plans

High Voltage Fans!

FAX: 603-672-5406

UNLIMITEDuc, VISA, COD. Checks accepted Please add $5.00 Shipping & Handling

Kit/Plans.....$39.50

CATALOG
With many
more items!
Free with Order
or send $1 P&H

Order by Mail
Or by 24 Hour
Orders -Only Phone

T,

800-221-1105

'A

7

The LM2406T can drive a cathode

capacitance of 8 pF with a voltage

to measure up to 300 amperes. The
basic DMM is a 3200 -count instru-

swing of 40 volts peak -to -peak, and it

ment that measures AC and DC volt-

has a rise and fall time of 9 nanosec-

age to 600 volts and ohms to 30

onds. When paired with National

megohms. It has an annunciated LCD
readoutand a 65 -segment analog bar -

Semiconductor's
LM1203N or
LM1207N video amplifiers, the combination forms a complete video chan-

graph,. The DMM offers auto and
manual ranging, audible continuity

nel for SVGA and XGA computer

testing and data hold. It also performs

monitors.

diode checks The PMM-1 has 600 -

The monolithic IC includes internal protection to prevent momentary
short circuiting. It reduces monitor
component count, simplifies system

volt AC and DC protection on all

design and manufacture, and increases

system reliability .It is offered in a

ranges.

With the addition of the PMM-C
clamp -on adapter, the PMM-1 can
measure up to 300 amperes AC. The
adapter jaws will close over conduc-

The LM2406T monolithic CRT

tors up to 1.14 -inch in diameter. The
combination has an output of 1 milli-

driver is priced at $2.50 in quantities

volt AC per 0.1 -ampere AC. With

of 1000.
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
CORPORATION
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090
Phone: 1-800-272-9959

additional

reduced -size TO -220 package.

optional

accessories,

thePMM can do infrared scanning
and measure up to 1000 amperes AC,
600 amperes DC, temperature, and up
to 400 kilowatts.

The PMM-1 digital multimeter
with carrying case, test leads, batteries, and a user's manual is priced at

MULTIMETER WITH
CLAMP -ON ADAPTER

THE AMPROBE MODEL PMM1

is designed so that a clamp -on

adapter can be connected, allowing it

$69.85. The PMM-C clamp -on accessory is priced at $49.85.
AMPROBE INSTRUMENT
630 Merrick Road
Lynbrook, NY 11563
Phone: 1 -800 -477 -VOLT

CIRCLE 33 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

free images, CAD -drawing output
with no missing lines, and sharp 80 column text mode. The card conforms

to multimedia standards, and it is
compatible with AutoCAD and 3D
Studio CAD software. It is also compatible with DOS and Windows operating systems. The cards can display
256 colors and are easily installed with
the included internal cable.
The ME1000 (VGA2NTSC) plugin card is priced at $525.00
METHODE ELECTRONICS, INC.
dataMate Division
7444 West Wilson Avenue

Chicago, IL 60656
Phone: 708-867-9600
or 1-800-323-6858
Fax: 708-867-3149

or 516-593-5600
Fax: 516-593-5682
DESKTOP MACHINING CENTER
COMPUTER CARD FOR

MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATIONS.

THE MODEL ME1000 (VGA2NTSC) plug-in computer card from
Methode Electronics allows multimedia presentations to be displayed on a
standard television receiver or recorded on a VCR. The card converts VGA
computer graphics, computer -aided
designs, and multimedia presentations
to standard NTSC video output.
The card automatically detects and

KEPRO CIRCUIT SYSTEMS
has introduced the AccuMILL/Plus, a
miniature automated X -Y -Z desktop

machining center. It can drill, mill,
route, and engraves circuit boards.
The machine can be fitted with eight
different tools. It can drill through
both single- and double -sided circuit

switches between 640x480 pixel,
320X200 pixel, and 80 -column text
modes. The plug-in card works with
any IBM or compatible personal com-

puter that has an Intel 386, 486, or
Pentium processor , an ISA bus, and a

graphics card with the appropriate
CIRCLE 56 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

connector.
The ME1000 also provides flicker -
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Thousands of Successfil
Graduates Are Proof That
NRI
Repair Training Works!
NEW! Course Includes Powerful Multimedia

learn at your own pace. No
classroom pressures, no night
school, no need to quit your
present job until you're ready to
make your move.

Computer and Windows 95!
NRI's highly acclaimed Discovery Learning Method
- the learn -by -doing approach that gives you
first-hand experience with the intricate
electronics behind microcomputers - is
the most
effective way to
learn a new skill.
You start with
NRI's Discovery
Lab - a complete
breadboarding system
that lets you design
circuits, modify them, and then diagnose and repair faults.

You then go on to explore and test a state-of-the-art 486DX4/100
MHz computer. This powerful MPC2 system now boasts these exciting
features:
"Just two years after finishing the
8 meg RAM
NRI training in microcomputer
128K cache memory
servicing, I set up my own company.
540 meg hard drive
I contract myself out to several
Super VGA color
computer retailers as their service
monitor
technician. I have control over my
14,400 baud fax/
future and total confidence in my
modem
business."
Quad -spud CD-ROM
V. Bender, Calgary, Alberta

drive

16 -bit sound card

Take Advantage of Today's

Money -Making

Opportunities
in Computer Repair
The Department of Labor forecasts
over 220,000 jobs for computer
service technicians by the year
2005. With the right training and skills, you can cash in on this
wide-open opportunity. Only NRI prepares you so thoroughly for a full or part-time job as a
computer service
"I recommend NRI to anyone looking
for a change, success, and real
technician - even a
challenge. Hands-on projects allow
business of your own!
you to build on what you studied in
the lessons - no better way exists to
FREE Catalog Gives
learn how to troubleshoot and service
computers!"
You the Whole
R. Buda, Tenley Park, IL

Story-Call or
Write NRI Today

If the coupon is missing, wr'te to NR1 Schools, 4401 Connecticut
Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008.

What's more, you perform diagnostic tests using the professional level Ultra -X R.A.C.E.R. II

plug-in card and
QuickTech-PRO
software, all included
in your course.

4°1/

Plus, NRI training
now includes
Windows 95, the
graphical user interface
that's taken the computing
world by storm.

ISend today for FREE catalog or call 1.800-321-4634, Ext.1421
For career courses approved under GI Bill,
here for details.

APTANWSChOOIS

0 check

4401 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008
OR GET YOUR DEGREE!

'Check one FREE career catalog only
.7 MICROCOMPUTER SERVICING

J TV/Video/Audio Servicing
J Visual Programming in C

-

Name

0
0

Networking with Windows NT
Basic Electronics

Desktop Publishing with PageMaker

Computer Programming

NEW! Associate Degree
in Accounting
O NEW! Associate Degree
in Business Management

Age

(please pnntl

Train in the Privacy of Your Own
Home
No prior experience necessary - with your
personal instructor and NRI's team of technical
specialists behind you every step of the way, you

Address

City

1

I )11,tsson of I he McGmwHiliCompatues

State

Zip

Accredited Member, Distance
Education and Training Council

0032-0296)

boards to 0.00025 -inch resolution for
short -production runs or prototyping.

The basic SIMCHECK memory
tester tests all standard SIMM and

It can also mill circuit patterns and
machine complex three-dimensional

single -in -line (SIP) memory modules
with eight or nine bits of 64- and 256 -

objects from plastic, aluminum, brass,
wood, or modeling wax.
worktable
for
the
The

AccuMILL/Plus measures lox 14 -

kilobit and 1-, 4-, and 16 -megabit
memory. The 40 -bit port enhances
the tester's ability to test 72 -pin
SIMM modules that have a data bus

inches. Its automated tool carousel has

with up to 40 bits and a maximum

eight tool motors. These include one

memory capacity of 128 megabytes.

fully automatic, fixed/floating position

for accurate milling of irregular surfaces. Adjustments can be made to

0.001 inch. The machine has three
different motor speeds: 7000, 28,000,
or 50,000 rpm. Three -axis mounting
of the tools permits the fabrication of
three-dimensional parts.
The AccuMILL software package
compatible with AutoCAD,
is
AutoSKETCH, and CorelDRAW. It
can interpret ASCII and HPLG plotter -files running under MS -Windows.
The AccuSTEPPER controller is an

automated computer interface that
controls all three axes.

The

AccuMILL/Plus desktop
machining center is priced at costs xx.

SIMCHECK Plus

is

priced at

$1490.00
ARISTO COMPUTERS INC.
6700 SW 105th Avenue, Suite 300
Beaverton, OR 97008
Phone: 1-800-3-ARISTO
or 503-626-6333
Fax: 503-626-6492

CLAMP -ON CURRENT PROBES

WAVETEK HAS INTRODUCed its CT235, CT237, and CT238
AC/DC clamp -on current probes
that will measure AC or DC current
noninvasively from 5 milliamperes

to 1000 amperes peak with 1%

KEPRO CIRCUIT SYSTEMS, INC.
630 Axminister Drive
Fenton, MO 63026-2992
Phone: 1-800-325-3878

accuracy. The broad AC bandwidth
and 1% accuracy of the probes per-

Fax: 314-343-0668

harmonics or power -line anomalies.

netic fields, so DC measurement
accuracy is unaffected.
Applications for the

probes

include the analysis of current
waveforms for harmonics, the testing of banks of batteries, the analy-

sis of inverter power output, the
recording of UPS charge and discharge rates, and the diagnosis of
automotive electrical systems. The
probes have IEC1010-1, Category

III, 300 -volt, pollution degree 2
safety approval.

The pricing on the probes is:
CT235 (1000-ampere)-$179.00;
CT237 (200-ampere)-$249.00,
and the CT238 (20-ampere)$299.00
WAVETEK CORPORATION
9045 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123

Phone: 619-279-2200
Fax: 619-565-9558

LOW-COST PIC PROGRAMMER

ITU 'TECHNOLOGIES MO del PIC-1 PIC programmer will

mit the precise measurement of
complex waveforms distorted by
The current probes can be used

MEMORY TEST PACKAGE

THE SIMCHECK PLUS MEM-

ory tester from Aristo Computers
combines the SIMCHECK memory

module tester with a 40 -bit port
adapter in a single package. Together,
they can do complete testing of both
30 -pin and 72 -pin single -in -line
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memory modules (SIMM). The
enhanced memory tester includes a
universal power supply that can be

program the Microchip family of
PIC16C6, 16C7 and 16C8 micro controllers in conjunction with an
IBM or compatible personal com-

plugged directly into the tester or into
the 40 -bit port.

vided on board for programming

puter host. An 18 -pin socket is pro-

18 -pin PIC devices; and 28/40 -pin

adapters are available from the
CIRCLE 46 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

with different test instruments

including analog or digital multi meters, dataloggers, chart recorders, and power analyzers. Current
measurements are obtained with
Hall -effect sensing, and the zero 10

CIRCLE 31 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

adjust feature cancels residual mag-

manufacturer. An expansion header
is provided for adapters and in -system programming of PICs with on chip EEPROM.

The Model PIC-1 includes all
accessories needed to do microcon-

troller programming. It is recommend for students, hobbyists, and
novice programmers. It is supplied

with a cable for interfacing to the

The typical phase noise for the

personal computer's parallel port, a
power supply, programming software for the computer, and a user's

module is -i90 dBc at 1 -kHz offset
from carrier. The desired frequency
can be selected by setting a 31 -bit
binary number, either manually with
DIP switches or remotely with
HCMOS-compatible parallel input
lines. The DDS4m contains a quartz

manual.

The PIC-1 is available as a kit or
fully assembled and tested. The kit,

including a PC board and construction manual, is priced at $29.00 The
assembled programmer is priced at

crystal oscillator that provides stability
of 10-ppm/year.

$49.00.
ITU TECHNOLOGIES

The DDS4m direct digital synthesizer module is priced at $395.00

3477 Westport Court
Cincinnati, OH 45248-3026

NOVATECH INSTRUMENTS, INC.
1530 Eastlake Avenue East, No. 303
Seattle, WA 98102
Phone: 206-322-1562

NEGATIVE -VOLTAGE CIRCUIT
BREAKERS

THE UCC3913 FAMILY OF
BiCMOS electronic circuit breakers
from Unitrode is intended for negative power supplies. The circuit breakers are intended for mainframe

computer systems, telecommunications equipment, fault -tolerant and
point -of -sale computers, banking
ATMs, mass data storage equipment,
and industrial -control systems.
Local

Fax: 206-328-6904

VOID

DIRECT DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER

OUT

FAULT

MODULE

THE MODEL DDS4M DIRECT
digital synthesizer (DDS) module
from Novatech Instruments generates
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a precise sinewave and an accurate

According to Unitrode, the elec-

TTL clock signal. It is packaged on a
3.5 x 4.5 -inch circuit board. The output frequency is programmable from 1

tronic circuit breakers react faster and

have more accurate thresholds than
the large bus fuses it is designed to
replace. Their protection levels

Hz up to a maximum of 34 MHz in
steps as small as 0.02 Hz.
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TURN YOUR PC INTO A
DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE

General Purpose Projects

Tube

Audio Transformers for Tube Construction

Inputs - Line/Mic

0-44

/CM P,111

All

mission technology, Inc.'s DS Scope now sold by Amaze Electronics Corp.

$459

shpg. & hndlg.

For industrial, hobbyist,
educational, automotive,
audio, and medical uses

FINALLY! A PLCC prototype adapter
that fits on a single breadboard strip!

0,080' ANODIZED ALUMINUM
TOP AND BOTTOM PANELS ARE FIELD REMOVABLE.
FRONT, REAR 0.06X GOLD ANODIZED; OTHER PARTS
BLACK ANODIZED. VENTED CAGES AND OAK END
PANELS AVAILABLE.

LC Series
MOO EL w 0 514 (mem
LC -1

IC -2
LC -3
LC -4
LC -5

FOR MORE MFG
REQUEST

CATALOG TB -1
WRITE OR FAX FOR
OTHER CATALOGS:

AUDIO SOLUTIONS,
CONSTRUCTOR'S
HARDWARE, AUDIO
SIPS and AUDIO
TRANSFORMERS

LC -11

LC -7
LC -8
LC -9

SPB.2

MPS]

1.95 225
2.40 2.75
2.85 3.25
1.5 5 2 51.5 2.05 2.25

snvi, qk

28 Pin PLCC
44 Pin PLCC
52 Pin PLCC
68 Pin PLCC
84 Pin PLCC

GREAT LITTLE BOXES
FOR LOW COST CONSTRUCTION
DESIGNED TO GET THE JOB DONE
WITHOUT THE FRILLS,

MC -SA
MC -8A

plus shipping and handling

MPS, 3 2 3

AMAZE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
10395 Mary Avenue, Cupertino CA 95014 - VISA/MC/Check

Phone: 408-996-8943 Fax: 408-996-0366
CIRCLE 13 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SPB.19 3 .135 3

245 295
2.90 3.50
420 410

MPB:21 4 n 6 ;c 3

4.55 5:15

SP13.23 4 5 12 5 3
MP15-24 4 5 14 5 3

5.70 6.30
8.10 8.80

SPB.22 4

10,3

4.75 545

2,111111.5Mall"

45 3

.51C10A

MC.11A
'MC 12A
.16C.13A

MC.16A

175 75 1.75
17
10, 1.76

TAC-172

TUBE CONSTRUCTION. BUT THEY'RE
SUPER FOR SMALL PROJECTS.
0.40' BARE ALUMINUM PANELS.

I

A

2

51C-140
14C.15A 8.55 14 5 3.5

MINI PROJECT BOX
NOT SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR

m

12.00 14.00
MOD 18.00
8 5 35 2
16.00 18.00
455 3
14.00 18.00
65553
16.00 18.00
65 55 3
111.00 20.00
4 5 75 4
16.03 18.00
85 75 4
18.00 20.00
85 75 4
20.00 22.00
13.5 7 51 75 32.00 34.50
5.5 510 5 1.75 34.00 38.50
6.5 5 14 51.75 36.00 311.50
8.5 7 5 3.5
3150 36.00
8.5 10 3.5 35.50 38.00

MC -9A

ORDER TODAY/

m

.51C -18A 175 14 5 1.75
.15C -19A 175 70 35
.11C -20A 175 10 5 3.5

.1.1051A 175 14 5 3.5

SES

I
m

37.50 Kano
34.50 35.00
36.75
42.75
36.75
35.25
45.25

EXTRA PAM PPOIPTIENIII PANELS AM

40.25

4625
4025

42.75
48.75
7.50

FAONITREAP PANELS CLEM PS. 87510060

($30.00 MINIMUM ORDER)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE WORLDWIDE SHIPPING! A IS USA, CANADA & MEXICO; B IS REST OF WORLD

®

9

6, 3x 2

MC -7A

425 5.08
220 2.80

SP1518 35I5 3

024.00 30.00

0,5.8(85

MC.88

2.95 3.55

2.85 3.15
4.40 5.00
8135 735

SPB-18 25852

Streamlined, patent -pending
design for breadboarding, wire
wrap, and design prototyping

520.00 26.00

B

Metal Cabinets
MODEL
11C -1A
MC -2A

MC -3A
MC -4A

15 54 51.5 2.55 2.85
1.5 5 6
1.5 aoo 3.80
2.25 255
1.5
2
3
MPS!) 1.5 5 4 53
2.76 315
1.1P13-5
15 55 53 4.00 4.50
MPB.10 1.5 5 2x5
2.50300
MPB-13 2 5 2 5 2
SP11.14 2 5 4 5 2
SP13-15 2 5 5 2

B

METAL CABINET
PANELS ARE .063' ALUMINUM;
BLACK OR GOLD FRONT 6 REAR PANELS
AVAILABLE FOR ADDITIONAL $5.00

MPB-7

SP13.12 1.55655

11.18.00 24.00

B

400 5150 75 5500 69.00
NO a 200 75 60.00 8400

SP11.5

SP13.11 15 455

rjs 9.00 11.00

P7-2 25=0 g 5111
nal
PT -3 30? -0-0,400
PT -4 ..fas, A 8/21

MO 4150 x 75 55.00 59.00
300 5 150 575 80.00 84.00

ALL HARDWARE SUPPLIED

1

PT -1

200 41005 50 5500 5750

350 200 510080.00 88.03
LC -13 425, 250 10385.00 91.00

8x1

Power Supply

SECO:10A% ASLE. USE

4100.E

300 5100 50 60.00 62.50
150 5150 75 50.0D 54.00

LC -115

15 4 51
t

100 41005 50 45.00 47.50
150 51005 50 50.00 52.50

LC14 300 5250 100 7500 81.00

WLInN(..
15 2 5

E!

LC -10 250 5200 5 75 65.00 68.00
LC -11 300 5 200 5 75 mco 74.03
LC -12 425 5 200 75 75.00 7103
LC -13 250 250 100 70.00 76.03

Mini Project Boxes.'
MODES

12I81TPANSFORMERS

DESIGNED FOR $IMFEE

LC SERI

MP!.

Price
$ 6.95 ea
$ 9.49 ea
$13.49 ea
$14.95 ea
$18.95 ea

40.50 42 SO

Tube Outputs

MPB-4

IEGIII

MICE S

1A1C INPUT

A ,Jrczqz, 44og aro

21,L,L4141LAI,,$?..40'34,:274

MPB.1

PLCC socket mounted on solder masked PCB with 25" gold plated leads

USE

A

IN 1 rk'

FEATURES:
1. Dual channel; external triggered

2. Digital storage; MS Windows
graphical user interface
3. Connects to PC parallel port
4. Programmable sampling
intervals from 1 sample/8hrs to
20 million samples/1 second
5. Programmable gain from
5v/div to 5mv/div
6, Integrated 16 bit output

/AA.

150 KM

ORDERS (800) 634-3457 FAX (800) 551-2749
OFFICE (702) 565-3400 FAX (702) 565-4828
SESCOM, INC. 2100 WARD DRIVE, HENDERSON, NV 89015 U.S.A.
SEACC/A ML. 44d mem b nmmrtm 6114640. anon and PC..484 padlnatons

Utpd 0 dOlge voldul nalt.
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TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASE
It is impossible for us to verify the claims of ad-

of warranties. The following information is provided as a service for your protection. It is not
intended to constitute legal advice and readers
are advised to obtain independent advice on
how to best protect their own interests based
upon their individual circumstances and jurisdictions.

faults.

price.

start delays are especially important in

tion in uninterruptible power supplies

"hot -swap" situations such as when

and conventional switching power

power supply modules are being

supplies operating directly off line at
moderate frequencies.
For applications where the stored
energy of an inductive load is returned
back to the power source through a

have been co -packaged. The fast -

comes with a U.S. manufacturer's warranty, if you

module from excessively loading the
bus as it powers up, preventing power
and data glitches. The UCC3913 family is offered in eight -pin SOIC and

recovery diode is connected anti -par-

DIP packages in three temperature

to the power source in bridge circuits.

do you have to do to obtain service and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You may want
to receive a copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.

Keep a copy of all transactions, including
but not limited to cancelled check, receipt and

4.

UNITRODE CORPORATION
7 Continental Blvd.
Merrimack, NH 03056-0399
Phone: 603-424-2410

If the merchandise is not shipped within the
promised time, or if no time was promised, within 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and get a refund.

INSULATED -GATE BIPOLAR

Merchandise substitution without your ex press prior consent is generally not allowed.
If you have a problem with your order or the
merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the
pertinent information and keep a copy.
7.

8.

If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from

the seller, contact the consumer protection
agency in the seller's state and your local Post
Office.

If, after following the guidelines, you experlonce a problem with a mail order advertiser
that you are unable to resolve, please let us
know. Write to Advertising Department,
Gernsback Publications Inc., 500B Bi-County
Blvd. Farmingdale, NY 11735.
Be sure to Include copies of all correspondence.

12

The UCC3913 is priced at $1.40 in
1000 -piece quantities.EP

Fax: 603-424-3460

6.

o

ranges.

correspondence. For phone orders, make a note
of the order including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and salesperson's name.
5.

L.)

The electronic circuit breakers
That controlled start prevents the

uct be serviced, is there a charge for service, what

W

systems.

keep the power off, then "soft -start"
the module in hot -swap applications.

purchase from an unauthorized dealer, you are
not covered by the manufacturer's warranty. If
in doubt, contact the manufacturer directly. In
addition to, or instead of the manufacturer's warranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In
either case, what is covered by warranty, how
long is the warranty period, where will the prod-

°<-

replaced in fault -tolerant computer

Understand the product's warranty. Is there
a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it for a
U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Note that many
manufacturers assert that, even if the product
3.

U1

could lead to circuit failure. The
CIRCLE 41 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

charge.

z

ture also prevents overheating that
UCC3913 devices manage power by
permitting full logic control of each
module's power. Their programmable

whether there is any "restocking" or "return"

cc
U,

An automatic reset feature reduces
field maintenance. The auto -reset fea-

Confirm price and merchandise information
with the seller, including brand, model, color or
finish, accessories and rebates included in the
Understand the seller's return and/or refund
policy, including the allowable return period, who
pays the postage for returned merchandise and

2

the circuit automatically and reset
with a 2% duty cycle to limit power
dissipation during extended -duration

2.

b'

quickly limit overcurrent, preventing
damage to host circuitry. They open

vertisers, including but not limited to product
availability, credibility, reliability and existence

1.

a)
a)

exceed those of fuses. Under fault
conditions, the UCC3913 devices

TRANSISTORS

A NEW SERIES OF 600- AND
1200 -volt insulated -gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) for high -voltage applications has been announced by

Motorola. The high -voltage IGBTs
are optimized to operate efficiently

diode, IGBTs and fast -recovery diodes

allel to the IGBT to allow reverse
conduction. That permits the return
of energy stored in an inductive load
The reverse characteristics of the
anti -parallel diodes have been
designed to achieve "soft recovery" to
minimize transients and EMI. The co -

packaged diode minimizes transient
voltages that are generated by stray
circuit inductance. For applications
where the anti -parallel diode is not
needed, IGBTs without the diode are
available at a slightly lower price.
The high -voltage IGBTs are priced
in the range of $4.50 to $6.00 each in
100 to 999 quantity.
MOTOROLA, INC.
MD Z-301
5005 East McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ 85018
Phone: 602-244-4911
Fax: 602-944-4015

from full -wave rectified 230- or 460 -

volt AC with minimum conduction
and turn-off losses. The IGBTs will
withstand a short circuit for a minimum duration of 10 microseconds.
The IGBTs are suitable as inverters

for motor drives. They perform the
power -switching function that con-

PORTABLE PROTOCOL ANALYZER

THE MODEL 904 PC COMscope from Telebyte Technology is a
portable protocol analyzer that interfaces with a host computer to access
its resources. It can function as a high-

es that permit the control of various

performance communications data
line monitor, emulator, and bit error

kinds of motors. IGBTs can also func-

(Continued on page 109)

verts rectified DC line voltage to puls-

NEW LITERATURE
USE THE FREE INFORMATION COUPON FOR FAST RESPONSE

Prototype to Production

als, power supplies, and a wide variety of test equipment in addition to

Catalog No. 955

all the active and passive compo-

Digi-Key Corporation
701 Brooks Avenue South

nent lines that it lists.

P. 0. Box 677
Thief River Falls, MN 56701-0677
Phone: 1-800-344-4539
free

Mail-order
distributor

Digi-Key

offers more
than 1400 new
products from

many consider

Sendmail imfreelorIck

possible to un-

Av0,0

derstand. The

authors have
tried to correct
that.

Sendmail: Theory and Practice

Avolio
by Frederick M. Avolio and Paul A.
Vixie.

Digital Press
313 Washington Street
Newton, MA 02158-1626
Phone: 617-928-2500
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and Vixie explain how and
why Sendmail
works and offer
practical advice

15 different

Fax: 617-928-2620

on designing and maintaining an
electronic mail system. There are

manufacturers
in its latest
catalog. Newly

$29.95

"cookbook recipes" and simplified

This book explains the histo-

explanations of how to manage a mail

system. It compares E-mail and

introduced

ry, architecture, configuration, and
maintenance of Sendmail, a standard

products include ribbon -cable and

mail deliverer on Berkeley -Unix sys-

D -type subminiature connectors
from AMP, Inc., power supplies

tems. Widely used on the Internet,

book is great for computer system
managers and readers who want to

CIRCLE 35 ON FREE
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from Power -One, microcontrollers
from Microchip, and development
systems from Picmaster.
A Quick Index on the first page
will speed up finding references to
the products being offered. This is
supplemented by detailed manufac-

BREAST CANCER BEGINS
EVEN SMALLER THAN THIS.

THAT'S WHY YOU

NEED A YEARLY

MAMMOGRAM,
ESPECIALLY AS
YOU GET OLDER.

MAMMOGRAMS

CAN DETECT

turer and product indexes. DigiKey sells just about everything a

LUMPS TOO
SMALL FOR

manufacturer or serious electronic
hobbyist needs and its catalog is a
valuable reference for the professional designer as well as all

YOU TO FEEL

advanced hobbyists.

MAY SAVE

The catalog is arranged alpha-

DETECTION

YOUR LIFE,

edges of the pages for quick reference. A comprehensive index both

SO CALL

makes it easy to find what you are
looking for in this huge 368 -page
compendium of electronic parts.

Digi-Key's product line card
includes all the basic passive elec-

tronic components, discrete and
integrated semiconductor devices,
and connectors and cable assemblies and much more. The company
offers hand tools, soldering materi-

I

rBecome a computer
repair expert!
Career -level home study
course. Learn all about PC
repairs, troubleshooting, installation, upgrading, servicing, and more.
Open your own business;
become a more valuable employee. Free literature.

I

Call now: 800-223-4542
Address

AND EARLY

betically by manufacturer with
alphabetical tabs on the outside
by product and by manufacturer

Sendmail and defines key terms. This

ity/State

Phone (

/111

The School of PC Repair
PCDI, 6065 Roswell Road
Dept. JJA351, Atlanta, Georgia 30328

Learn VCR repair!
Professional -level home study course.
Master easy -to -learn, high -profit re I

1 -800 -

ACS
23451
43r

kLA

pairs without investing in costly high-

tech instruments.
Send or call for free
career literature.

Call now: 800-223-4542

Zip

Phone

)

The School of VCR Repair, Dept. VRA351
PCDI, 6065 Roswell Rd., Atlanta, GA 30328
NJ

Whaddya Say To
A Guy Who's Had
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CUSTOM
METER
FACES
Customize analog meter
faces with your PC and a laser printer,
SKIP WITHROW, WBOBBE

Finding the right meter
The first step to successfully

electronics there are still times

making a newly labeled meter is
to start with the right meter. Al-

current, or other signal levels.

found for very reasonable prices
in the surplus market, not every

EVEN IN TODAY'S WORLD OF DIGITAL

when an analog meter is the better choice for displaying voltage,

With the use of a personal com-

though many meters can be

Other things that must be

known about the meter before it
can be used in a circuit properly
are its full-scale current and the
resistance of its movement coil.
For a new meter, these are easy

to determine from the meter's
specification sheet. Sometimes

customize analog meters from
your junk box or local surplus

meter is a candidate for a new
scale. Several specifications,
such as the full-scale current
and the meter movement's resistance, are helpful in determining whether the meter is a
suitable choice.

scales by hand; you can make
your computer and laser printer

the face must be accessible.

information printed on an old
meter face that will help determine the full-scale reading.
If you know nothing about a
meter's electrical specifications,
they can be determined rather
easily. Generally most meters

do the work for you.

ments have cases that can't be

tween 100 microamperes and 1

puter and a laser printer, this

article shows how you can

dealer to display almost any
scale and units. Gone are the
days of trying to draw meter

lb change the scale of a meter,

Some inexpensive meter move-

Any laser printer that understands HPGL (Hewlett-Packard

avoided. Generally the cover of a

mands is compatible with the

moved by simply prying it off, or

Graphics Language) comtechniques presented here. The
BASIC programming language

is used to assemble the commands which are then sent to
the printer. The printer prints

the new scale on a whole -page
laser label and then the label is
applied to the old meter. Figure
1 shows a meter, purchased for
$2 at a surplus electronics out-

let, before and after modification.

opened, and these should be

meter face can either be re-

by removing several small
screws on the outside of the
meter. The second task is to remove the meter face itself.

Again, some inexpensive

meters might have their faces
mounted permanently, but the
majority of meters have several

small screws that hold the
meter face in place. The ability
to remove the meter face is essential.

you will be lucky enough to find

have a full-scale current be-

milliampere. Coil resistance

generally varies between about
40 and 1000 ohms. The setup to
measure full scale current and

coil resistance is simple. The

value of the power supply is not

critical. A potentiometer between the supply and the unknown meter should be large

enough to limit current to

about 50 microamperes (about
200K). First set the potentiome-

ter to its maximum value, turn
on the power supply, then decrease the resistance until the
meter reads full scale. Measure
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the program that draws the new
meter face.

statements, professional looking meter scales can be created
with customized features.

carefully remove the old meter
face plate. After opening up the

The BASIC language can send
HPGL commands to the printer
for drawing the various features
of the scale. Using a computer

The next step in putting a
new face on your meter is to

meter case it is usually just a
matter of removing the small
screws holding the face plage
on. A set of jeweler's screw drivers can sometimes be helpful for

particularly small meters. Once
the face plate is loose it can be
removed by very carefully sliding it from under the needle of
the meter. Be careful not to bend

Another potentiometer can

determine the meter coil resistance. With the meter indicat-

ing full-scale current, place a 1K

potentiometer across the meter
and adjust until the meter reads
exactly 1/2 scale. Remove this po-

tentiometer and measure its

value. This will be the value of
the coil resistance of the meter.
The meter in Fig. 1 had a fullscale current reading of 229 mi-

croamperes and a coil resistance of 819 ohms.

Making faces

A protractor is the best tool

for measuring the total angle of
movement of the meter needle,
which generally runs from 90 to
120 degrees. Also measure the
distance from the pivot point to
the scale of the old meter face

and the location of the faceplate mounting holes with re-

spect to the pivot point. Those
measurements will be input to

ments to compose the new

in Fig. 2. Only a few of the many

Listing 1 is the BASIC program that draws the meter face
HPGL commands are used in

the program. Most are two -letter commands followed by arguments. In Listing 1 many of the
arguments are calculated by the
BASIC program. The program
plots points on a graph that has

LISTING 1

surplus, shown before (top) and after

meter full scale.

variable. This lets rather short
programs generate many different individual graphic ele-

Using HPGL
HPGL is a graphics language

FIG. 1-A VOLTMETER, purchased for $2

rent required to deflect the

be generated using program
loops with an incrementing

meter face plate.

incorporated into many of today's laser printers. By using
just a few of the many HPGL

the voltage of the supply and the
value of the variable resistance.
The voltage divided by the resistance will then give you the cur-

mands to the printer is helpful
because many commands can

or bump the needle.

of short, simple statements that
allows lines, arcs, and text to be
drawn. Originally developed for
plotters, this language has been

modification (bottom).

language to send the com-

REM - PUT THE ORIGIN IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PAGE.
REM - THIS IS THE NEEDLE PIVOT POINT
XORG = 4000
YORG = 5500

REM - CONSTANTS USED FOR PLOTTING
IRAD = 1.4 * 1016
ORAD = 1.5 * 1016
IIRAD = 1.33 * 1016
ANGLE = 90
K = .0174533
MAJORDIV = 5
MINORDIV = 50
REM - CLEAR THE PRINTER
LPRINT CHR$(27); "E"
REM - PUT THE PRINTER INTO HPGL MODE
LPRINT CHR$(27); "40B"
REM - INITALIZE HPGL MODE
LPRINT "IN;"
REM - SELECT A PEN SO IT WILL PRINT AND SET THE WIDTH
LPRINT "SP1;"

LPRINT "MO,"
REM - DRAW THE UPER AND LOWER
LPRINT "PA"; XORG - SIN(ANGLE
* ORAD; ";PD;"
LPRINT "AA"; XORG; ","; YORG;
LPRINT "PU;"
LPRINT "PA"; XORG - SIN(ANGLE
* IRAD; ";PD;"
LPRINT "AA"; XORG; ","; YORG;

ARCS FOR THE METER SCALE
/ 2 * K) * ORAD; ","; YORG + COS(ANGLE / 2 * K)
","; -ANGLE; ";"
/ 2 * K) * IRAD; ","; YORG + CO6(ANGLE / 2 * K)

","; -ANGLE; ";"

REM - PUT IN THE 50 TICK MARKS FOR TENTHS OF VOLTS
FOR I = -ANGLE / 2 TO ANGLE / 2 STEP ANGLE / MINORDIV
LPRINT "PU;"
LPRINT "PA"; XORG + SIN(I * K) * IRAD; ","; YORG + COS(I * K) * IRAD; ";"
LPRINT "PD;"
LPRINT "PA"; XORG + SIN(I * K) * ORAD; ","; YORG + COS(I * K) * ORAD; ";"
LPRINT "PU;"
NEXT I
REM - PRINT THE VOLT MARKS USING HEAVIER LINES AND EXTENDING BELOW THE ARC
LPRINT "PW.5;"
FOR I = -ANGLE / 2 TO ANGLE / 2 STEP ANGLE / MAJORDIV
LPRINT "PU;"
LPRINT "PA"; XORG + SIN(I * K) * IIRAD; ","; YORG + COS(I * K) * IIRAD; ":"
LPRINT "PD;"
LPRINT "PA"; XORG + SIN(I * K) * ORAD; ","; YORG + COS(I * K) * ORAD; "7"
LPRINT "PU;"
NEXT I

12

13

BATTERY
VOLTAGE

NC)

6'

FIG. 2-THIS METER FACE is the result
of the BASIC program in Listing 1.

1016 points (pixels) per inch in
both the X and Y directions.
Here's a list of the commands
that are used and short descriptions:

IN-Initialize
SP-Select Pen
PW-Set Pen Width
PA-Plot Absolute
AA-Arc Absolute

PU-Pen Up
PD-Pen Down
SD-Standard Font Definition
DT-Define Label Terminator
SS Select Standard Font
LO-Label Origin
LB-Label

The syntax of those corn-

mands is explained in the technical reference section for the
HPGL language in your printer
manual. Since some commands
take X and Y coordinate locations, some simple trigonome-

Developing your own meter
face is a simple matter of running the program and printing

the resulting graphics on the

printer. You probably won't get
it right the first time, but making modifications is easy. Writing the program in blocks that
add a new graphic after each iteration works best. Printing locating marks on the new face for
the mounting holes helps to align the new face properly on the
old face plate.

k

1

;4/

:CRY
ca

print the results on a full -page
laser label. It's best to apply the

FIG.3-HERE IS THE NEW LABEL pasted onto the surplus meter.

back side of the label. Peel off
the backing of the new scale la-

bel and place the label face

down. Then stick the face plate
to the label, lining up the locator

holes in the center of the face

plate mounting holes. After applying the label use a modeling

knife to trim the excess paper

from around the meter face
YORG + COS((-ANGLE /

IIRAD; ";"

LPRINT "DI"; COS(ANGLE / 2 * K); ","; SIN(ANGLE / 2 K); ":"
LPRINT "LB10*;"
IIRAD; ","; YORG + COS(ANGLE / 2
LPRINT "PA"; XORG + SIN(ANGLE / 2 * K)
* IIRAD; ";"
LPRINT "DI"; COS((-ANGLE / 2) * X): ","; SIN((-ANGLE / 2) * K); "7"
LPRINT "LB15*;"

*

REM - PUT THE INTERMEDIATE VALUES ABOVE THE SCALE ARC
LPRINT "L014;"
FOR I *, -(ANGLE / 2) + ANGLE / MAJORDIV TO ANGLE / 2 - ANGLE / MAJORDIV STEP
ANGLE / MAJORDIV
LPRINT "PA"; XORG + SIN(I * K) * ORAD; ","; YORG + COS(I K) * ORAD; ";"
LPRINT "DI"; COS(-I * K); ","; SIN(-/ * K); ";"
LPRINT "LB"; INT(I / (ANGLE / MAJORDIV) + 12.5); "*;"
NEXT I
REM - PUT IN THE LOCATION DOTS FOR THE MOUNTING HOLES
LPRINT "PA"; XORG - 508; ","; YORG; ":"
LPRINT "PD;"
LPRINT "PU;"
LPRINT "PA"; XORG + 508; ","; YORG; ";"
LPRINT "PD;"
LPRINT "PU;"
REM - RESET THE PRINTER
LPRINT CHR$(27); "BOA"
LPRINT CHR$(27); "E"
END

.t2

Once everything looks the
way you want it to on paper,

REM - PUT THE LOW AND HIGH VALUE BELOW THE SCALE ARC
LPRINT "L016;"
LPRINT "PA"; XORG + SIN((-ANGLE / 2) * K) * IIRAD;
K)

to help locate them from the

arguments from the index angle
in the program of Listing 1.

REM - SET UP TO LABEL THE METER AND PRINT "BATTERY VOLTAGE"
LPRINT "$D1,21,2,1,4,10,7,4148;"
LPRINT-"DT.,1;"
LPRINT "SS;"
LPRINT "PA"; XORG; ","; YORG + 900; 04"
LPRINT "L04;"
LPRINT "LBBATTERY*;"
LPRINT "PA"; XORG; ","; YORG + 750; ";"
LPRINT "LBVOLTAGE*;"

*

pinholes in the location marks

try is used to calculate the

REM - PRINT THE HALF VOLT MARKS USING A HEAVY LINE BETWEEN THE TWO ARC LINES
LPRINT "PW.S;"
-ANGLE / 2 TO ANGLE / 2 STEP ANGLE / MAJORDIV / 2
FOR I
LPRINT "PU;"
LPRINT "PA"; XORG + SIN(I * K) * IRAD; ","; YORG + COS(I * K) * IRAD;
LPRINT "PD;"
LPRINT "PA"; XORG + SIN(I * K) * ORAD; ","; YORG + COS(I * K) * ORAD; ^)LPRINT "PU;"
NEXT I

2)

new label on the reverse side of
the old face plate since it's usually a nice clean surface. Punch

K)

plate and mounting holes. Figure 3 shows the new label applied to the old meter.
Reassembly finishes the job.
Carefully slide the face plate under the meter needle and replace

the mounting screws. Next, replace the meter cover.
Creativity is the key to adding

an exciting meter display to

your next project. Expanded scale voltmeters are an ideal ap-

plication for this technique.
Power supply current meters

are also nice to have. This technique can also create non-linear

meter scales such as decibel

meters for audio or RF applications. Meter recycling can enhance your projects with just a
S/
small investment in time.

PROTOTYPING STATION
Build this full -featured breadboard laboratory, and add
custom features to suit your own needs.
ne of the most gratifying
%.0 benefits of being an electronics hobbyist is the oppor-

tunity to design and build

custom projects for a particular
need or purpose. The incredible

number of new integrated circuits that are introduced each
uear provides building blocks
for circuits and fertile ground

for experimentation in electronics.

One requirement for suc-

cessful prototyping and experi-

mentation is a quick, conve-

nient way to connect and
disconnect components. Sol-

derless breadboards are a good

start, but all too often one is

likely to end up with the board
in the center surrounded by a

maze of wires that connect

switches, potentiometers,

meters, power supplies, and
any number of other components that dangle in all direc-

tions. The arrangement of
components can be both frustrating and irritating. The solu-

tion is to combine the bread-

board, power supply, and other

commonly used parts into a
self-contained unit.

Factory -made laboratories

like that are available, but they
can be quite expensive. The lab
described in this article, how-

can be raised to make room for
plastic drawers, power transformers, or other equipment. Rub-

ber feet can be used to ensure

that the lab is stable on the
bench. That basic layout is
shown in Fig. 1.

ever, combines economy. expan-

Power supplies

you might already have on hand
in your junkbox.

Since the availability of power
is always a requirement for successful prototyping, a variety of
different power sources is incor-

sion, and easy customizationyou can use many of the parts

Design
The prototyping station base
consists of a 20 -inch length of 1 -

by 12 -inch pine board that is
sanded, stained and finished.
The various power supplies are
located to the right; the center

section is reserved for three

porated on the right-hand section of the station (Fig. 2 shows

a close-up view of the power sec-

tion). The first power supply on
the upper left is a surplus 'Ibxas

Instruments computer board,
bought at a clearance sale for
$5. With the addition of an LED

breadboards and the main

indicator, it provides a good
clean source of ± 5 volts and

side is left open to accommodate

grade supply, the outputs are

equipment backboard. The left

additional modular back-

boards, or any other peripherals such as keypads or

data -entry terminals. The base

AMC .0011A

+ 12 volts. Being a computer -

well -regulated, well -filtered, and

can output about 1 ampere
each. Power for this supply
comes from an off -board wall outlet transformer, and it is input to the supply via a two -posi-

tion pushbutton terminal (the

kind you might see on the back
of a speaker).

Since a standard dry cell is

appropriate to power many circuits, the second supply shown
on the upper right of Fig. 2 con-

a)
C)

sists of four AA cells and one 9 -

co

z

volt battery. The case from an

w

charger holds the AA cells, and a
rotary switch and power indica-

old nickel -cadmium battery

z

tor were added. The battery

holder is tapped at each of the
four positive battery pads, and
each pad is wired to one pole of
the rotary switch. The 9 -volt

Lu

w
2
0

battery is wired to a fifth pole on

Q

0
1-Ij

20

FIG. 1-BASIC PROTOTYPING LAYOUT. The base can be raised to make room for
plastic drawers, power transformers, or other equipment.

the rotary switch. This allows
the selection of 1.5, 3, 4.5, or 6

volts DC from the AA pack, and

AVOID MODULE

CARL J. BERGQUIST

9 volts from the 9 -volt battery.
The LED indicator is a 0.3 -inch

high, seven -segment display,
with all segments turned on to
form an "8," which is a more
noticeable reminder of the "on"
status of the battery pack than a

single LED. The output from

variable power supply that was
built from a kit some years ago.

The potentiometer next to the
battery pack allows for adjust-

ment of the output voltage,
which is available at another
two -position pushbutton terminal. An analog meter indicates

this supply is connected to two
of three binding posts for easy
access. The third binding post

the voltage at the pushbutton

from the TI computer supply.
Another voltage source is provided by a +1.2- to 20 -volt DC

former, complete with a switch

is the negative 5 -volt supply

terminals.
Next to the variable supply is

a 12.6 -volt, center -tapped trans-

and indicator LED, that pro-

vides 6- and 12 -volts AC. An

SPST slide switch is connected
to one side of the 120 -volt AC

input to the transformer primary. The outputs are wired to

multipurpose posts on the
main backboard.

AC power is made available at

a triple -outlet AC strip, which
gets its power via a heavy-duty
line cord. The power inputs for
the AC and variable supplies are
also connected to this line cord.

The five separate power supplies can be customized to suit
your needs. If you decide to en-

close the power supplies, be
sure to provide for adequate

ventilation to allow heat to escape. The main 120 -volt AC input should be protected against

surges and spikes if you anticipate prototyping computer circuits.

Breadboards
In the center of the base board

are three 640 -point solderless
breadboards, laid out side -by side (see Fig. 3). The top breadboard is a Radio Shack unit on a
metal base with three multipur-

pose post's. The other two
breadboards are plug-in panels
mounted on a plywood base. All

three breadboards have dual
two -connection bus lines at
their tops and bottoms, and will
FIG. 2-A VARIETY OF POWER SOURCES is incorporated into the lab.

accommodate SIPs, DIPs, dis-

crete components, and jumper
wires. While this breadboard arrangement has provided the author with enough space and has
been versatile enough for all of

his projects to date, it is certainly not the only arrangement

possible. The breadboards are
available in a variety of shapes
and sizes, with from 250 con-

tact points to 2500 or more.

Some thought about the types
of circuits youll be working on
will help you make a final decision on this part of the lab.

...............

Backboards and modules

The main function of the

backboard is to support more

cumbersome components,

FIG. 3-THREE 640 -POINT breadboards
are laid out side -by -side. The top breadboard is on a metal base with three mul-

modules, and any other circuits

that the builder wants to additems such as switches, potentiometers, meters, displays. The

tipurpose posts, and the other two are
plug-in panels mounted on a plywood

main backboard occupies

base.

400

OICITAL RISFLAY

ammemresim
tanemonsessamati

.0

TEST

111

Four 0.56 -inch 7 -segment displays,
common anode (MAN6710) or four
0.56 -inch 7 -segment displays, common
cathode (MAN6740)

Power supplies
Texas Instrument surplus computer
power supply, or equivalent
12.6 -volt AC transformer
4 -AA battery holder
9 -volt battery connector
1.2 to 20 volt variable DC supply
120 VAC power strip

Other components
Two spring -loaded speaker -type terminals, six binding posts, 6 -foot AC line cord, plastic project cases, three 640 point breadboards, two 19 -point termi-

nal strips, heavy-duty DPDT toggle

.°4 320
5

I

AC

t6fAC

32'35

push -off switch, 11 -pin SIP socket, 28 -

pin DIP socket, bayonet lamp socket
with lens and bulb assortment, hookup
wire and zip cord, hardware, seven panel knobs, TO -220 10 -watt heatsink, 4 contact tie point.

PARTS LIST-BARGRAPH

DP

60WER

Semiconductors
One 0.3 -inch 7 -segment display, common anode

log meter movement, small push -on

4

4a

4 to 55 pF variable capacitor

VOLTMETER -

113.E18B:

BG

Capacitors

switch, momentary pushbutton switch,
6 -position rotary switch, 0 to 1 mA ana-

w

5

1K panel -mount potentiometer
10K panel -mount potentiometer
100K panel -mount potentiometer
1 megohm panel -mount potentiometer

ICL7107 2.1/

5

iff)

PARTS LIST-MAIN UNIT
Resistors

V

DPW'
VAR -CAP

IC1-LM3914 bargraph driver and 18 pin DIP socket. National Semiconductor
R1-1000 ohms, 1/4 -watt resistor

R2-5000 ohms, panel -mount potentiometer with switch

T1-audio transformer, 1K primary, 8 -

ohm secondary (Radio Shack
41 4, 0

41 41 0 0 0 4A AA 41 41 41 40 4A #

0

0,0411410##410410#0,0;e0.,81
nolneggeselb

11

FIG. 4-THE MAIN BACKBOARD occupies about 10 Inches across the back edge of the
base. The backboard holds many of the accessories.

about 10 inches across the back
edge of the base (see Fig. 4).
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FIG. 5-A BARGRAPH is mounted in the
center of the backboard.

Two 19 -position terminal
strips provide access to the
parts mounted on the back-

board. The strips on the prototype were removed from a

surplus alarm board. The screw
terminals allow connections to

be made with alligator clips,

bare wire, and spade lugs. How-

ever, spring -loaded terminals,
SIP sockets, or any other connector you might have on hand
can be used here. Each point on
the terminal strips is wired to a

273-1380)
J1 -1/2 -inch phono jack and plug

D1 -1N4001 diode
LED1-LED10-light-emitting diode, any
color

S1-DPDT switch

connection on the component,
and labeled for identification.
The row of components above

the terminal strips consists of
four potentiometers (1-, 10-,

and 100-kilohms and 1

megohm) and a 4- to 55-pF vari-

able capacitor. lb the right of

that row is a DPDT toggle
switch, momerntary control
(MC) switch, and six -position

rotary switch. The binding

posts on the extreme right output the 6- and 12 -volts AC, previously mentioned.
On the left side are two analog

with digital circuits having that
type of output.
Below the DIP socket is an in-

candescent lamp indicator with
a bayonet -type socket. Bulbs are

easily changed, and they are
available in 6-, 12-, 14-, and 28 volt versions.

The author installed a ten -

step LED bargraph and a 31/2 -

digit voltmeter on the back-

board, both as a matter of personal preference. The bargraph
is mounted in the center of the

backboard as shown in Fig. 5. A
schematic of the LED bargraph

circuit is shown in Fig. 6. The

circuit consists mainly of an

LM3914 bargraph display driver IC. Switch S1 allows signals

to be input to the driver chip
1C17107 (2V)
VOLTMETER IN

M
U

5

V

FIG. 6-LED BARGRAPH SCHEMATIC. The circuit consists mainly of an LM3914
bargraph display driver IC.

OUT
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IN

X

DIGITAL DISPLAY

R2

LED1 0
POWF R

DP

TEST
2

111

-01-

101

HI

4

0

5

32'36

V

REF

AC
36

LED1

4t4ss

OPDT
uF1

FIG. 8-A 31/2 -DIGIT VOLTMETER oc-

D1

cupies the upper right hand corner of
the backboard.

PARTS LIST-VOLTMETER
FIG. 7-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM for the bargraph circuit.

rated for 0 to 1 milliampere,

first row of four is in a multiplexed arrangement, with all

circuit designs, and M2 is 500

Connection to the multiplexed

meters (M1 and M2). Meter M1 is

which is a useful value for many

like segments tied together.

microampere, ± center scale

displays is accomplished via the
SIP socket to the right, which is
labeled accordingly. The second
row of seven -segment displays
is wired as a 31/2 -digit display
that allows individual access to
each of the 24 segments and the
common anode. Connections to

unit. This is essential when designing a circuit where the output can swing either positive or
negative. Meter M2 is illuminated, and the small push-but-

ton switch labeled L.O. acti-

vates the 6 -volt lamp.
A bank of seven -segment LED

displays is mounted in the top
center of the backboard. The

this display row are made via

the DIP socket below it, which is

marked appropriately for use

1C1-ICL7107CPL kD converter LED
display driver, Harris
DISP1-two 2 -digit common -anode 7 segment displays (MAN6710 or equiv.)
C1-0.22 j.LF, mica capacitor

C2-0.047 p.F, mica capacitor
C3-0.01 j.LF, mica capacitor
C4-0.1 p.F, mica capacitor
C1-100 pF ceramic disc capacitor
R1-470,000 ohms, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor
R2-1 megohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor

R3-25,000 ohms, PC -mount potentiometer
04-22,000 ohms, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor
R5-100,000 ohms. 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor

S1-SPDT toggle switch
Miscellaneous: pushbutton switch, 3 -

position rotary switch, five banana
jacks. green LED

4 -DIGIT
LED

DISPLAY
POL b/c

100 S

TEN S

UNITS

b

t

I
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e
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d
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d
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+V
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(UNITS)
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(100S)
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GND
21
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BUFF

271 28

eT
22

R1

470K

A/Z
29

LO
30
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32
331
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31
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CAP

C2
.047
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OSC

REF
LO

+

HI
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36
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38I
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100pF
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22K

1MEG
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COM

+V
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FIG. 9-THE SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM of the voltmeter circuit.

PARTS LIST-BCD DECODER
IC1-74LS48 BCD to 7 -segment decoder
IC2-CD4553 3 -digit BCD counter, Harris

Q1 -Q3 -2N3906 PNP transistors
R1 -R7-220 ohms, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor
R8 -R10-1000 ohms. 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor

C1-0.001 µF, ceramic disc capacitor
DISP1-three common -cathode 7 -segment displays

directly, or through a matching
transformer T1 for audio.
Signals are input to the bar graph circuit at J1, a 1/2 -inch
mini phono jack. The 5-kilohm

potentiometer (R2) controls

BARGRAPH FOIL PATTERN.

ometer with a built-in on/off

on and off independently. You
can either do the same, or use a

gain. The author used a potenti-

switch so that power to the bar -

graph display could be turned

VOLTMETER FOIL PATTERN.

separate switch for power.

Power for the bargraph circuit
is provided by the TI computer
supply.

REF
LO/COM

REF
HI

INPUT

0-

0

PARTS LIST
AUDIO AMPLIFIER

+5V

811

IC1-LM386 audio amplifier, National

L _J

-R4-

--a.

Semiconductor
R1-10,000 ohms, panel -mount potentiometer with switch (or use separate potentiometer and switch)
C1-20 p.F, 25 volts, electrolytic
8 -position terminal strip

-5V

R2

R5

C1
C5

C4

11/2 -inch, 8 -ohm speaker

PARTS LIST-METER
11 0P

IC1

TEST

COM
ANODE

d c ba

M1-4- to 6 -inch, 0 to 1 mA analog -

Ildld ed b

UNITS

TEN S

f

1dOS

meter movement
S1 -8 -position rotary switch
D1 -1N4002 diode
R1-10 ohms, N -watt, 5% resistor
R2-100 ohms. 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor
R3-1000 ohms, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor
R4-10,000 ohms, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor
R5-100.000 ohms, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor
R6-1 megohm, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor
R6-10 megohms, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor
Two banana jacks

ea>-

81E-76 5
-0

0
a.

FIG. 10-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM for the voltmeter circuit.

AUDIO MODULE

0
FREOUENGy

HI

IlLO
(t)

R1

RANGE

1 MEG

AUDIO GENERATOR

FREQ

0
R3
5K

GAIN

FIG. 11-THE AUDIO MODULE consists

of an audio generator, an amplifier, a

OUTPUT

FIG. 12-SIGNAL GENERATOR. Potentiometer R1 sets the output frequency.

speaker, and a terminal strip.
+v

A foil pattern is provided for

the bargraph circuit, and the

parts -placement diagram for it
is shown in Fig. 7.
The 31/2 -digit voltmeter occupies the upper right hand corner of the backboard, as shown
in Fig. 8. Figure 9 is the schematic diagram of the voltmeter

circuit. A foil pattern is pro-

vided for this circuit, and Fig.
10 is its parts -placement diagram. This circuit can also be
point-to-point wired. The circuit contains a Harris ICL 7107

R1

OUTPUT

10K

VOLUME

FIG. 13-AUDIO AMPLIFIER. This circuit has a gain of about 20.

analog -to -digital converter/ dis-

play driver. A standard 2 -volt
configuration was chosen for

this circuit. Switch Si allows

the + 5 -volt source to be routed
either to the on -board 25 -kilo-

3 -DIGIT

LED DISPLAY

CC

R2

2200

15

2200
R5

R3

81

13

14

R7

2200

2200 3°

2200

+V

01
2143906

R6

R422

3

12

11

R8
1K

2200 3.
10

9

16

02
ICI
74LS48

3

2N3906

R9
iK

7

+V
9

15

16
1C2

FIG. 14-THE AUDIO MODULE is too
simple to call for a PC board, so point-topoint wiring was used.

3 DIGIT BCD
DECOdER/DRIVER

CD4553
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D
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FIG. 16-THE BCD DECODER -DRIVER circuit will interface with any standard BCD
output to produce a digital display.
+5V

F11

2200
14

LOGIC PROBE

LED1

`4r\
IC1-

O

GREEN (LO)

4

1/6 7404

ow

INPUT

"Its

0

LED2
RED (HI)

1

TO PINS 2/3

FIG. 15 -3 -DIGIT BCD DECODER -driver

is another practical function block.

PARTS LIST-AUDIO MODULE
ICI-LM555 timer
R1-1 megohm, panel -mount potentiometer with switch
R2-1000 ohms, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor

0 TO PIN 4

R3-5000 ohms, panel -mount potentiometer
C1-0.01 [IF, Tantalum

C2-1

F, Tantalum

S1-SPDT switch

hm potentiometer, or to an external jack, depending on the

need. To calibrate the meter, ap-

ply 1.2 volts from the variable
power supply to the input, and

adjust R3 until the display
reads 1.200. Then, switch the
input leads, and the display
should read -1.200.

HIGH

LOW

L
OPTIONAL DISPLAY

FIG. 17-A LOGIC PROBE is also included in BCD decoder module. The red LED lights
to indicate a logic high, and the green LED lights to indicate a logic low.

The left side of the base is re-

served for add-on modules,

which can have a number of dif-

ferent functions depending on

what is needed. The audio module shown in Fig. 11 consists of

an audio signal generator, an

(Continued on page 112)

PARTS LIST-LOGIC PROBE
IC1-7404 hex inverter
R1-220 ohms, 1/4 -watt, 5% resistor
LED1-green light -emitting diode

LED2-red light -emitting diode
Two common -anode 7 -segment displays (optional. see text) source

Build this simple
superheterodyne receiver
to receive time and other
useful signals from NIST's

BROADCASTING THE EXACT TIME OF

day is just one of the many services provided by radio stations
WWV and WWVH operated by

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
Their ultra -accurate 10 -megahertz carrier frequencies can be
used to calibrate signal generators in a process called "zero
beating" against the carrier frequency. The stations also trans-

WWV and
WWVH.

mit many other accurate frequencies, storm warnings for

WWV

RECEIVER

mariners at sea, and GPS

(Global Positioning Satellite)
position data.

This article explains how to

NEIL HECKT

build a simple, inexpensive superheterodyne radio receiver for
WWV and WWVH signals. The

.14%

.1,111a

Oft.
Ame,

objective in the design of this
receiver was to obtain reliable
reception with an antenna only

"how

..1110

.14.

--

3- to 6 -feet long. The sensitivity

obtained with this receiver

equals that obtainable from a

$1000 communications re-

ceiver operating from a 60 -foot
antenna.
Can the performance of a receiver made from $30 worth of

parts equal the performance of
a $1000 factory -built receiver?
The answer is no because sensitivity is only one measure of
receiver performance. The most
significant difference between
receivers is in their overall signal-to-noise ratios. However,
the WWV/WWVH receiver described here has sufficient sensitivity to achieve its dedicated
function.
This receiver economizes in
the quality of its filters. Most
factory -made communications
receivers contain expensive pre-

cision crystal intermediate fre-

quency (IF) filters which greatly

improve the signal-to-noise

ratio by screening out most of
the noise in the radio -frequency
spectrum. Moreover, those communications receivers also have

superior intermodulation dis-

tortion (IMD) and dynamic

range not required for WWV/
WWVH reception.

WWV/WWVH transmissions

The WWV transmitter is lo-

cated in Fort Collins, Colorado,
and its signal can be identified
by male voice announcements.

TABLE 1-UTC TIME ZONE CONVERSION
UTC

Eastern

Central

Mountain

Pacific
Alaska

Alaska
Hawaii

0000

7:00PM

6:00PM

5:00PM

4:00PM

2:00PM

0100
0200

8:00PM
9:00PM

7:00PM
8:00PM

6:00PM
7:00PM

0300

10:00PM

9:00PM

0400

11:00PM

10:00PM

0500

Midnight

11:00PM

3:00PM
4:00PM
5:00PM
6:00PM
7:00PM

0600
0700

1:00AM

Midnight
1:00AM

8:00PM
9:00PM
10:00PM
11:00PM
1:00AM
2:00AM

5:00PM
6:00PM
7:00PM
8:00PM
9:00PM
10:00PM
11:00PM
Midnight
1:00AM

3:00AM
4:00AM
5:00AM
6:00AM

2:00AM
3:00AM
4:00AM
5:00AM
6:00AM
7:00AM

0800

2:00AM
3:00AM

0900

4:00AM

1000

5:00AM

1100

1200

6:00AM
7:00AM

1300

8:00AM

5:00AM
6:00AM
7:00AM

1400

2:00AM
3:00AM
4:00AM

Midnight

9:00AM

8:00AM

7:00AM

1500

10:00AM

9:00AM

1600

11:00AM

10:00AM

8:00AM
9:00AM

1700

Noon

11:00AM

1800

1:00PM

Noon

10:00AM
11:00AM

1900

2:00PM

1:00PM

Noon

2000
2100

3:00PM

2200

5:00PM

2300

6:00PM

2:00PM
3:00PM
4:00PM
5:00PM

1:00PM
2:00PM
3:00PM
4:00PM

4:00PM

8:00AM
9:00AM
10:00AM
11:00AM
Noon

1:00PM

2:00PM
3:00PM

(add one hour during daylight savings time)

8:00PM
9:00PM
10:00PM
11:00PM
Midnight
1:00AM

2:00AM
3:00AM
4:00AM
5:00AM
6:00AM
7:00AM
8:00AM
9:00AM
10:00AM
11:00AM
Noon

1:00PM
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sound like a sing!, station when
both are received with equal signal strength.
Stations WWV and WWVH op-

erate on a carrier frequency of

2.5 MHz. Station WWV broadcasts with 2.5 kilowatts (kW) of
power, while WWVH broadcasts
with 5 kW of power. Other frequency -power relationships are
5, 10, and 15 MHz at 10 kW and
20 and 25 MHz at 2.5 kW. The
receiver described in this article
was designed to receive 10 -MHz

MC34119

.1

3

101<

RI I

414...
C14
.47

Time (GMT), World Time and
Zulu Time.
What is UTC? It is the time in

England, uncorrected for

daylight savings time, and it is
always stated in a 24 -hour format. It is called GMT because
the zero or Greenwich meridian
passes through England, west
of London. Table 1 provides information that will permit you
to determine the local time -of day from the UTC announced by
WWV and WWVH.

Refer to the sidebar for more

SPKR1

IC5

018

CA3140E

3Pc

FIG. 1-SCHEMATIC OF THE WWV RECEIVER. A short antenna from three to six feet
long is sufficient.

announcements. Both stations
broadcast on exactly the same
frequencies, but they do not interfere with each other because
their bands arc so narrow they
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technical details on the WWV
and WWVH transmission formats. More information on the
services of WWV and WWVH can

be obtained by writing Frequen-

cy -Time Broadcast Services
Section, Time and Frequency
Division, National Institute of

Standards and Technology,
Boulder, CO 80302.

Circuit description
A schematic of the WWV receiver is shown in Fig. 5. A short
antenna (three to six feet) represents a high -impedance source.

Transistor Ql, a Motorola

WWV and WWVH minute signals
UTC VOICE
ANNOUNCEMENT
TICK

TICK

UTC VOICE
ANNOUNCEMENT

signals because the author has

found that they provide the
most reliable reception.

Carrier frequency and all

gy;

other time -related data is derived from cesium -controlled
oscillators that are accurate to
within ± 1 part in 10". Daily

deviations are less than one
part in 1012 from day-to-day.

2

EE

Phenomena such as Doppler
and diurnal shifts can degrade

the accuracy at the receiver, but
long-term accuracy of one part
in 109 can easily be obtained.
There are many different time

zones around the world, so it

cowould be impractical to broadcast time for each time zone. To
simplify matters, WWV/WWVH
a;
1-1-1

28

transmit time data in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC),

also known as Greenwich Mean

60

45

52.5

45

60

52.5

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
OR 500Hz TONE

60

45

52.5

60

45

52.5

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
OR 500Hz TONE

WWV and WWVH each have dif-

the 7.5 seconds of silence except for tick

ferent one minute increments of time, as
shown. Minute zero, and all even numbered minutes of WWV begin with a 45 second interval containing either a spe-

nouncement.
WWVH broadcasts with a similar for-

and the 7.5 -second UTC time an-

voice UTC time announcement. Minute
1, and all odd numbered minutes, have

mat except even and odd minutes are
reversed, and the silent and UTC time
announcement intervals are reversed.
This prevents interference if both stations are received simultaneously (this
occurs on the West Coast of the U.S.).
The 45 -second interval of each minute

45 seconds of a 600 -Hz tone followed by

might contain variations.

cial announcement or a 500 -Hz tone.
This is followed by 7.5 seconds of silence except for the one -second tick.

The last 7.5 seconds contains the

MPF102 JFET, provides input
impedance matching and some
gain. A double -tuned input filter, consisting of T1, T2, and

automatic gain control (AGC)

tivity to attenuate the image frequency of 9.09 MHz.
A Philips NE602N mixer (ICI)

about 200 kilohms. Trans-

C4, provides adequate selec-

control range. The output is
coupled through 455 -kHz IF
transformer T3. The output im-

pedance of IC2 at 455 kHz is

former T3 has a turns ratio of
6:1, and it provides an imped-

contains a double -balanced

ance transformation of 36:1.

plies approximately 14 dB of

secondary of T3 with 5600

mixer and oscillator which sup-

conversion gain. The oscillator
section is crystal controlled to
provide stability and eliminate
the need for tuning. The output
of the NE602N is coupled to a
455 -kHz ceramic IF filter (FILL)

with about a 4 -kHz bandwidth.
The filter's 1500 -ohm input and

output impedance is matched

by resistors R5 and R7. The out-

put impedance of IC1 is 1500
ohms which, with R5, equals
about 1500 ohms.

A Motorola MC1350P IF amplifier (IC2) provides about 60
dB of gain with about 80 dB of

Resistor R13 terminates the

ohms, to provide the proper pri-

mary matching impedance.

Other turns ratios can be used
for T3 provided that R13 is also
changed to maintain the proper

impedance match. The input

impedance of IC4 is high and it
does not significantly affect the
impedance match.
The GEC Plessey ZN414Z, an
amplifier detector, is packaged

in a typical plastic transistor
case, but it is actually a ten transistor IC which provides

The figure shows how the WWV hour
is divided. The beginning of each hour is

identified by a 0.8-second,1500-Hz
tone. The beginning of each minute is
identified by a 0.8 second,1200-Hz tone.
The 29th and 59th second pulse of each
minute is omitted.

WWVH hoar signals

about 70 dB of gain, detection
and some AGC response. It is

PARTS LIST
All resistors are 1/2 -watt, 5%, unless
otherwise noted.
R1, R12-1 megohm
R2-220 ohms
R3-100 ohms
R4-1200 ohms
R5-100 ohms
R6, R17-1500 ohms
R7, R9-4700 ohms
R8-150 ohms
R10-8200 ohms
R11-1100 ohms
R13-5600 ohms
R14, R19-10,000 ohms
R15-560 ohms
R16-100.000 ohms

R18-25,000 ohms, potentiometer
PCB -mount

R20-470.000 ohms
Capacitors
C1, C8-100 pF, ceramic
C2, C3. C5, 010, C11, 013, C17. C180.1

ceramic

C4-3.3 pF, ceramic
C6, C12-10 1.1.F, 10 volts, aluminum
electrolytic

C7-33 pF, ceramic
C9, C15-0.01 p.F, ceramic
ceramic
C14, C16-0.47
019-4.7 pi.F, 10 volts, aluminum
electrolytic

C20-470 pF, ceramic

IC3-CA3140E operational amplifier,
Harris or equiv.

IC4-ZN414Z amplifier/detector (GEC
Plessey)

IC5-MC34119P power amplifier,
Motorola or equiv.

Q1-MPF102 JFET, Motorola or equiv.

Other components

The figure illustrates how the WWVH
hour is divided. The beginning of each

HCFM2-455A or equiv.
T1, T2 -10.7 -MHz IF transformer (Toko
or equivalent)

hour is identified by a 0.8 -second, 1500 -

FIL1-455-kHz ceramic filter, Tobo

T3 -455 -kHz IF transformer, 6:1 ratio
(Toko or equivalent)

XTAL1-9.545-MHz crystal
SPKR1-speaker, square, 2.5 -inch, 8 ohms

Si-SPOT switch. PCB mount
Miscellaneous: 5.3 x 4 x 2 -inch plas-

Note: The following items are available from Almost All Digital Elec-

tronics, 1412 Elm Street S.E.,
Auburn, WA 98092:

Complete kit-$39.95

$4.00

S&H

Partial kit (includes all electronic
components, PC board, and crystal-does not include project case,
speaker, or antenna)-$29.95 $4.00 S&H

Semiconductors

$10.00

equiv.

This prevents the two stations from
creating interference mutual interference during voice announcements.

tic project case, PC board, 9 -volt battery. battery clip, hookup, wire, solder.

C21-220 1.1.F, 10 volts, aluminum electrolytic

IC1-NE602AN mixer, Philips or equiv.
IC2-MC1350P IF amplifier, Motorola or

Hz tone. The beginning of each minute
is identified by a 0.8 -second, 1200 -Hz
tone. The 29th and 59th second pulse of
each minute is omitted.
WWV and WWVH broadcasts are approximate mirror images of each other.

PC board and crystal, only.

$2.90 S&H

Send check or money order. Wash-

ington State residents add local
sales tax.

m

designed to be powered from a

m

1.5 -volt DC power supply with a
500 -ohm load. This is emulated
by resistors R15 and R17 whose

equivalent circuit is 1.5 -volts

m

DC flowing through 500 ohms.

m

The DC level at the output of IC4

is about 1.1 -volts DC with no
signal, and 0.9 -volt DC with a
strong signal.
The output signal is amplified, inverted, and filtered by

IC3. Capacitor C14 removes any
audio from the signal before it is
applied to the gain control input
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to be with about a 120 dB maximum gain, which is typical of a

high -quality communications
receiver. However, the gain is
usually less than that, as set by
the volume -control potentiometer R18 and AGC loop.

Building the receiver
You can build the receiver on
a single -sided PC board that you
make yourself from the foil pat-

tern provided here. Alter-

natively, partial and complete
kits containing a finished PC
board, as well as complete receivers, are available from the
source given in the Parts List.

WWV RECEIVER FOIL PATTERN.

Figure 6 is a parts -placement

diagram. The order of assembling the components to the cir-

cuit board and soldering them

S1

is not critical. Pay particular attention to the orientation of the

C19

C7
R15

-C16-

-R1-R2-

C18

Ica
B1

Cl

IC5

-R20-

R19

-R16-

Qi

-C20 -

-C3-

R17

-C15-

(

SPKR1

-R13-

-C2 R18

-C21-+

access to the volume control

C4 -

would not be necessary. How-

-C12- -R8-

ever, if you want an external volR4

I R12
C14

IC3

ume control, one can be

T2

mounted on the case and wired
directly to the pads intended for
the PCB -mounted control.

R11

R9

After all the electronic compo-

FIL1

IC2

C10

IC1

1

R7

Ci3

The author designed the circuit assuming that the receiver

brief periods to obtain the correct time, and that convenient

T1

R10

1

R14

-C11-

the case.

would be turned on only for
R3

T3

semiconductors, that is the location of pin 1. Mount the volume control on the PC board.
Keep in mind that it cannot be
adjusted after it is installed in

R6

1

C71

2

XTAL1

R5

3

C9

106

C5

FIG. 2-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM. The volume control is mounted on the PC
board and adjusted before closing up the case.

pin 5 of the Motorola MC1350P
IF amplifier (IC2). When the volt-

age at the output of IC4 exceeds
the 1 -volt DC reference level set
by R10 and R11, the gain of IC2
starts to roll off. As a result, the

AGC response of IC2 and IC3
tries to maintain the signal level

so that the DC level at the output of IC4 is 1 -volt DC.

The gain of the Motorola

MC34119P audio amplifier (IC5)
is set by the ratio of R20 to R19,

which equals 47 (about 16 dB).

This audio amplifier was selected because it is a bridge am-

nents are inserted and soldered

to the circuit board, wire the
speaker, battery clip, power
switch, and antenna. Install the
completed circuit board in the
case as shown in Fig. 7. Install a
9 -volt battery.

Circuit alignment

To align the circuit, adjust

plifier and does not require a

transformers T1, T2, and T3 for

large coupling capacitor to drive
the speaker.
The overall maximum gain of

peak AGC voltage at pin 6 of IC3.

the receiver is about 144 dB.
This is the sum of a - 10 dB in
the input filter, + 14 dB from

ICI, -6 dB in FIL1, +60 dB

from IC2, + 70 dB from IC3, and

+16 dB from IC4. Ordinarily a
gain of 144 dB is too much. Nor-

mal operation can be expected

The desired tuning is broad for

receiving a strong signal. Attach an antenna that is as short
as practical to pick up an ex-

tremely weak signal for the
alignment procedure. Even
with those precautions, the
tuning range of the IF transfor-

mers will appear to be quite
broad.

Antenna considerations

Dividing Up Time For Broadcast

The author lives near Seattle,
Washington-about 1000 miles
from Fort Collins, Colorado.

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME
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The figure illustrates the pulse format
for the BCD time code (100 -Hz subcar-

logic zeros.

rier). During the passage of a minute.
both stations broadcast the time of year
on a pulse -width modulated 100 -Hz
subcarrier. Three different pulse widths
are used:
1. PO-P5-position identifiers -0.8 seconds (80 cycles)

minutes in binary-coded decimal (BCD),

2. Logic 1-data bit -0.5 seconds (50

and two logic OS.

2.-Four data bits encoding the unit
a logic 0, three data bits encoding the
tens of minutes in BCD and another logic 0.

3.-Four data bits encoding the unit
hours in BCD, a logic 0, and two data
bits encoding the tens of hours in BCD

cycles)

4.-Four data bits encoding the unit

3. Logic 0-data bit- 0.2 seconds (20

days in BCD. a logic 0, and four data bits
encoding the tens of days in BCD.

cycles)
In addition there is a 1.03 second (103

5.-Two data bits encoding the hun-

cycles) -hole" in the code for syn-

dreds of days in BCD and seven logic

chronization at the beginning of each

0's.

minute signal. The minute is divided into
six parts of 10 seconds duration. Each

part consists of nine data bits and a
position identifier pulse. The following
listing is the contents of the various sections.

1.-Synchronization "hole" and eight

6.-One data bit if UT1 correction
should be applied, four logic OS, a data
bit which is logic 1 if daylight saving time
and three data bits with the UT1 correction in tenths of a second. The UT1 correction accounts for the Earth's rotation
which varies slightly over time.

Moreover, there are several

mountain ranges between Seattle and Fort Collins. The quality
of reception is usually excellent
during the day with an antenna

consisting of a 3- to 6 -foot

length of wire. When the signal
is particularly strong, no antenna is needed.
The prototype receiver shown

in the photographs has a 30 -

inch telescopic rod antenna

that works quite well, but this a
convenience feature rather than

a requirement. There are two
pads on the board for the connecting the antenna: one is con-

nected to the antenna and the
other is the ground connection.

While a single wire on the antenna terminal usually works well,

reception can generally be improved with a simple dipole antenna formed by a second wire
connected to ground.

It keeps

more than
memories

alive.
rm

m

FIG. 3-THE FINAL ASSEMBLY consists of wiring the speaker, battery clip, power
switch, and antenna. The author's prototype is shown here.

As an alternative to "on -air

tuning," set up a 10 -megahertz
signal source. It will make the
task of circuit alignment easier
by providing a constant, local,
easy to control signal. The author set a frequency counter at

10 -megahertz and its internal
oscillator provided sufficient
ambient signal leakage to act as

an excellent signal source for

alignment.
The most difficult step is the
alignment of the double -tuned
input filter, T1/T2. To overcome
that obstacle, all of the transformers that are supplied with the
kit from the source listed in the
Parts List are pre -aligned. Only

slight adjustments are then
necessary for the transformers
after assembly.
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SINEWAVE DOUBLER

1=1

rf,1

I Li

Double the frequency of any sinewave from 10 Hz
to more than 50 MHz.
HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU WISHED THAT

your signal generator would
generate a higher frequency?
The small module described in
this article doubles the frequen-

cy of any sinewave input,

providing outputs from 10 hertz
up to and beyond 50 megahertz.

It measures less than 2 x 3.5 -

inches, and consumes about

one-third of a watt. It can be per-

manently installed in almost

any signal generator or used as
an outboard module.

Theory of operation
A schematic of the frequency
doubler module is shown in Fig.
1. The core of the module is ICI,

STEVEN D. SWIFT

an Analog Devices AD834 wide -

band four -quadrant multiplier.
This IC provides wideband analog multiplication of two input
signals, regardless of their polarity. In this circuit both X and
Y inputs are tied together to provide a squaring function.
The operation of IC1 is best
understood with the aid of simple mathematics. If the input is

assumed to be a normalized

(amplitude of 1) sinewave of fre-

quencyf, then the input can be
written as:
Input = sin(27tt)

where
= 3.14159...

f = frequency
t = time

The AD834 performs the follow-

ing function:
XY = sin(2nt) x sin(at)
= (sin(2nt))2

A fundamental trigonometric

identity gives:
(sin(2nt))2 = (1 - cos(2(2nt)))/2
= (1 - cos(2n2f))/2
The last term shows a DC offset as well as a cosine term with

twice the frequency as the input. This performs the frequen-

C1

C2

R3

0.1

10011F

61.90

a

0L1

DOUBLED
OUTPUT

0.1

00

this circuit. Note, however, that
the amplitude is cut in half.
Since the AD834 provides differential current -mode outputs,

+5V

44/N.

SIGNAL IN

-L.
C4

I

-

load resistors R4 and R5, gain

+0

resistors R6 and R7, and IC2 are

added to convert the signal to
an amplified and buffered single -ended output. The AD8I 1
wideband current -mode feedback amplifier (IC2) is config-

100µF

a

R1

7

6

17.801
17.852

R7
49952

5
7

X2 X1 V+ W1

6

IC1

AD834JN
2

42.30

R18

74'
-5V

-

3

4

C5

C16 X0.1

C3
100µP

AD811AN

s

0.1

'M --K4.752

ured as a differential amplifier.
Capacitors C3 and C4 remove
the DC offset from the output.
Resistor R8 provides a nominal
50 -ohm output impedance, and
R1 and R2 attenuate the input

1C2

R4
49.952

Y1 Y2 V- W2

R2

R8
49.952

R6
49911

C7
0.1

-5V

+5V
INPUT

signal and provide a low -imped-

ance source to ICI.
Inductors LI, L2, L3, and L5
and capacitors C5, C6, C7, C13,
and C15 perform high -frequency filtering and decoupling. Resistors R3 and R18 and capaci-

+5V
C13

GROUND

tors Cl, C2, and C16 provide

decoupling and biasing for IC1.
The circuit requires a + 5 -volt
supply at about 30 milliamperes

C15
+

5611F

-5V

and -5 volts at about 40 milliFIG. 1-SCHEMATIC OF THE FREQUENCY DOUBLER. An Analog Devices AD834
wideband, four -quadrant multiplier (IC1) provides wideband analog multiplication of
two input signals.

amperes. Higher voltages, up to
± 9 volts, can be used if the by +5V -5V

C151
I

R7 R 5 R4
I

-L1-R8-

C 16

-R18-

I

C41

16
C31

C6

C1 C21

FIG. 2-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM. Square pads are on pin 1 of all ICs and on the

positive leads of all polarized capacitors.

cy doubling function. The

cosine term exhibits a 90° phase

L3 L5

IC1

shift from the original input,
but phase is of no concern in

Fi31 R2
j

pass capacitor voltage ratings
are increased. Higher voltages

provide higher bandwidths
with higher power dissipation.

Construction

PARTS LIST
All resistors are 1/2 -watt, 1%, metal Tilm, unless noted.

R1-17.8 ohms
R2-42.3 ohms
R3-61.3 ohms
R4, R5, R8-49.9 ohms
R6. R7-499 ohms
R18-4.7 ohms, '/s -watt 5°b
Capacitors
C1. 05-C7, C16-0.1 p.F, ceramic
C2-C4-100 jaF, 6.3 volts, high -frequency aluminum electrolytic
013, 015-56 ji.F, 16 volts, high -frequency aluminum electrolytic

Semiconductors
I01-AD834JN wideband multiplier

Because IC1 and IC2 are high -

L3, L5 -3 -terminal EMI filter (Panasonic EXC-IEMT103DT, DigiKey 9809CT-ND)

L4-not used
Miscellaneous: PC board, wire

jumpers, seven 0.J25 -inch
square posts (if desired), solder.

frequency components, you
must be extremely careful to

prevent high -frequency oscillations if you build the circuit on
a breadboard. It is preferable to
use a PC board. A foil pattern is

Note: The following items are
available from Novatech In-

provided here. Keep all wires
short and place the bypass ca-

struments, Inc., 1530 Eastlake
Ave. East, Suite 303, Seattle,

as possible. A solid ground

WA 98102:

Complete kit of all parts

(Model DOUB-1, includes PC

board and documentation)$50.00

pacitors as close to IC1 and IC2

plane on the component side of
the PC board is recommended,
and IC sockets are discouraged.
If you must use sockets, use machined -pin, open -frame sockets
only.

(Analog Devices)

102-AD811AN current mode ampiner (Analog Devices)
Other components

L1, L2-Leaded EMI bead (Panasonic EXC-ELSA35, Digi-Key
PC820BK-ND)

Please add $5 shipping md handling for US and Ca -lade. $10
cverseas. Add $10 for COD or-

ders. Washingtcn State residents muss add 8.2% sales tax.
Check or money order only.

As can be seen from the parts -

placement diagram, the board
has locations for extra compo-

nents not related to the doubling function discussed in this
article. The additional features

were included to allow the board
INPH
ft

rto

to be used with other Novatech
synthesizers.
The parts -placement diagram
is shown in Fig. 2. Install all the

components as shown, taking
care to observe polarity on di-

odes and capacitors. Square

pin 1 of all ICs and
the positive leads of all polarized

'r4,

ir tY 0' 0 0 0 0 1)

capacitors.
All resistors specified for this

Ur;

circuit (except R18) are Y8 -watt,
1% metal -film types. Their small

U .1

size and tight tolerance imOt0 Pi

(j)

(40\i"1 r C

til;

\

)

7 Z(b. -0012)

REV

FIG. :3-THE COMPLETED BOARD. The locations for extra components are for other
board applications.

proves high -frequency performance and circuit matching. If
resistors other than metal -film

are substituted, the perfor-

mance of the frequency doubler

a)

0
00
z
C/)

I1J

z
w

x

w
CI)

z

O

w

FIG. 4- NPUT AND OUTPUT. The top trace is the output of the
doubler with a 1 -megahertz, 1.5 -volt peak -peak input signal, and
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the bottom trace is the input signal.

L..9

FIG. 5-FREQUENCY SPECTRUM of the output signal in Fig. 4.
The fundamental frequency is about 40 dB down from the doubled frequency.

07

0

will be degraded. In particular,
its distortion will increase, and
its bandwidth will decrease.
As mentioned before, C3 and
C4 provide DC blocking. The
values specified allow operation
down to about 10 hertz. If you

extra capacitors are included
with the kit for this purpose.
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intend to use this circuit ex-

clusively above 5 kilohertz, better high -frequency performance
can be obtained by substituting
0.1 µF ceramic capacitors. The
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PATTERN.

Figure 3 shows the board.

3 1 /2 INCHES

Checkout
Verify that all components are

installed properly and that

there are no solder bridges. Apply power to the board as indicated in Fig. 2 (plus and minus
5 volts DC, both ± 0.25 volt).
Also connect a function generator set to approximately 1 volt

RMS to the signal input as

shown. Connect an oscilloscope
or frequency counter to the output pin (the center pin of J2).

Observe that the output is

SOLDER
SIDE FOIL
PATTERN.

double the frequency of the input signal as the input is varied.

3 1 /2 INCHES

The typical 3 dB point of the

doubler is greater than 30 megahertz at the output.

You can adjust the input to vary the output, but

with an input above about 1.5 volts RMS, the output might be clipped.
The top trace in Fig. 4 is the output of the doubler
with a 1 -megahertz, 1.5 -volt peak -to -peak input
signal, shown at 200 millivolts per division. The
bottom trace is the input signal at 500 millivolts
per division. Figure 5 shows the frequency spectrum of the output signal in Fig. 4. The fundamental frequency is about 40 dB down from the doubled
frequency, the second harmonic is more than 65 dB

down, and the third is about 60 dB down. This
fundamental frequency feedthrough increases to
about - 20 dB below the carrier as the output is
increased to 50 megahertz.
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FREE 324 page catalog
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IF YOU HAVE TOUCH-TONE TELE-

phone service, you can now put
a call on hold from any phone in

your house by plugging this
simple device into any telephone jack. The universal hold

circuit works with any phone

that has a keypad with a # key.
lb put a call on hold, press the #
key and hang the phone up. A

timer extends the #-key function while you hang up phones
that have a keypad built into the

PUT
THAT

PHONE

handset.

The universal hold circuit
first detects the dual -tone,

key is released, so the

key does not have to be held

down while the phone is being

hung up. When any phone is
again picked up, the hold function is canceled.

How it works
Figure 1 shows the schematic

diagram of the universal hold
circuit. The telephone line is
connected to the hold components through bridge rectifier

BR1 so that the input is not po-

larity sensitive. The positive
side of the line is always con-

nected to Zener diode D2, and
the negative side of the line is
always connected to IC2. The
telephone line also connects to
tone -decoder IC4 through C4
and Tl. Power is supplied to the
circuit by a 12 -volt DC power

ON
HOLD!
Build a telephone
hold circuit that
works from any
phone in your

home-even

adapter and by IC5, a 78L05 5 volt regulator, and is filtered by
C2 and C3.

cordless!

silicon -controlled rectifier

FRANK MONTEGARI

through an optically coupled
LED within the IC. The SCR

stops, it will not resume until
the SCR is again triggered by

the LED current is removed,
providing that enough anode
current is available to sustain

When all phones on the line

Optoisolator ICI contains a

(SCR) that latches on after it's
turned on by current flowing

Lti
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SCR in IC1 is triggered on by
circuits driving its LED. When

the SCR conducts, current
flows through BR1, D2,

2 -volt drop across D1, a 1.5 -volt
drop across the LED in IC2, and
about a 1.5 -volt drop across the

onds after the #

ai

A call is put on hold when all

phones are hung up and the

central office thinks a
after it is hung up. The
hold circuit remains
active for five sec-

fE

up.

the central -office circuits active. A 15 -volt drop across D2, a

phone is still off -hook even

co

that a phone has been picked

key is pressed. It then activates

a circuit that partially loads
the telephone line so that the

s"

rent also flows through circuits
at the central office, indicating

load on the line that keeps

that is generated when the #

SI

drop to about 3 to 8 volts, depending on the telephone. Cur-

LED!, ICI, IC2 and back
through BR1, placing a

multifrequency (DTMF) signal

cc,

and a current of about 20 milli amps flows through the phone,
which causes the line voltage to

continues to conduct even after

it. When the SCR anode voltage

is removed and conduction

diodes in BR1 result in the normal 48 -volt line voltage being
clamped to about 20 volts. That
allows line current to flow, but
at a higher voltage than normal.
The LED lights to indicate that
a call is on hold. When a phone
is picked up and the line voltage
drops to 8 volts or less, there is

no longer enough voltage to
keep current flowing through

D2, D1 IC1, IC2, and BR1, and
the hold function is canceled.
The telephone line also connects through capacitor C4 and
transformer T1 to capacitor C8,
which couples the DTMF signal
to the input of IC4, a Motorola
MC145436 DTMF decoder used
to detect the #-key tone. Zener

diode D6 clamps IC4's input
voltage to 9.1 volts to prevent
damage from transients. The
decoder has four outputs that
produce a hexadecimal code

corresponding to the tones it receives when a key is pressed (see
Table 1). Notice that only when
the # key is pressed will pins 13
and 14 both go high (logic "1").

That is convenient, as the circuit has to monitor only two
outputs of IC4 to decode the #
key.

Decoding the outputs of IC4

pins 13 and 14 is done by a log-

the telephone line is about 48

ical AND circuit consisting of
two diodes, D4 and D5, whose
cathodes must both be high for
their anodes to be pulled high

volts. When a phone is taken off hook, it places a load on the line

through R4 into the positive

the internal LED.

are on -hook, the voltage across

by R5. That discharges CI

105

+5V

78105

c2
R4

LED1

(:)

IC1

H11C1

l000pF

$ R5

56K

R2
10K

10K

C3

SI

R1

.1

D5
-Y- 1 N914

R3

R6
1 MEG

XTAL1

56K 7"

1N4744
15V

2

+1(

3.57MHz -

D4

*

1N914
4

3

14

2

IC3
555

IC2
4N28

IC4

MC145436

C5

2

6

1µF

5

10

13

8

7

6

I+
BR1
PL1
RJ11

DF04
R7

D3

1MEG

.0,

1 N914 a.

C7

+

C4

4.7µF

VC .1
250V
T1
1:1

0

FIG. 1-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM of the universal hold circuit. The telephone line is
connected to the hold components through bridge rectifier BR1, so that the input is
not polarity sensitive.

TABLE 1-IC4 OUTPUTS

supply. When the # key is released, pins 13 and 14 go low
again and a negative pulse is
produced by Cl and R4 at the

Key

IC

1

2
3

trigger input (pin 2) of 555

4
5
6
7
8
9
0

timer IC3. That starts IC3's timing cycle where pin 3 goes high

for about five seconds. That

drives current through R3 into
the LED within IC1, latching
the internal SCR. The five -second output from IC3 keeps cur-

IC pin 14

pin 13

IC pin 1

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

1

0

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

cs

F12

I

di

I

+1'141'154,

IC2

1

1

o

0

D4T

XTALI

-R6 +1

1

R1

13

IC1

J

IC3

IC4

1

12 -VOLT
C3

I

LED1

D2
PL1

-C6+

R7

POWER
ADAPTER

D9'
I

C8
1

current from the LED in IC1 and
allows a hold to be canceled im-

C7
BR1

T1

mediately after initiating it

having its base coupled through
C5 to the positive supply. When

0

1

D3

Optoisolator IC2 has a transistor output. After the # key is
pressed and the phone is hung
up, telephone line current flow-

without having to wait for the
five -second cycle to complete.
The transistor within 1C2 also
performs a power -on reset by

1

0

0
0
0

1

changing the value of R7.

The reset function removes

0

0

1

and C7 and may be altered by

resets timer IC3.

1

0

rent flowing long enough to

ing through the LED in IC2
turns its transistor on, which

0

1

1

hang up the phone. The 5 -second duration is controlled by R7

IC pin 2

- C2- +
1

-C4-

1

RJ11

FIG. 2-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM. Leave LED1's leads long and bend them in an

"S" shape so its position can be adjusted later to fit through a hole in the top of the
case.

PARTS LIST

All resistors are Ye -watt, 5%, unless noted.
R1, R4-56,000 ohms
R2, R5-10,000 ohms

R3-56 ohms
R6, R7-1 megohm
Capacitors
C1, C3-0.1 µF, 50 volts, metal film
02-1000 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic
C4-0.1 µF, 250 volts, polyester
C5-1 µF, 50 volts, electrolytic

C6, 08-0.01 µF, 50 volts, metal
film

C7-4.7 µF, 35 volts. electrolytic
Semiconductors
IC1-H11C1 SCR optoisolator (Harris or equiv.)

IC2-4N28 transistor optoisolator
(Harris or equiv.)

IC3-555 timer

IC4-MC145436 (Motorola or
equiv.) or CD22204 (Harris or
equiv.) DTMF decoder

FIG. 3-THE COMPLETED PC BOARD. Point-to-point wiring will also work for this
project.

IC5-78L05 voltage regulator

point wiring will work just as

BR1-DF04 1 -ampere, 400 volt,

well, however.

DIP bridge rectifier (Allied Elec-

If the printed -circuit board is

tronics or equiv.)

used, use Fig. 2 as a guide to

D1-not used

install the parts. It's always best
to use IC sockets for all ICs, al-

02-1N4744 Zener diode, 15 -volts,
1 watt

D3-D5-1N914 silicon diode

ft,-%iNPra-FiNN '7

INC

When installing LED1, leave
its leads long and bend them in
an S shape so its position can be
adjusted later on to fit through a
hole in the top of the case. After
all parts are installed, plug the
ICs into their sockets. Keep in
mind that IC4 is a CMOS device
that is sensitive to ESD or elec-

1 watt

LED1-light-emitting diode, any
color, T1-3/4

Other components
XTAL-3.579545 MHz crystal
T1-matching transformer, 600 ohm primary, 600 -ohm secondary (Jameco P/N 105902)
PL1-RJ11 modular plug attached
to telephone wire

trostatic discharge. Figure 3

Miscellaneous: three 6 -pin IC
sockets, one 8 -pin IC socket, one
14 -pin IC socket, 120 -volt AC to
12 -volt DC, 100 milliamp, power
adapter, 2- >, 3- x 1 -inch plastic
project box (Jameco P/N 18921),

two cable ties, PC board, wire
solder

Note: The following items are
available from American Elec-

tromechanical Inc., 134 Van
Voorhis Terrace. Wappingers
Falls, NY 12590:

Complete kit of parts including PC board and pre -drilled
enclosure-$49.95
Etched and drilled PC board
only-$6.95
Check or money order, only. Add

$4.00 shipping and handling.
NY State residents must add
sales tax

though they aren't absolutely
necessary.

D6 -1N4739 Zener diode, 9.1 volts,

shows the completed PC board.

The author installed the
tic case (see Parts List), in
board in a 2- x 3- x 1 -inch plas-

which the board fits perfectly
FIG. 4-THE BOARD FITS tightly in a 2x 3- x 1 -inch plastic case, and is held
securely without any hardware.

power is turned off, C5 discharges through D3.

Construction

Since this is a low -frequency
circuit, parts layout and wiring
are not at all critical, parts toler-

ances are not critical, and

equivalent types may be substituted.
The prototype was built on a
small PC board for which we've
provided a foil pattern. Point-to-

and is held securely without any

hardware. You are free to use
any case you like, but the in-

stallation details are up to you if
you decide to go that route.

Place a nylon tie around the
power leads and the telephone

wire to act as strain reliefs, or tie
knots in them to serve the same

purpose. Cut and file slots in

the edge of the case to pass the
wires through and drill a hole in
the top of the case directly above
where the LED will be once the

board is installed. Figure 4

shows how the board fits into
(Continued on page 110)

SOLID STATE

coders, clock and volt-

THERMOMETER

thermometer described
in this article, IC1 will

THE LIQUID -CRYSTAL DIS-

play (LCD) and the single -chip analog -to -dig-

ital converter (ADC)

have made possible an

almost endless list of

be set to display 200

battery -powered, hand-

held test instruments.

millivolts full scale

si,,,Dre PANEL METER*,

The most prominent of

(199.9), plus or minus.
The temperature sensor for this digital ther-

these are the digital
multimeter (DMM) and

mometer is an NPN

the digital panel meter
(DPM), but others in-

tance meters, thermometers, timers,

act like a silicon diode.

The base of transistor

itttrortio tor* of oat_

sound -level meters, and
light meters.

The single chip ADC

Q1 is short-circuited to
the collector, so it functions as a diode. However, it has a response
curve that is more linear
over a wider temperature range than a diode.

I

eliminated a slew of dis-

.:000

pit0

crete components and

**
0 0000000
0
OU00(16000,

increased circuit re-

TEMPERATURE NETER
RCA. ARA6v
Vr.

aolcaocooce5"
6

liability, while the LCD

h

ooo 00

cac

Transistor Q1 pro-

T ",
***oa/WW

presents large charac-

o

ters that are easily seen
in daylight. But of more
importance in battery -

nents are miserly in
power consumption.
This is especially important for battery con-

transistor modified to

2 ti.a,

clude digital capaci-

powered instruments,
both of these compo-

age reference. The ADC
is packaged in a 40 -pin
plastic DIP In the digital

vides a variable input

54

P

.0

voltage to ICI. The volt-

.1)5

it

age drop across the

effective diode, typically

Build an accurate, 31/2 -digit,

about 0.7 volt, depends

on the temperature of

diode's junction and
handheld thermometer from the
the current flowing
through it. The voltage
a kit or from scratch.
drop is nearly linear,

servation.

Within recent years

MARC SPIWAK

the prices of single -chip

ADC ICs and large -

and will typically vary by
2.2 millivolts per degree
Celsius.

A silicon diode has a

character LCDs have fallen, and
they are now readily available as

adding extra components for

negative temperature coeffi-

experiments.

cient. Thus, in this application,

from electronics stores and distributors.

The basic digital ther-

mometer circuit displays temperature in degrees Celsius to a
an accuracy of a tenth of a de-

as the temperature rises, voltage falls, and as the temperature falls the voltage rises. For
example, if the ambient temper-

low-cost, off -the -shelf items

The digital thermometer described here can be made from
an available kit or the parts can

be obtained from most elec-

tronics distributors. By building the thermometer, the build-

er will gain experience in

working with advanced ICs and

display modules, and at the
same time gain insight into cir-

cuitry common to many different instruments.
The digital thermometer can
make accurate, reliable, and repeatable temperature measure-

ments in the laboratory or in the
field over a wide range of tem-

peratures. It will save money
over the price of a factory -built

instrument and, as a bonus, it

provides circuit board space for

gree on its 31/2 -digit LCD in half -

inch high characters. The PC

ature rises by 2° Celsius, the
voltage drop across the diode

board can be purchased as part
of the kit or made with the foil
pattern included here. The electronic components are visible
on the top surface of the instrument case, as shown in the illustration of the meter.

will decrease by about 4.4 millivolts. This linear voltage drop is
measured to determine temperature.

How does it work?
Figure 1 is a schematic for the

Pin identification is shown in
Fig. 1. However, more readily
available, industry -standard

digital thermometer. The key

semiconductor device in the circuit is IC1, an ICL7106CPL single -chip analog -to -digital converter from Harris Semiconductor. It is a 31/2 -digit ADC with a

built-in LCD display driver,
BCD to seven -segment de-

m
C,

The kit for the digital thermometer includes two transistors (Q1 and Q2) identified as
BC -547s (but marked C547B).

-5

m

I

2N2222 transistors can be substituted, although they have dif-

ferent pinout arrangements.

Refer to the instructions given
later if you want to make this
substitution.
Trimmer potentiometers R9

I
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R8

R1

220K

1MEG
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100K
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BP
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FIG. 1-SOLID-STATE THERMOMETER SCHEMATIC. The ICL7106 contains an analog -

to -digital converter, BCD to 7 -segment decoders, display drivers, a clock, and a
reference voltage source.

and the display temperature
must increment in degrees Celsius. The multiturn potentiometers permit precise settings.
Because IC1 can also indicate
the polarity of the input voltage,
the digital thermometer is theoretically capable of displaying

temperature measurements
from - 200 to + 200 degrees
Celsius. However, the transistor

used as a temperature sensor
and its leads could be damaged
by those temperature extremes.

The digital thermometer is
effectively a solid-state volt-

meter that could be adapted for

making other measurements
such as voltage, current, power,
light level, and sound intensity,

and more. If the output of the
sensor for the variable you want

to measure can be scaled be-

tween 0 and 200 millivolts, the
circuit presented here can display that variable in appropriate
standard units with little or no
circuit modification.

r
IC1

L
DISP1

e1,41

R10
S1

j5
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C3R4

Cl

I

R7

R2
I

I

7:4
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glik)11
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C
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11/94
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aL1 411,

CEBR6

Q2
130547

2 1/8 INCHES

B1

41-9V -11+

THERMOMETER FOIL PATTERN.

FIG. 2-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM. IC1 is located beneath
the liquid -crystal display module.
(SCALE

ments in the input voltage to

control) can be set to zero the
meter and make scale adjust -

IC1. A display of 00.0 must correspond to zero degrees Celsius

(zERo control) and RIO

The PC board for this project

contains a small space where
additional components can be

TRANSISTOR
01

These will leave enough "headroom" for positioning IC1.

Solder the two double -deck

SIP sockets to the board for
DISP1, as shown in Fig. 2, and

INNER
SHRINKABLE
TUBING (2)

then install ICI. Then insert

DISP1 in the double -height SIP

sockets. This arrangement
makes it easy to remove DISP1
by leaving the upper socket

OUTER
PROTECTIVE
SHRINKABLE
TUBING
(SEE TEXT)
SOLDER
CONNECTIONS
(3)

strips attached to the LCD and
prying them away from the two
lower socket strips that are soldered to the board. CAUTION:
Do not attempt to remove the
LCD from the upper sockets be-

TO PROBE
INPUT

TWO -CONDUCTOR
CABLE

FIG. 3-THERMAL PROBE. The base and collector leads of transistor 01 are bent
together and soldered near the transistor's base and a two -conductor cable is attached.

PARTS LIST
All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 1%, unless
otherwise noted.
R1, R2-1 megohm
R3-22,000 ohms
R4-47.000 ohms
R5-R7-100,000 ohms
R8-220,000 ohms
R9, R10-100,000 ohms, potentiometer 10 -turn PCB

Capacitors
C1-100 pF, polyester
C2-0.22 j.LF, polyester
C3-0.01 µF. polyester
C4-0.1 uF, polyester
C5-0.47 I.LF, polyester
Semiconductors

IC1- 1CL7106CPL ADC, Harris or
equiv.

Q1, Q2-BC547 NPN transistor (or
2N2222, see text and Fig. 5)

Other components
S1-slide switch, SPST, PCB -mount

DISP1-V1-302-DP-RC LCD module,
31/2 -digit, 40 -pin package, Varitronix
or equivalent)
Miscellaneous: PC board; three 40 -pin

IC sockets (see text); five machined

pin sockets (optional); insulated
hookup wire, 9 -volt battery, battery

clip with wires, project case with
cover; miscellaneous hardware; solder.

Note: A kit for the digital thermometer (No. 6002 -KT) can be pur-

chased for $29.95 plus $4.00 for
shipping and handling from Marlin
P. Jones & Associates, Inc., P.O.

Box 12685, Lake Park, FL

33403-0685, Phone: 407-848-8236,

Fax: 407-844-8764.Florida residents please add local sales tax.

located and powered to perform

experiments and make other
kinds of measurements.

Figure 2 is the parts placement diagram for this meter.

The circuit could be wired
point-to-point, but that would

call for a lot of wiring, especially

in the display section. Con-

cause the display pins can
bend, and the glass body can

break.
Cut a scrap of tinned lead wire

to form jumper "J," insert and
solder it. If you buy the digital
thermometer kit, a case is included. The PC board fits securely in the top of the case to
form a cover. Therefore, the inside the case provides enough
space for the 9 -volt battery. Sol-

sequently, the use of a PC board
is recommended.
Insert all leaded components
and sockets, and solder them in

der the battery clip leads to the
solder side of the board at the
points shown in Fig. 2.
Refer to Fig. 3 and short-cir-

board. Insert resistor RI and

lead near the body of the transistor by bending them together
and soldering them. Slip short
lengths of heat shrinkable tub-

place on the solder side of the

trimmer potentiometer RIO in
individual machined pin sock-

ets (two for RI and three for
R10) if you might want to replace those components with
others having different values
for different applications.

cuit QI's base lead to its collector

ing over each input end of a two -

conductor cable. Solder the two

shorted transistor leads to the
positive sensor input wire and

However, if you have no inten-

tion of experimenting with the

finished meter, solder all re-

sistors directly to the board. If

you intend to substitute

4,,,DIY PANEL ME.TER40

At4atiti

2N2222 transistors, insert Q2
with its flat side opposite that
shown in Fig. 2. More instruc-

tions on the substitution of
2N2222s will be given later.
Notice that analog -to -digital

converter, ICI, is located under
the LCD display, DISP1. When
IC1 is installed, mount the LCD
directly above it while orienting

TEM/raURE METER

it to the opposite polarity (the

notches are on opposite sides of
the board). First install a socket

for IC1. Then cut two 40 -pin
sockets apart along their long
axes to provide four single in -

)1

FIG. 4-THE TEMPERATURE -SENSING

line (SIP) sockets. Insert one SIP

transistor can be located on the PC

two double -height SIP sockets.

board, but leads must be attached for
calibration.

socket within another to form

well as Celsius degrees. Those
modifications are shown in Fig.
5. The same figure also gives de-

tails for installing the alternative 2N2222 transistors,

should you decide to substitute
them.

Our tests showed that the

meter's response is not perfectly
linear for the Fahrenheit scale,
and it is impossible to calibrate

it at the boiling point of water

because 212° cannot be disR10

C SCALE

-/o
MO

R1 0-A

C SCALE

F SCALE

R9

C ZERO

R10 -A

played on the 31/2 -digit display.

However, the response was lin-

ear enough for the display to
give an accurate Fahrenheit
reading from about 60 to 80°,
the range in which most temperature readings are likely to
be taken.

F SCALE
2N2222
R9 -A

R9

4PDT
SWITCH

C ZERO

L.

F ZERO

C

01
2N2222

4 R9 -A
F ZERO

Calibrating the meter
Carefully inspect the circuit
board for soldering errors and
correct them before proceeding.

If the board passes visual in-

spection, connect a 9 -volt battery to it and switch on power.
FIG. 5-THE CIRCUIT CAN BE MODIFIED as shown here to display part of the Fahrenheit scale in addition to the Celsius scale. Alternative 2N2222 transistors are installed
as shown.

the emitter lead to the negative
input wire.

water. 'Rim on the digital thermometer and submerge its temperature probe in the ice water,
holding it in close contact with
an ice cube. Wait until the display stabilizes and then adjust
ZERO control potentiometer R9
until the display reads 00.0.

shrinkable tubing on both leads

and pull it over the end of the
transistor to form an outer protective jacket, as shown in Fig.

3. Heat the tubing so that it

forms a tight shrink fit around
both the end of the transistor
and the cable.

Boil water in a kettle and carefully hold the probe over the ket-

Standard insulated hookup
wire leads are suitable for the

tle spout in the steam with

tongs to prevent accidentally

temperature probe up to about
6 inches long. However, if the

scalding yourself. When the dis-

play reading stabilizes, adjust

probe is to be mounted on leads

longer than 6 inches, use thin

SCALE

The temperature probe can

also be mounted on the PC
scir)
LIE

board directly with leads soldered to the " + " and " - " probe

inputs. This arrangement will,
E

(I)

cc

however, make thermometer

calibration more difficult. If you
elect this option, temporarily attach the probe to the board with
leads for calibration and mount

it permanently to the board afw
42

terward. Figure 4 shows the
completed digital thermometer.

control potentiometer

R10 until the display reads 100.

shielded cable.
O

display shows a "1," adjust potentiometers R9 and R10 to obtain a reading other than a "1."
Fill a container with ice cubes

and add a small amount of

Slip a short length of heat -

F>

The display will either indicate a
"1" or some other reading. If the

FIG. 6-MODIFIED THERMOMETER can
display the full Celsius range and Fahrenheit from about 60 to about 80°.

Modifying the meter
As mentioned earlier, a small
area on the PC board is set aside

to accommodate components

for experiments. We added two

more potentiometers and a

4PDT switch to the circuit so
the digital thermometer could
be calibrated in Fahrenheit as

If you have access to a digital
multimeter with a temperature
probe that is known to be calibrated, compare readings and

adjust trimmers R9 and R10
more precisely.

If you added the Fahrenheit

potentiometers, as shown in

Fig. 5, calibrate the Fahrenheit
scale next, bearing in mind the
limitations discussed earlier. It
is recommended that the tem(Continued on page 109)

Home-

brew

solation
Transformer
Bulls this inexpensive transformer
to protect yourself-and your test equipmentwhile you service and repair electronic appliances.
DOYLE WHISENANT
EVERYONE WHO REGULARLY SER-

vices television sets really

should have an isolation transformer. One side of the chassis
of most line -powered TV receivers and tube -type radios is

connected directly to the AC
line. Therefore, servicing this
electronic equipment can be
very dangerous because the
chassis can be "hot." An isola-

tion transformer isolates the

chassis of the equipment being
serviced from the AC line. This
article explains how to build an
isolation transformer for a fraction of the price of a commercial

product. It will even supply
more current than most commercial units.
The heart of this project is the

transformer. The author ob-

tained the two transformers re-

quired from two discarded
microwave ovens. Buying a new
transformer for this project will
not save you much money over

Operation
Figure 1 is the schematic for
the isolation transformer. Fuse protected AC line power is first

applied to power switch Si.

When Si is closed, neon power

indicator NE1 lights up, and

power is applied to a cooling fan

and to standby switch S2. This

arrangement allows trans-

former power to be turned off,
while permitting the fan to continue cooling the transformer.
Neon standby indicator NE2

is wired across switch S2 so
that it lights when S2 is open.

When S2 is closed, power is applied to the primary side of 1:1

isolation transformer Ti. The
secondary side of T1 supplies

isolated AC power to receptacle
S01. Neon indicator NE3 lights
when power is applied to the receptacle SO1.
The isolation transformer will
supply 1000 watts for short pe-

buying a commercial isolation
transformer because the transformer required can cost more
than $150. For example, B&K

Mouser Electronics sells one for
$63.50, it will supply only 2.17

amperes, or about 250 watts.
Even this modest price is al-

most three times what our complete project will cost!

of two microwave -oven transfor-

mers. Microwave ovens have
heavy-duty transformers (see

Fig. 2) that consist of three

windings: a 120 -volt AC input
coil, a 2000- to 3000 -volt AC
output coil, and a 3- to 5 -volt AC

coil that serves as the filament
winding for the oven's magnetron. The magnetron is the vac-

uum tube that produces the

microwave energy for the oven.
The filament winding is easily
identified; it consists of three to

five single turns of 12- or 13 gauge enamel -covered wire.
This winding is usually wound
directly over the 120 -volt AC
winding which is wound from

S2

Fl

STANDBY
T1

SO1

1.1

BLACK

Precision sells an isolation

transformer for $189.00. Although electronics distributor

riods of time, and 500 watts or
less continuously. However, it
will run too hot if 500 watts is
exceeded for more than about
half an hour.
The transformer for this project was made from the windings

S1

POWER
AC
IN

GREEN

0

NE1
GRID

POWER

WHITE

FIG. 1-ISOLATION TRANSFORMER SCHEMATIC. Switch S2 allows power to the
transformer to be turned off while the fan continues to cool the transformer.

approximately the same size
wire as the filament, but it has
more turns. The high -voltage

winding, which will be dis-

carded for this project, consists
of many turns of much smaller
gauge wire.

The microwave oven's fan or

blower that cools the magnetron is also needed for this proj-

ect. The transformer will run

warm under load, and the oven

fan is an economical way to

keep it cool. None of the other
parts (see the Parts List), while

commonly available, will be
found in a microwave oven.

Modifying the transformer

Locate two surplus or discarded microwave ovens that
are identical, or as similar as
possible. As stated earlier, the
transformers from two ovens

FIG. 2-THE TRANSFORMER for this project was made from two discarded microwave -oven transformers.

are needed to build the isolation

transformer. These transformers usually remain in good
working condition. As an alter-

native, two surplus transformers might be easier for you to

obtain than two scrap microwave ovens.

The pencil in Fig. 2 points to
one of the welds that must be

removed from the microwave oven transformer. With a hand-

held grinder, very carefully
grind away the welds on both

sides of the transformer and

separate the top core from the
base. Figure 3 shows a trans-

former that has been dis-

assembled. Remove the windings from the core, being careful

not to disturb the insulation on
the windings. Discard the high voltage windings.
The 120 -volt AC input coils
from the two transformers will
SI

be used to make the isolation

x

transformer. Place both 120 -volt

03

coils back on the core of one of
the transformers to form a 1:1

o

1
-"'

2
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o
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isolation transformer. Do not
disturb the insulation on the

windings when reinstalling
them on the core. Place the

FIG. 3-DISASSEMBLED TRANSFORMER. Remove the windings from the transformer core. being careful not to disturb the insulation on the windings. Discard the
high -voltage windings.

rectly positioned back on the
core, reinstall the base of the
transformer. To do this, weld
the base back onto the transformer. If you have access to an
electric welder and know how to

use it, do this yourself. Otherwise, take the transformer to a
welding shop and let a skilled
welder do the job for you. Regardless of who does the welding, make sure that the transformer core does not get too hot
and that sparks from the welder
don't burn the insulation on the
coils.

windings very close to one an-

other to ensure satisfactory
transformer coupling. Some

Check the completed transformer with an ohmmeter to
make sure that there are no
short circuits to the core and

transformers have spacers be-

from coil to coil. Test the trans-

tween the coils and the core (see
Fig. 4) that must be replaced in
the correct locations.

former by connecting a voltmeter to the leads of one coil
designated as the output coil.

Once the windings are cor-

Connect the leads from the

other coil to an AC line cord

through a 5 -ampere fuse. Insulate all exposed connections.

Power up the transformer

just long enough to get a reading on the voltmeter. Record the

output reading, disconnect the
AC power, and reverse the input

and output coil connections.

Repeat the procedure and check
the output voltage again. Determine which output coil voltage

measures closest to 120 -volts
AC; it will be the output side.
The prototype transformer had
a lower voltage reading in one
direction than in the other.

Construction

This project requires a sturdy

metal case that measures ap-

proximately 14- x 7- x 9 -inches

to hold both the fan and the
transformer, and still have room
for all connections.

This project consists of only a
few parts, so point-to-point wir-

fan and transformer, mark the
locations and drill the mounting holes, but don't mount any-

Figure 5 shows the inside of the

thing yet.
If you purchase the case specified in the Parts List, you will
find that many of the necessary
holes are already punched out.

ing can be used throughout.

prototype unit. Test fit the fan
and the transformer before drilling any holes in the case. The
fan should be mounted so that
its air stream is directed at the
transformer. Once the correct
positions are determined for the

Otherwise, prepare the en-

closure by drilling a hole and
mounting the line cord to the

PARTS LIST

T1-Modified microwave oven
transformer (see text)

F1 -5 -ampere fuse and panel mount fuse holder

S1, S2-SPST 15 -ampere toggle
switch

NE1-NE3-120-volt AC neon indicator lamp

S01-Standard duplex AC receptacle

Metal case (Mendleson Electronics, 1-800-344-4465, Part No.

TOP

160-1782F or other suitable enclosure), grounded AC line cord,
cooling fan from old microwave
oven (see text), 14- to 16 -gauge
wire, terminal blocks, solderless
connectors, wire ties, hardware

SPACERS

back of the enclosure. Prepare

the front of the enclosure by

>120VAC
COILS

drilling holes to mount the neon
indicators, NE1, NE2, and NE3.
Then drill holes for switches Si
and S2. The prototype unit has
two large holes punched in each
end to allow the fan to draw in

cool air and exhaust hot air.
Place a screen over those holes

to prevent debris from being
drawn inside the unit. Prepare

BASE

an opening for the duplex recep-

tacle on the front panel with a

nibbling tool.
Once all the metal working on
the enclosure is complete, It can
FIG. 4-SOME TRANSFORMERS have spacers between their coils and the core.

NE2

-44-- NES

TERMINAL
BLOCK

501
NE1
T1

FAN

S2

F1

be painted. Next label the enclosure; the labels can be protected with clear spray enamel.
When the enclosure is completely dry, the transformer and
fan can be mounted. Start with
the transformer, mounting it to
the base of the enclosure with
rubber washers to reduce vibration. Mount the fan in the direction so that the cooling air flow
will be blowing over the trans-

former. Next install the fuse
holder, the line cord, the three

neon indicators, switches Si

and S2. and the duplex receptacle S01.
The isolation transformer can
produce several amperes of current, so use 14- to 16 -gauge wire

m

I
z
C)

0)
7,1

`41,

for all connections to and from

the transformer. However,

smaller gauge wire can be used
for connecting the fan and neon
indicators.
FIG. 5-POINT-TO-POINT WIRING is used throughout this project.

Fo

Refer to the schematic di-

S9

(Continued on page 110)
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PRECISION

AUDIO SIGNALS
FROM YOUR PC
Build this
computer -controlled

audio generatorfor under ten bucks.
MICHAEL A. COVINGTON

DO YOU NEED A PRECISION SQUARE -

wave generator for audio testing? If so, look no further than
your computer's serial port, a
handful of passive components,

The RS -232 protocol specifies

that the bits of an ASCII

character are transmitted from
least to most significant, preceded by a start bit (always 0)
and followed by a stop bit (al-

any computer should be able to
deliver frequencies of 55, 150,
300, 600, 1200, 2400, and 4800

hertz, corresponding to the
standard baud rates from 110 to

ways 1). So, after adding the req-

9600. In addition, the signal
can appear at many other dis-

high as 4800 hertz, and with

result is 1010101010.
Now suppose a string of U's is

by the CPU speed of the comput-

0.1% or better. The software was

some steady rate. The result is a
continuous series of alternating

and a very simple 30 -line BASIC

program.
That combination can deliver

signals with frequencies as

crystal -controlled accuracy of
developed on an IBM-compatible PC, but it should run on just
about any computer.

uisite start and stop bits, the
generated at the serial port at

The frequency of the signal

Why not? Because the UART in

wave.

character "U," that is. The hex-

transitions per second. Each cycle of a squarewave comprises
two transitions so, for example,
a 9600 -bps baud rate produces
a 4800 -hertz squarewave.
In practical terms, just about

(with eight data bits and no parity, or seven data bits and even
parity).

by definition is the number of

TO COMPUTER
SERIAL PORT

R1

10K

100K

10K
AUDIO
TAPER

the RS -232 port generates its
output by dividing the frequency of a 1.8432 -megahertz crystal
oscillator. The UART can divide

only by whole numbers. So, for
example, a frequency of exactly
1000 hertz can't be generated;

the nearest you can get is
dard concert -pitch "A" (440
hertz), but you can get a very

C1

4.7µF
NON POLAR
ELECTROLYTIC

generate just arty frequency.

993.1035 hertz.
If you want to tune a guitar,
you can't quite produce a stan-

R2

TD
PIN 2 (25 -PIN)
PIN 3 (9 -PIN)

scheme.

Frequency limits
The catch is that a PC cannot

will be half the baud rate, which

adecimal value of "U" is 55,
which in binary is 01010101

er. But there is a catch to this

ones and zeroes-a square -

How it works

The trick is U, the ASCII

crete frequencies, limited only

AUDIO OUT

GROUND
PINS 1 AND 7 (25 -PIN)
PIN 5 (9 -PIN)

clsoe 439.6947 hertz, which is

off by only i/80 of a semitone. The

software will display the nearest
standard value to any requested
frequency.

Another limitation is that

FIG. 1-COMPLETE CIRCUIT of the precision audio generator requires just a handful
of passive components.

some computers might not be
able to deliver high frequencies,

because they can't output U's

fast enough. In that case,

squarewave bursts, with silence
in between, is generated. If you
could hear that, it might sound
like buzzing, flapping, or clicking superimposed on the high-

pitched tone. The best way to
detect this kind of problem is
with an oscilloscope or frequency counter.

Even if the computer is fast,

there can be breaks in the

squarewave. That can happen if

the computer is doing task switching (e.g., under Windows), or if it is heavily loaded

with terminate and stay resi-

dent programs (TSRs). But under DOS, the author had good
results up to 4800 hertz with an
old lbshiba laptop.

Hardware and software

FIG. 2-MOUNT ALL COMPONENTS directly on the potentiometer, as shown here.
This eliminates the need for any kird of circuit board.

There's not much to the circuit, which is shown in Fig. 1.

The output of a serial port is
nominally 24 volts peak -to -

peak, which is much too high a
voltage to feed to the input of an
audio amplifier. The circuit at-

tenuates the signal to a more
useful level, a variable 2 -volts
peak -to -peak. The circuit also

protects the computer from
static electricity and voltage

surges. Capacitor Cl, a non polarized unit, blocks DC be-

cause the serial port, when

idling, outputs approximately
-12 volts.

The attenuator consists of
only four components, so it
does not need a PC board. The
circuit was built in a small plas-

tic case by mounting the re-

sistors and capacitors directly
to the potentiometer and output jack, as shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 3 shows the assembled
unit.
PARTS LIST
R1-10,000 ohms, 1/8 -watt
R2-100.000 ohms, 1/8 -watt

R3-10,000 ohms, audio -taper potentiometer
01-4.7 µF, 50 -volts, non -polarized

electrolytic capacitor (Radio
Shack 272-998 or equivalent)
Enclosure, cables, and connectors

to suit your equipment and
needs.

FIG. 3-THE ASSEMBLED UNIT is compact and attra.3tive. An even smaller case t -tan
the one shown here could also be used.

If you want the circuit to deliv-

er signals for testing, just run

an appropriate cable from J1 to
your equipment. For audio output, say for tuning musical in-

struments or playing audible
tones, the circuit can drive a
speaker directly, as shown in
Fig. 4.
A word of caution before dis-

cussing applications: RS -232
ports are supposed to be tolerant of static charges, short circuits, and extraneous voltages,
but be aware that some ports
are not. Use extra care if your

port is part of a multifunction
card that also includes a disk
controller.

Many of these cards include
both the serial port and the disk

controller in a single, fragile
VLSI device. If part of the circuit

fails, you're likely to lose the
whole thing-including access
to your disk drives. Generally
speaking, when experimenting
with accessories connected to a

serial port, it's safer to use a
card with discrete RS -232
transmitter and receiver ICs.
As for the software, Listing 1

100 TO 3000

TO COMPUTER

FIG. 4-TO DRIVE A SPEAKER from the

generator, use this circuit.

shows the complete program.
After setting up several constants, the program requests an
output frequency, displays the
nearest attainable value, and
then starts pumping U's from
the serial port. That continues
until the user presses a key and
then it stops.

FIG. 5-TEST FREQUENCY RESPONSE

as shown here. The input signal (a) is
completely clean. Poor bass response

affects the tops (b); poor treble response affects the corners (c).

The constants defined in

lines 120 and 130 specify values
for the PC's standard COM1 serial port. lb use a different port,
make the appropriate modifications. Also note line 190, which
specifies the dividend in the fre-

quency calculation. lb run the

program on another computer,
that value might have to be adjusted.

Putting it to use
A precision squarewave gen-

PRINT
INPUT
ADDR%
PARM$

an amplifier, as shown in Fig. 5.

The input signal to the ampli-

fier appears in Fig. 5-a; note the

signal's sharp corners and flat

LISTING 1-BASIC PROGRAM
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400

erator has many applications.
For example, you can use it to
test the frequency response of

"PC Square Wave Generator - M. Covington 1994"
"Frequency (Hz)? ", FREQ
= &H3F8
2F8 for COM2
= "COM1:4800,N,8,1,cs0,ds0"
or "COM2..." etc.
'

'

tops. If the amplifier circuit has
poor bass response, the tops of
the waveform won't be flat (Fig.

5-b); if the treble is weak, the
corners of the waveform won't
be square (Fig. 5-c).

In general, a clean looking

squarewave at the output of an
amplifier indicates a good fre-

Open the serial port
OPEN PARM$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
'

quency response over a 100 -to -1

range. For example, an ampliChoose customized baud rate
DIVIDEND = 115200
111850 on PCjr
DIVISOR% = INT(.5 + DIVIDEND / (FREQ * 2))
FREQ = DIVIDEND / (DIVISOR% * 2)
PRINT "Actual frequency: "; FREQ; " Hz"
'

'

Set serial port to new baud rate
WAIT ADDR% + 5, &H20
OUT ADDR% + 3, INP(ADDR% + 3) OR &H80
OUT ADDR%, DIVISOR% MOD 256
OUT ADDR% + 1, DIVISOR% / 256
OUT ADDR% + 3, INP(ADDR% + 3) AND &H7F
'

Transmit square wave until told to stop
PRINT "Press any key to stop."
WHILE INKEY$ <> "": WEND
clear kbd buffer
WHILE INKEY$ = ""
PRINT #1, "UUUU";
WEND
PRINT "Emptying buffer..."
CLOSE #1
PRINT "All done."
END
'

'

fier that cleanly reproduces a 1 -

kilohertz squarewave should
provide good performance from

100 hertz to 10 kilohertz. Be

aware, however, that a square wave test won't detect clipping
in the amplifier.
I have already mentioned tun-

ing musical instruments. Another application is testing wow

and flutter in tape recorders.

Generate a constant frequency
and record it; then play it back
while comparing it to the same
frequency coming directly from

the computer. You can do the
comparison by ear, but it's better to use an oscilloscope, with

one squarewave going to the ex-

ternal sync input and the other
to the vertical input. Then look

closely to see how much the

waveform jiggles from side to
side.

ThE PROJECT ANThology
A collection of eighteen projects that will add
spice to your project building pleasure!
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INTRODUCTION
Building projects is fun! Exactly where the most fun is can be debated. Is it in the actual assembly
of the gadget? What about designing added features or molding it to particular needs? How about
watching friends and family "pop eyes" as you exhibit its operation? Who knows? Never examine a
pleasure, just enjoy it! With that admonition, inspect the plans of the seventeen projects presented in
this Project Anthology while you heat up your soldering iron.
The experience level required of the project builder is minimal. Of course you require some level
of project building experience but every effort has been made to keep the level of difficulty down. In
some projects the illustrations go beyond the schematic diagram to include mechanical layout information. Although your electronic theory understanding may be scant, you will require higher levels
should you indulge in designing additional functions and features into the projects presented herein.
Here are general notes about the parts used in projects.
Resistors. Fixed -valued resistors are rated at either 1/4 -watt or 1/2 -watt, within 5 percent of their
designated value. One-half watt is the preferred rating for resistors because of their physical size and
ease of handling on circuit boards. Hobbyists with construction experience should select the wattage
size that they deem suitable for the project. Resistors that are specified with wattage ratings may be
substituted for other resistors of higher wattage rating. For example: you could replace a 1 -watt resistor with a 3 -watt resistor provided that the replacement is not of wire -wound construction. Wire wound resistors have a measure of inductance in them and they may upset the operation of the circuit,
especially high -frequency audio and radio circuits. The physical size of the resistor increases significantly with its power rating so common sense directs that you do not use outlandish substitutions.
Only composition resistors are used in the following projects. Do not substitute different ohmic values unless the text discusses the possibility, or you are thoroughly qualified to make ohmic value
changes by adequate academic knowledge and/or experience.
Capacitors. The voltage ratings of capacitors in the projects should be equal to or above that specified in the Parts List. Electrolytic capacitors should be reasonably close to the specified value in
microFarads. The working -voltage -DC (WVDC) rating must never be less than specified, and as a
rule never more than twice the specified rating. Two capacitors connected in parallel add their values. Two capacitors, say .10-RF and .25-[iF in rating, when connected in parallel will be equal to a
single capacitor rated at .35 !..tF. When paralleling capacitors to obtain useable values, be sure that the
WVDC ratings of both capacitors are at least equal to the specified value.

Semiconductors. Solid-state parts such as transistors, integrated circuit chips, diodes, LEDs, etc.,
cause the most problems for new project builders. It is recommended that they obtain catalogs from
retail and mail-order outlets. Radio Shack is an excellent retail source-there's one in every town in
North America that has more than two traffic lights, or so it seems. There are a host of parts advertisers who offer free 800 telephone numbers so you can do your shopping at home. Some readers
resort to substitution listings for what appears to be hard -to -get parts. This could be risky for beginners because pin connections vary with so-called identical units. If you are calling an 800 telephone
number parts outlet, insist upon the exact part. There are enough 800 electronic parts suppliers in
North America to call and get the parts you want.
Light -emitting diodes (LEDs) usually have their cathodes identified by the shorter lead which is
closest to the flat edge of the circular rim at the base of the part. There are variances, and for bi-color
LEDs, this is true for one of the colors only. If you have any doubts, do not hard solder the LED into
the circuit at first. Run a power -on test and if the LED does not light, or the wrong color comes up,
reverse the leads and try again. The LED should light or the correct color appear. Now you can solder the LED into the circuit. Solderless circuit boards can be used for testing mockups.
Not every construction or parts problem can be forecasted, however, experience is a great teacher
and you will learn much by jumping into the construction of a simple project. Experience grows with
practice. The fantasies of the Project Anthology are now all yours to enjoy. Have fun!

THE PROJECTS
be incorporated in other decorations or models.
The LED light display provides an interesting
and novel twinkling effect.
The same circuit can be used with the LEDs
Twinkle Tree is an easy project for beginners to
build, and its basic circuit has a number of useful placed round a small display, so that they flash on
applications. The circuit's visible action appears in turn with a revolving or racing effect.
How It Works. Figure 1 is the schematic diaas a string of ten LEDs (light -emitting diodes)
flashing on one at a time in sequence, this being gram of the circuit for Twinkle Tree which
includes a small power supply for operation from
repeated so long as the circuit is powered.
AC lines. If the circuit is
1

Twinkle Tree

to be powered from an
existing supply, or batteries, omit circuit com-

ponents ZD1, D1, R6,
C4 and T1 . The external

power supply ne§ative
line goes to the "E line
in Fig. 1, and the positive line to the junction
of resistors R1 through

R5. The voltage sup-

Fig. 1- Circuit diagram for the Twinkle Tree project.

The LEDs can be used on a small table decoration, in the form of a Christmas tree (we call it
Twinkle Tree), or around a picture frame; or they

may be placed at various points on a hanging
decoration, such as a bunch of mistletoe, or can

plied should be approximately 5 -volts DC. You
may want to connect an
AC wall -plug power
pack rated at 5 -volts DC
as the power source. Do
not use 6 -volt DC from
dry cells or else the ICs
will be damaged. 4.5 -volt DC from three 1.5 -volt
dry cells may be used, however the LEDs will
appear to be a bit dimmer.
The multivibrator circuit consists of transistors Trl and Tr2 which produces pulses that form

PARTS LIST FOR TWINKLE TREE
Semiconductors
D1 -1N4001 rectifier
101-7490, decade counter (divide by 2 and 5)
IC2-7441, 1BCD-to-decimal decoder
LED1-LED10-Light-emitting diode, color optional
Tr1, Tr2-2N3706, PNP
ZD1-5.1-volt, 400-11A Zener diode
Resistors
R1 -2,200 -ohm
R2, R3 -33,000 -ohm
R4 -1,000 -ohm
R5 -220 -ohm
R6 -33 -ohm, 1/2 -watt
Capacitors
C1, C2 -2-µF, 6-WVDC, electrolytic
C3-47-nF or .05-11F, metallized polyester
C4 -1,000-µF, 12-WVDC, electrolytic
Miscellaneous
T1-Filament transformer: 117 -volt AC primary winding,
6.3 -volt AC secondary winding (obtain smallest, lowest
power unit available)
On/Off switch optional, 14 -pin and 16 -pin IC sockets,
pert -board, wire, battery clip (optional), solder.

this for the 5.1 -volt DC Zener diode ZD1. A
meter placed across this diode should read about
this voltage.
AC line current is drawn from a 3 -pin power plug line cord with a 2A built-in fuse. The green
lead ground circuit in the power cord provides
safe grounding of the secondary and low -voltage
circuit. A double -insulated transformer specified
as requiring no grounding may be operated with-

out grounding through the AC power cord's
green lead. Nevertheless, always play safe by
using a ground circuit whenever using the AC
line. Naturally construction and wiring must
assure that no AC voltages can reach the transformed secondary output or the low -voltage circuit.

Construction. This is where the fun in electronics begins. Design your own Twinkle Tree.

Maybe you would want to add a few fixed
(always -on) LEDs or build two circuit boards and

have twice as many twinkling lights. It's up to
you!

the input to the binary-coded, decimal -decade
counter IC1, at pin 14. This IC counts the pulses
and provides a binary output at 1-12, 9, 8 and 11
pins. Pin 5 is its positive line, and 10 is its nega-

One -Second Flasher

When making a long exposure using a camera
With counters having two or more numerals, with the shutter set to "B or "T", some sort of

tive line.

as shown later, the IC can pass on a pulse to the
"tens" section. Here, it is used alone and repeats
the same series of outputs over and over so long
as the multivibrator pulses are applied to pin 14.
Chip IC2 is a decoder -driver. Its purpose is to
receive the various inputs at 3, 6, 7 and 4, and
decode them into outputs at 16, 15, 8, 9 and so
on, along to 1 and 2. Thus each of these ten points
provides a circuit to the appropriate LED in turn.
The outputs connected to LEDs are located at the
top of IC2 when Fig. 1 is held right -reading.
All the LEDs are returned through the com-

mon limiting resistor R5, to operate from the
same 5 -volt DC line. The effect is, that each LED

is illuminated in turn, along the line, and when
the last is reached, this is followed by the first,
and the sequence is repeated. Check the LED
polarity, and mark this with red sleeving material, or other means, if the LEDs have no means of
identification (long lead or flat side).
For the Twinkle Tree the ten LEDs are scattered at random, and any LED could be connected to any of the outputs 16 to 2.
Only one LED is on at a time, so current drain
is only some 50 mA or so, and this small current

timer is needed in order to obtain accurate results.

Unless very long exposures are required, a simple one -second indicator such as the One -Second

Flasher is probably the ideal solution. The unit
pulses on a LED (light -emitting diode) indicator
at one second intervals. The shutter is opened as
the LED flashes, and then closed after the appropriate number of flashes have been counted off.
There are almost certainly a great many other
uses for a simple timer of this type, and it could
be used as a simple enlarger timer for example.
0
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Fig. 2 -Circui diagram for the One -Second Flasher.
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How It Works. The circuit diagram for the
One -Second Flasher appears in Fig. 2, and is '..,
lasting.
Transformer Ti (6.3 -volt AC secondary) pro- based on an operational amplifier that is biased `i
load makes battery operation feasible and long

vides about 9 -volt peak across C4, and R6 drops by R1, R2 and R3 to act as a form of Schmitt trig-
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PARTS LIST FOR
ONE -SECOND FLASHER
Semiconductors
D1-Light-emitting diode, red
D2 -1N4001 rectifier
IC1-LF351 operational amplifier
Resistors
R1 -R3 -100,000 -ohm
R4 -220,000 -ohm trimmer
R5 -470 -ohm

Capacitors
C1-100-nF, metallized polyester
C2 -C3 -10-µF, electrolytic
Additional Parts & Materials
S1-S.p.s.t. slide switch
Plastic cassette holder, 9 -volt transistor -radio battery,
wire, perfboard, solder, etc.

ger. The output goes to the low state if the invert-

ing input is taken about 2/3V+, and high if it is
taken below 1/3V+. The output therefore goes
high initially, but C2 soon charges to 2/3V+ via
R4, and then the output goes low. Capacitor C2
then discharges to 1/3V+ via R4, sending the output high again, and producing continuous oscillation.

Resistor R4 is adjusted to give an operating

Fig. 3- Circiut diagram for the 5 -Volt Power Supply.

needing up to 500 mA. By constructing the 5 Volt Power Supply as a separate unit, any circuit
to be operated can be plugged in, and this allows
it to provide power for various projects. It may
also be used where a 5 -volt DC, 500 mA supply
is suitable, so it can in some cases be pressed into
service where a 4.5 -volt or 6 -volt battery would
otherwise be fitted.

The Circuit. Figure 3 shows the schematic
diagram for the circuit. Transformer Ti provides
isolation from the AC power line, and has a 9 -09 -volt, 500-mA secondary winding. After rectification, the DC input voltage for IC1 is something
over 9 -volts. A filament transformer rated at 12-

frequency of one Hertz. The One -Second Flasher
can be calibrated against a watch or clock with a 0 -12 -volts AC may be substituted.
seconds hand by empirical means. The output of
Diode rectifiers D1 and D2 are rated at 50
IC1 is coupled to the LED indicator, D1, by way volts at 1 A: These diodes are readily available.
of DC blocking capacitor C3 and current limiting Capacitor C 1 helps suppress transients arising
resistor R5, and the LED is briefly pulsed on as from the AC line, and C2 is the main smoothing

the output voltage swings positive. Diode D2
ensures that there is both a charge and discharge
path for C3 so that the output signal is properly
coupled to Dl.
The current consumption of the unit is about 2
mA.

As You Like It. Assembly and packaging of
the unit is left to the builder. The circuit can be
housed in a plastic cassette holder. The LED need
not protrude because the case is clear. The circuit
uses very little current so that a 9 -volt transistor radio battery can be used. The battery can be dis-

connected by unsnapping the clip connector or
adding a single -pole, single -throw slide switch.

)-ii

1.13-1

+ LJ -LJ

F'g. 4- Parts layout for the 5 -Volt Power Supply. Observe
markings on the diodes (D1 and D2) when soldering to the terminal strip
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5 -Volt Power Supply

(filtering) capacitor. Here, a value of 1500-µF to
The series of 7400 TTL integrated circuits are 3500-tiF may be used. Higher capacitances prointended to operate from a 5 -volt DC supply as vide better voltage -ripple smoothing.
are many other modern chips, and integrated cirChip IC1 is the LM341, a 5 -volt, 500-mA poscuit voltage regulators for this purpose are avail- itive regulator. Actual maximum current depends
able.
to some extent on other factors. Here, heat sinkThe 5 -Volt Power Supply shown here will ing is to a small metal chassis.
provide voltage -regulated power for digital ICs
Figure 4 shows layout inside a small metal-

PARTS LIST FOR
5 -VOLT POWER SUPPLY
Semiconductors
IC1-LM341 voltage regulator chip
D1, D2 -1N4001 rectifier
Capacitors
50-WVDC, electrolytic
C2 -3500-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
C3-0.1-RF, 50-WVDC, polyester

Additional Parts & Materials
S1-S.p.s.t., toggle switch
T1-120-volt/9-0-9-volt, 500-mA power transformer
Aluminum chassis box, 3 -conductor power cord with
molded plug and built-in fuse holder, 2 A fuse, 1 terminal
strip with a minimum of 4 insulated ties and 2 grounded
ties, 1 terminal strip with a minimum of 2 insulated ties
and 1 grounded tie, wire, solder, 2 output connectors,
red and black (binding posts preferred), etc.

box chassis. This can be a 4 X 6 -in. chassis with
enough height to clear the top of the transformer,

T 1. Follow the layout in the diagram when

construction, correct wiring, fusing and grounding, and shielding of high -voltage points against
accidental contact by the user. No high voltage
must ever be able to arise on the low -voltage output sockets, or low -voltage wiring as equipment
connected to the unit will no longer be safe to
touch.
Testing. A DC voltmeter should show approx-

imately 5 -volts at the output terminals. Due to
tolerances in IC1, and lack of exact accuracy of

the meter, the reading might be very slightly
above or below 5 -volts.
To check for regulation, connect a load taking
up to about 500 mA. A 6.3 -volt, 0.3 A or 3 -watt

light bulb is suitable. The reading at the output
sockets should remain virtually unchanged.
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Sound -Switch

The Sound -Switch circuit of Fig. 5 is suitable
Safety. The AC line power cord has three for use in a sound -activated tape recorder and
leads, green for ground or earth (E), white for similar voice -activated applications. Provided a
assembling the project to avoid errors.

neutral (N), and black for live (L) conductors. A
thin power cord (#18 gauge) is adequate. Use a 3 pin fused plug, and place a low -rating fuse of 2A
or 3A in this.
The cord passes through a rubber grommet,
and its conductors are anchored on the 3 -way terminal strip. Note that the switch Si is placed in
the live conductor (L) lead. The earth (E) lead
(usually green in color)
is connected to the
chassis. This is also
connected to the transR1
former core, and to the
100k
output negative line. If
this lead is omitted and
the negative return provided by the chassis is

to be relied upon, be
sure

the

attaching

loose.

The grounding is for
safety. If a short circuit

should arise in Ti or

door noises that will obviate the need of
Sound -Switch. A too sensitive sound activated
+9V
306 2

RLA

TR1

c-NBC179
1N4001
C3

C4

220nF lOnF

D2

CS

C7

11-..-11-4;OnF 1N4001

100pF

Dl
ii1N4001

TR2
VN1OKM

10uF

TR2

100k

Si
ON/OFF

D3

R6
1.5M

screws are very tight,

and will not become

reasonably sensitive crystal microphone is used,
the unit will operate from speech of normal volume at a range of several feet. To go beyond that
range will invite the rustling of paper, coughs,
heel clicks, crowd and traffic noises, air conditioner noise, and many other room and out-of-

m
r'71

R7

4.7k

R8

3.3m_

T C6
22CnF

-ye

0

g
m
x
-13

Fig. 5 -The circuit diagram for the Sound Switch project.

m

elsewhere, which could
carry AC line voltages
to the chassis and low -voltage output circuit, the switch would be on most of the time when placed 9j.
in a noisy environment and a super sensitive T.
low -rating fuse in the plug will blow.
The unit needs to be enclosed in an aluminum microphone used to increase range would be 6
chassis box or case, so that no hot AC leads can worthless.
How It Works. The circuit uses IC1 as a low be touched.
Safety, with this unit and similar AC line - noise preamplifier having a voltage gain of 270 §
operated power supplies, depends upon sound times, and this is followed by a second stage of ss
mm

PARTS LIST FOR SOUND -SWITCH

your important words are not clipped and you

Semiconductors
D1, D2 -1N4001 rectifier
IC1-LF351 operational amplifier
Tr1-BC179 or 2N3965 , silicon PNP transistor
Tr2-VN1OKM
Resistors

have an accurate disassembly procedure that can
be reversed for assembly purposes.
As the circuit has a fairly high level of gain the
component layout must be designed with reasonable care, although the very limited bandwidth of
the circuit greatly reduces the risk of instability.

R1, R2 -100,000 -ohm
R3 -10,000 -ohm

R4-2.7-Megohm
R5 -560 -ohm

R6-1.5-Megohm
R7 -4,700 -ohm

R8-3.3-Megohm
Capacitors
C1 -10-µF, electrolytic
C2, C7 -100-µF, electrolytic
03-220-nF, metallized polyester
C4-10-nF, metallized polyester
C5-470-nF, metallized polyester
C6-220-nF, metallized polyester
Additional Parts & Materials

Mid-Crystal microphone
RLA-Relay with DC coil resistance of 306 -ohms
Plastic or aluminum case, 9 -volt battery (see text), wire,
solder, etc.

The current consumption of the unit is about 3
mA under quiescent conditions, but this increases considerably when the relay is activated. The
circuit may be operated from a 9 -volt transistor radio battery, but you may want to use six C cells
in series or a wall -plug power pack.

LIGHT ALARM

The Light Alarm unit produces a noticeable
audio tone when the unit's photocell is subjected
to a reasonably high level of light; normal daylight and artificial room lighting are sufficient to
operate the circuit. The Light Alarm could be
used as a simple burglar deterrent, and it would

amplification which gives a similar voltage gain. then be placed in a cabinet or a drawer, and
The second stage uses Tr 1 in the common -emit- would produce the alarm signal if the cabinet or
ter mode and this is a conventional arrangement drawer was opened by a burglar. The sudden
except for the inclusion of C4. This capacitor noise would hopefully unnerve him or her suffiprovides a considerable amount of high -frequen- ciently to make them leave the premises immedicy attenuation, and this is necessary in order to ately. In the case of diet cheaters, the Light Alarm
prevent instability. Capacitor C5 couples the should be refrigerated. It could also be used in a
greatly amplified output of Trl to a rectifier and medicine cabinet to sound a warning if a small
smoothing circuit which gives a positive DC out- child should somehow manage to open the cabiput signal which is roughly proportional to the net. In this application the on/off switch should
input signal level. If the input signal is sufficient- be fitted somewhere on the outside of the cabinet
ly strong, the bias voltage at the gate of VMOS
si
on/off
device Tr2 will be adequate to bias this transistor

into conduction, and the relay which forms its
drain load is then activated.

A pair of normally open relay contacts are
used to control whatever item of equipment is
operated by the unit. Of course, the voltage at the
gate of Tr2 soon decays as C6 discharges through
R8 if the input signal ceases, and the relay is then
switched off. The decay time is roughly one sec-

ond, which is about the optimum time for most
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LA1380N

ass C1
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40-80

Tr10-1
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applications. The attack time of the circuit is only

a fraction of a second, and the unit responds
almost immediately when a sound is initially

Fig. 6- The circuit diagram of the Light Alarm.
picked up by the microphone.
Using It. You may want to record your voice
giving instructions or reports, such as announc- (preferably out of sight on top of the cabinet
ing the disassembly of a complicated component. where a small child would 'be unable to reach it
As you speak, imitate the police and military who and probably be unaware of its existence) so that

use such equipment. Begin each sentence with you could switch the alarm off before opening
the word, "Kay." For example, "Kay. Removing the cabinet, and switch on again after it has been
the pawl from the gimbals." On playback, all closed.

How It Works. The circuit is activated if Tr 1
is switched on by a suitable base current and volt-

S1

age. Refer to Fig. 6. The voltage and current
available at the base of Trl is dependent on two
main factors, the resistance provided by R4, and
the setting of control VR1. If VR1 is set at maxi-

block

mum value, photocell PCC1 needs to have a

-s-s- a- --

CDL1

resistance of about 10,000 ohms to bias Trl into
conduction and activate the audio alarm circuit of
which IC1 is a primary part. Fixed resistor R4 has
been used across the base -emitter terminals of the
switching transistor so that the sensitivity of the
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circuit is preset. However, R4 can be raised
somewhat in value if increased sensitivity is

a-as

.13

required. Alternatively, it can be replaced with a
100,000 -ohm linear potentiometer if a variable in
sensitivity is required from time to time.
The audio -alarm generator uses an LM380N
(IC1) in a simple audio -oscillator circuit, and
drives high -impedance loudspeaker LS1 via coupling capacitor C3. It is a simple matter to get a
non -inverting amplifier having a fairly high gain
to oscillate, and it is merely necessary to provide

C3 +
LS1

AC coupling from the output to the input.

Rcn:r

H
AP

lc

6--11-111

Provided the losses through this coupling are less

than the voltage gain provided by the amplifier
this will give sufficient positive feedback to sustain oscillation.

The values for R1, R2, and C2 shown in the
circuit diagram (Fig. 6) give considerably more
feedback than is needed to just sustain oscillations and the circuit oscillates strongly producing
a squarewave output at a frequency in the region
of 1 kHz (1000 Hz).
S1

on/off

R2

C2

4.7k

4

10 nF
IC1

LM380N

Ws Cl
WI. 100 nF

3,4,5
10,11,12
R1

C3
10 µF
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Dark Alarm. With a minor circuit change
(compare Fig. 6 with Fig. 8) the Dark Alarm circuit is similar to the Light Alarm just described,
but it operates an audible alarm if the light intensity received by the photocell falls below a certain threshold level, rather than if it exceeds the

threshold level. A possible application for the
unit is as a headlights -on reminder for the driver
of a car. The circuit will operate properly from a
PARTS LIST FOR LIGHT ALARM
Semiconductors
IC1-LM380N, audio power ampliler
PCC1-Photo cell, type RPY58A or common silicon
photo cells found in the hobbyist marketplace
Tr1-BC109C, ECG123A or 2N930, silicon NPN transistor

LS1

40-80

47k

Fig.8-The circuit diagram of the Dark Alarm.

The breadboard component layout for the
Light Alarm is shown in Fig. 7.

Incidentally, it is possible to alter the sound
tone produced by the circuit; an increase in the

value of R1, R2, or C2 (or more than one of
these) produces a reduction in pitch, and vice
versa.

Fig. 7- Construction details of the Lig -it alarm.

Resistors
R1, R2 -4,700 -ohm
R3, R4 -10,000 -ohm

Capacitors
C1-.1 -µF, metallized polyester
C2-10-nF, metallized polyester
C3 -10-µF, 25-WVDC, electrolytic
Additional Parts & Materials
B1 -9 -volt transistor -radio battery and connector to
match

S1-S.p.s.t. miniature toggle
LS1-Loudspeaker, miniature, impedance in the range
40 to 80 ohms
Verobloc or similar solderless breadboard or
mating/matching printed -circuit board, solder, wire, etc.

12 -volt car battery instead of a 9 -volt transistor radio battery provided nose filtering is provided
in the battery line.
Control VR1 is used to set the light threshold.
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this application. If preferred though, the loudspeaker could be replaced by an earpiece or head-

phones. Low, medium and high impedance
headphones are all suitable for use with the unit.
The Circuit. The circuit diagram for the Sig Tracer (see Fig. 9) is basically just two common -

emitter amplifiers with capacitive coupling.
Transistor Trl is the input stage, and has Cl to

SIG -TRACER

The purpose of a Sig -Tracer is much the same as provide DC blocking at the input, R2 as the bias
that of a signal injector. However, a signal tracer
is, in a way, used in the opposite manner to a signal injector. Instead of injecting a signal at the
output of the equipment under investigation and
then working towards the input, a signal tracer is
used to first verify that an input signal is present,
and further tests are then made at strategic points
working stage -by -stage towards the output of the

resistor, and R3 as the collector -load resistor. An
input signal from jack SK2 direct to the input of

equipment. When the signal can no longer be

of the amplifier at the high -sensitivity input

the amplifier (Trl) may well be sufficient to
overload the amplifier in many cases, and a second input having lower sensitivity is therefore
provided (SK1), and the necessary attenuation
(of nearly 40 dB) is provided by R1 and the input
impedance of the amplifier. The input impedance

traced (or is obviously at too low a level, seriously distorted, or in some other way incorrect) the

approximate area of the fault has been located.
Normal voltage testing and similar checks are
then used to precisely locate the fault.
A signal tracer for use on audio equipment
simply consists of an audio amplifier driving a
loudspeaker or an earphone, so that the traced
signal, if present and correct, will give the appropriate audio output from the signal tracer. For RF
or IF signal tracing the signal tracer must additionally have a suitable demodulator built-in so
that an audio signal is produced from the tracer,

provided a suitable input signal is present, of
course.
S1

on/off

S1

o o Q tt o 0 0 0 0
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0oa
Go
0
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0

0

SK1
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LS1

Fig. 10-The components layout for Sig -Tracer.

(SK2) is several thousand ohms, but R1 provides

a useful boost in input impedance so that the
input impedance at SK1 is approaching 500,000
ohms.

Capacitor C2 is used to roll -off the high -frequency response of the circuit in order to aid stability.

It also gives the circuit a simple AM

demodulator action by providing RF filtering.
The rectification that is also needed in order to
produce AM demodulation is provided by tranFig. 9- The circuit diagram for Sig -Tracer.

The Sig -Tracer has good sensitivity so that it
can be used for any normal type of audio signal
tracing. The circuit provides AM demodulation,
and the Sig -Tracer can therefore be used for IF
and RF testing on AM radios provided a suitably
strong antenna signal is available. The unit has an
integral loudspeaker, and although the maximum
output power is only a few tens of milliwatts, the
volume level obtained is more than adequate for

sistor Trl which, like any amplifier, does not give
perfect linearity. It tends to amplify more during
positive input half cycles when the collector current increases than it does on negative input half
cycles when the collector current decreases. This

form of non -linearity is typical of any normal
bipolar transistor, and gives the required rectification. There is no need to have any AF/RF
switching since the circuit will properly process
either type of signal.
The output from the collector of Trl is coupled

to the input of Tr2 by C3. Tr2 is used as a
straightforward common emitter stage, but it is

PARTS LIST FOR SIG -TRACER
Semiconductors
Tr1, Tr2-BC109C, ECG123A or 2N930, silicon NPN
transistor
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CW Filter

Although the IF filtering of shortwave receivers

has tended to improve somewhat over recent
years, few receivers have a very narrow band-

Resistors
R1, R2 -470,000 -ohm
R3 -2,200 -ohm
R4 -100,000 -ohm
R5 -390 -ohm

width available, and this results in more adjacent -

Capacitors
C1-.470 -µF, metallized polyester
C2-.022 -µF, metallized polyester
C3 -10-µF, 25-WVDC, electrolytic
C4-100-jAF, 10-VVVDC, electrolytic

Additional Parts & Materials
Si-Miniature s.p.s.t., toggle switch
Aluminum case, printed -circuit board, pert -board or solderless bread board, miniature loudspeaker having an
impedance in the range 40 to 80 ohms (LS1), two 3.5 mm jacks (SKI and SK2) 9 -volt transistor -radio battery
and battery clip connector, test leads, wire, solder, etc.

channel interference during CW (Morse code)
reception than is really necessary. You have
heard this interference: voice, music or heterodyne signals (even excessive static) riding over
code. A simple way of obtaining improved
results with a receiver that does not have a builtin CW filter is to use an add-on audio filter having a narrow bandwidth. If the receiver has a
good filter for SSB reception, using an audio fil-

ter plus the SSB filter during CW reception
should provide excellent results. We have just the
unit for you: our CW Filter.
The CW filter is connected between the head-

run at a fairly high collector current of around 15 phone or loudspeaker socket or terminal strip of
mA so that a strong enough output signal to give your receiver, and either the headphones or an
reasonable volume from a high -impedance loud- external loudspeaker. The output of the receiver
speaker can be obtained. C4 couples the output should have an impedance of 8 ohms or more. As
the circuit provides unity gain at pass frequencies
signal to the loudspeaker.
Construction. Before you begin, remember and a low impedance output, there should be no

that it is advisable to fit this project

into a metal case grounded to the
negative terminal of the power sup-

SI
on/off

ply so that the circuit is screened

ce..0-- +9 V

from stray electrical signals. A suggested component layout on a print-

R3

2.2 k

ed -circuit board for the project is

min C2

722 nF

470 k
---1

shown in Fig. 10. The project is simple enough to do without a printed circuit board and may be assembled
on a perf-board or some conventional pre -etched, general purpose, circuit board. As the input and output of
the unit are in -phase, keep the speak-
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ye.

er leads reasonably well separated
from the input leads in order to mini-

mize stray feedback and give good

Fig. 11- Circuit diagram for the CW Filter.

stability. It should not be necessary to

use shielded leads to connect the board to jacks
SK1 and SK2 in order to reduce feedback oscillations, but the external lead which connects to
these sockets should be a shielded type.
The current consumption of the Sig -Tracer is
about 17 mA, and, a standard 9V transistor -radio
battery will not last very long on continuous service. This will not matter in many cases since the

problems with a mismatching when the filter is in
use.

The frequency response of the circuit peaks at

approximately 800 Hertz, and the -6-dB bandwidth is about 300 Hertz or so. The -0 dB points
occur at about 350 Hertz and 2 kHz. This is sufficient to normally give a substantial reduction in
adjacent channel interference, but the response is
not so narrow and peaky that using the receiver

unit is likely to be used intermittently during
troubleshooting procedures. However, if it is with the filter in circuit becomes difficult, with
envisaged that the unit will be used quite fre- the wanted signal tending to drift out of the pass quently and for long periods it would be wiser to
use a larger battery.

band and become lost.

The Circuit. Resistors R1 and R2 (see Fig.

11) form a simple attenuator which is needed to
counteract the gain of the circuitry that follows,
and thus give unity voltage gain overall. The rest
of the circuit is a conventional operational amplifier bandpass filter having the circuit values chosen for the desired center frequency and a high Q
value (to give the required fairly sharp, peaky
response).
An ordinary operational amplifier would not
give good results in this circuit due to the limited
current drive capability of typically just a few
milliamps. A few high -current operational ampli-

fiers are available, but even these can usually

PARTS LIST FOR CW FILTER
Semiconductor
IC1-TDA2006, power amplifier
Resistors
R1, R3 -2,700 -ohm
R2 -100 -ohm
R4, R6 -33,000 -ohm
R5 -180,000 -ohm

Capacitors
C1, C2-10-nF, metallized polyester
C3 -10-µF, 25-WVDC, electrolytic
C4 -C6 -100-µF, 10-WVDC, electrolytic
Additional Parts & Materials
S1-S.p.s.t. miniature, toggle -type switch
Suitable aluminum case, perfboard or 0.1 -in matrix strip -

board, 2 RCA phono jacks (SKI and SK2), DC power
only provide a few tens of milliamps, and cannot
supply (see text), wire, solder, etc.
provide a very high output power. This circuit is
based on a TDA2006 device which is primarily
intended for use as an audio power amplifier hav- quency range. Unlike many audio ICs which are
ing an output power of up to about 10 watts, and basically operational amplifiers, the TDA2006
the output overload protection circuitry within does not have any internal biasing components,
the device limits the output current to about 3 and it can therefore be used, as it is here, in standard operational amplifier circuit configurations.
amps!
The lowest recommended supply voltage for
51
the TDA2006 is 12 volts, but it seems to operate
well using a 9 -volt battery as the power source.
The current consumption is around 20 mA or so,
and this can rise substantially if the circuit is used
at high volume with an 8 ohm load. It is therefore
O000000000000000
advisable to use a fairly large battery pack or suitSK2
C4
o
0
0
able 12 -volt DC wall plug power pack. A supply
05
R5
voltage of 12 or 15 volts is perfectly acceptable
_L
Bat ery
1°
provided C6 working DC voltage (WVDC) has a
clip
4
0 ICI
Co
suitable high, maximum -voltage rating.
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Construction. The component layout and

wiring of the CW Filter are illustrated in Fig. 12.

Construction of the component panel is very
straightforward, and there are no breaks needed
in the copper strips. IC1 has pre -formed leads and

SKI

0 0

00 00 00

0

00 00

.

00

0

it is necessary to splay the readouts slightly in

order to fit them onto a 0.1 -in. matrix. IC1 should
not
need a heat sink if the circuit is battery pow0
ered,
but this might be necessary if a 12 or 15 volt
0
0
.
high -current battery supply or AC -line power
0
supply is used.
0
o
0
If an operating frequency other than 800 Hertz
0 o
is desired, the center frequency of the filter can
000 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 0
be changed by altering the values of Cl and C2.
Fig. 12- Suggested parts layout on a stripboard for the CW The operating frequency is inversely proportional to the value of these capacitors, but note that
Filter. Details are provided in text.
reducing the center frequency also reduces the
Although intended for use as an audio power bandwidth of the filter, and increasing the center
amplifier, the TDA2006 is a very adaptable frequency gives an increase in bandwidth.
0

o

.

o
o
o
o

.u

device because it can really be regarded as an

When first using the filter it may appear to

operational amplifier having a high -power, class give a large reduction in gain, and this is simply
B, output stage. The TDA2006 has inverting and due to the fact that at most frequencies the filter
non -inverting inputs with a high -input does give a substantial amount of attenuation.
impedance (5 Megohms) at each of these, plus a The CW note from the receiver must be fairly
high open -loop voltage gain over the audio fre- accurately tuned to the center of the filter's

This all leads to the Vol -Expander that is our
response in order to obtain a strong output, and
after a little experience with the unit, this tuning budget version of a practical volume expander
hobbyists can build and use with rewarding
will be found to be quite easy.
music enjoyment.
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The Circuit. An operational transconductance

Vol -Expander

amplifier makes a good basis for our Vol -

Many types of live music, particularly classical

Expander since it is essential that the expansion

music, have a very wide dynamic range. The is applied gradually, and is not virtually switched
dynamic range of music is simply the difference
between the maximum and minimum sound lev-

on and off. A voltage -controlled amplifier (VCA)

using an operational transconductance amplifier

els, usually expressed in dBs. This dynamic tends to naturally give a suitable control characrange can be over 70 dB (although in most cases teristic. The circuit diagram of the Volume

Expander is shown in Figure 13, and the operait is not quite this high).
To record this type of music requires a certain tional transconductance amplifier used in the unit
amount of compression being used in one form or is a LM13600N device (IC1). This device has a
another, especially in the case of a cassette number of additional features when compared to
recording where the available dynamic range of a basic device such as the CA3080E, the most
the recording system (tape and machine) is likely obvious one being the fact that it is a dual device,
to be limited. Without some form of compression and only one section of the device is used.

to restrict the dynamic range of the
signal either loud passages of music
overload the recording or transmission medium, of quiet passages fall
into or below the noise level (or a
combination of tie two).
Music that has undergone even a
small amount of carefully applied
compression can be rather lacking in

SI

ON/OFF
C5

SKI

In

musical impact. You hear that kind of

flat, background music in elevators
and banks. An improvement in the
playback can often be obtained by
using a certain amount of expansion
during playback or reception in order
to boost the effective dynamic range

of the signal. In order to give the

desired effect an expander is Fig. 13 -Circuit diagram for Vol -Expander.
The other additional features of the
required not to a Elect low-level signals, but proLM13600N
are the inclusion of a Darlington
duces a small boost in volume at middle dynampair
-emitter
follower
stage for use at the output
ic levels, steadily rising to an increase of about 10
of
each
section
of
the
device,
and linear diodes at
or 12 dB at the highest dynamic levels. In this
the
input
of
each
section.
The
linear diodes can
way the lowest volume levels (and the backbe
fed
with
a
small
bias
current,
and this enables
ground noise) remain unaltered, but the highest
the
device
to
handle
a
significantly
higher signal
volume levels are substantially boosted. Of
level
(about
10
dB
in
fact)
before
serious
distorcourse, some noise is also boosted, but this is not
tion
occurs.
This
enables
a
higher
overload
marnoticeable as the wanted signal is strong enough
gin
and
(or)
increased
signal-to-noise
ratio
to
be
to mask the noise.
achieved.
Thus the use of a volume expander gives an
Resistor R8 is the discrete load resistor for the
apparent increase in signal to noise ratio, and can
internal
buffer stage of IC1, and R6 provides the
give more impact to music which requires a wide
bias
current
for the linear diodes. R7 sets the quidynamic range. A volume expander cannot be
escent
voltage
gain of the circuit at a little under
expected to precisely counteract any compression

used during the recording process or during unity.
Some of the input signal is coupled by C4 to
transmission, but it can nevertheless produce a
substantial subjective improvement when used the input of a common -emitter amplifier which
utilizes Trl. The amplified output from Trl is couwith many program sources.

pled by C5 to a rectifier and smoothing circuit
which produces a positive bias voltage which is
roughly proportional to the input signal level.
This signal is applied to the amplifier bias input
of IC1 via R12.
If only a low input -signal level is present there
will be little or no current flow through R12 and
into the amplifier bias input of IC1, and the volt-

age gain through the circuit will not be significantly changed. At higher signal levels the bias

potential produced across C6 becomes large
enough to produce a significant current flow
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Resistors (1/2- or 1/4 -watt, 5%; 10% over 1 Megohm)
R1, R2 -3,900 -ohm
R3 -220 -ohm
R4 -15,000 -ohm
R5 -10,000 -ohm
R6 -68,000 -ohm
R7 -39,000 -ohm
R8 -3,300 -ohm

Capacitors
C1 -100-µF, 10-WVDC, electrolytic
C2 -4.7-µ,F, 1 0-VVVDC, electrolytic
C3 -10-µF, 25-WVDC, electrolytic
C4 -220-µF, 35-WVDC, tantalum
C5 -1-µF, 10-WVDC, electrolytic
C6 -330-µF, 35-WVDC, tantalum

Additional Parts & Materials

c

..C4+

tor
D1 -D2 -1N4148, silicon signal diode

R10 -4,700 -ohm
R11 -120 -ohm
R12 -10,000 -ohm

0

RI2
a

IC1-LM13600N, transconductance linear opamp
Tr1-BC109C, ECG123A or 2N930, silicon NPN transis-

R9-1.8 Megohm

00000000000000000000

0

PARTS LIST FOR VOL-EXPANDER
Semiconductors

.
.

.

.
.

o
o
0
0
o
o
0
o

0
0
0

0
o

0
0
0
0

S1, S.p.s.t. miniature, toggle switch
Suitable aluminum cabinet or box, 0.1 -in matrix strip -

board or pert -board, two RCA phono jacks (SK1 and
SK2), 9 -volt transistor -radio and battery -clip connector,
wire, solder, etc.

about 6 mA, and a small 9 -volt transistor -radio
battery makes an economic power source.
Construction. An 0.1 -in. matrix stripboard
panel for the Vol -Expander is detailed in Fig. 14,
and a board having 19 copper strips by 27 holes

is required. If you cannot obtain this board, a
perf-board of the same size with flea clips inserted may be used. Interconnect the flea clips with
No. 22 copper wire. Jacks SK1 and SK2 are the

popular audio RCA phono types on the proto-

.

0

0

0

0

oooooooo0ooooooooooooooo0 oo

type.

If a stereo expander is required, it will be nec-

essary to make up two boards, one to process
Fig. 14 -Construction details of the Vol -Expander.

through R12, and the gain of the circuit is boosted somewhat. At high signal levels of around 500
mV rms, the bias voltage becomes high enough
to produce a boost in gain of around 12 dB. This
is about the maximum expansion that can be used
without the signal processing becoming obvious.

each stereo channel. Alternatively, a longer piece
of stripboard or perf-board could be used, and the

otherwise unused section of IC1 could then be
used as the basis of the additional expander circuit. The power supply center tap provided by
RI, R2 and C 1 could be used for the additional
expander circuit, but all other components (apart
from IC1 of course) would need to be duplicated

Capacitor C6 has been given a fairly low in the extra expander circuit.
value so that the attack and decay times of the
circuit are both fairly short, and the unit responds

The Vol -Expander circuit should give good
results if fed with the output of a tuner, cassette

very rapidly to changes in the input level. or tape deck, or a record deck via a suitable

However, the attack and decay times are made preamplifier. Some items of equipment might be
sufficiently long to prevent significant distortion found to have too little output to drive the circuit
properly, and it will then be necessary to reduce
from being produced.
The current consumption of the circuit is only the value of R11, or to even replace it with a

shorting link. It is just possible that some signal
sources will provide too strong a signal so that
the expansion commences at a fairly low level,
and in such cases R11 can be increased in value.
If preferred, R11 could be replaced by a 1000 ohm linear potentiometer which would be adjusted for (subjectively)the best results.
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COMPUTER VOICE

Need a mechan cal -sounding voice, often called
a "computer voice"? Well, here's a simple circuit
that can be put to good use in amateur dramatic

productions, telephone message tapes, etc. It's
easy to produce synthetic- or computer -type
voice effects from an ordinary voice -signal input.
There are severa ways to generate this effect, but

probably the simplest method that gives good
results is to amplitude modulate the ordinary

PARTS LIST FOR COMPUTER VOICE
Semiconductors
IC1-555 timer chip
Tr1-BC109C, ECG123A or 2N930, silicon NPN transistor

Resistors
R1 -2,200 -ohm
R2 -100,000 -ohm
R3 -470,000 -ohm
R4 -4,700 -ohm

Capacitors
C1 -100-µF, 10-WVDC electrolytic
02-.47-p,F, metallized polyester
C3-22-nF, metallized polyester
C4 -10-µF, 25-WVDC electrolytic
Additional Parts & Materials
S1-S.p.d.t. miniature toggle
Aluminum case, solderless or perf-board circuit board, 9 -

volt transistor -radio battery and matching battery clip,
two 3.5 -mm jack sockets (SK1 and SK2) or reasonable
substitute, wire, solder, etc.

value of R2 has been made high in value relative
lating signal. This is similar to the well-known to the value of R1.
A very simple modulator is used, but this is
tremolo effect which is sometimes used with guitars and other electronic instruments, but tremolo quite all right in this application where a small
units normally use a triangular or sinewave mod- amount of distortion is quite acceptable.
ulation signal to give a smoother form of modu- Distortion produces new frequencies that help to
lation. In this application a squarewave gives change the voice signal and make it sound less
better results, and a sinewave or triangular wave- like the original. A large amount of distortion is
form would be loss effective. The unit switches obviously not desirable as it would severely
the input signal between being passed straight impair the intelligibility of the output signal.
Transistor Trl is used as a sort of voltage conthrough to the output, and being attenuated by
around 20 dB, or so. A switching rate of a few trolled resistor: and, in conjunction with R4, it
forms a voltage controlled attenuator. Capacitor
Hertz is used.
voice signal by using a squarewave as the modu-

The Circuit. The circuit diagram of the C4 is merely a DC blocking capacitor at the input
Computer Voice unit is given in Fig. 15. It con- and R3 is used in the base circuit of Tr 1 to effecsists of two sections: an oscillator to provide the tively make Tr 1 a voltage -controlled device
rather than a current -controlled one. During the
modulation signal, and the modulator itself.
The oscillator uses a 555 timer chip in the periods when IC1 's output is high, Trl is biased
astable multivibnLtor mode, and the frequency of into conduction by the base current it receives via
operation has been set at about 10 Hertz by the R3, and effectively has a collector -to -emitter
values given to P.1, R2 and Cl. The mark space resistance of only a few hundred ohms. This
ratio (duty cycle) is virtually one to one as the gives losses of around 20 dB or so through R4,
and attenuates the signal fed to the output by this
-cto
+9 V amount. When IC1's output is low, Tr 1 is
switched off and the input signal can pass straight
on/off
C4
R1
through R4 to the output. The only attenuation is
10 µF
22k
due to the potential divider action between R4
011---<3SK2
S1

and the input impedance of the equipment to

in

R4

which the output signal is fed. This should minimize losses.

47k

R2
100 k

555
R3

470 k

SKI
out

Thus the output signal is switched up and

down in amplitude, producing the required computer -type voice effect. Capacitor C3 is included
in the circuit to slightly slow down the sharpness

Cl

.100
µF
C2

470 nF

C3

22
nF

Tr1
BC109C

with which the signal is switched between the
ye

Fig. 15 -The circuit diagram for the Computer Voice unit.

two levels of gain, and this helps to avoid
"clicks" which can otherwise occur during transi-

There should be no problems if the unit is fed
from a tape recorder or some piece of equipment
which provides a similar signal level (a few hundred millivolts rms). It is not advisable to use the
unit to process a signal having an amplitude of
more than about 1.0 volt rms as quite severe distortion could then be produced.

St

10
SK2
in

Fig. 16- The Computer Voice unit assembled on a multi project board: The text advises using a solderless circuit

Audio Power Booster

Despite the fact that there is a fair amount of
noise inside most cars when they are traveling,
many car radios and tape players have rather
insufficient output powers to play over road

noise. One reason for this is probably the fact that
it is not possible to obtain a great deal of power
using a 12 -volt DC supply and a modern transtions from one gain level to the other. Capacitor formerless output stage into a 4- or 8 -ohm loudCl is a power -supply decoupling capacitor and speaker. The maximum possible output swing is
this also helps to prevent switching "clicks" from nominally 12 volts peak -to -peak. No output stage
being generated within the unit.
gives an output voltage swing equal to the supply
board. Use that which is most comfortable for you.

Construction. It is advisable to assemble the voltage as there are inevitably voltage drops
through the output transistors. On the other hand
in Fig. 16. Assembly is easy and experimental these are counteracted to some extent by the fact
changes in component values will enable you to that a car battery usually has an actual voltage
customize the output voice signals to your taste. which is somewhat more than its nominal level.
Jack sockets (3.5 -mm) were used for SK 1 and In terms of rms voltage this limits the maximum
SK2 on the prototype but these can be any two- output to only about 4.25 volts, which gives only
way audio connectors. It is a good idea to house about 2.25 -watts rms into an 8 -ohm speaker, or
this project in an aluminum metal case (ground- 4.5 -watts rms into a 4 -ohm type.
ed to the negative supply rail of the circuit) so
There are ways of obtaining increased output,
that the circuitry is screened from power -line and the method used in the Audio Power Booster
hum, radio frequency signals, and other possible is to use a bridge -amplifier circuit. The Audio
sources of electrical interference.
Power Booster is connected between the car
The unit can be used to process a signal direct- radio or tape player and the loudspeaker, and it
ly from a microphone, but this may well cause gives an output power boost of about 9 -watts rms
problems with large losses through the unit even into an 8 -ohm load or 18 -watts rms into a 4 -ohm
project on a solderless circuit board as illustrated

when Trl is in the off state. This loss is due to the load.
fact that some microphones are designed to feed
A Bridge Does It. A bridge -amplifier circuit
into quite a low impedance, and with such a load - consists of two power amplifiers with the loudimpedance mismatch substantial losses occur. speaker being driven from the two outputs; neiSome microphones are designed to feed into high ther speaker lead being connected to the car's
impedance and will not produce this problem. chassis ground. The two amplifiers are arranged
Nevertheless, as microphones of this type have so that under quiescent conditions their outputs

quite a high impedance, the losses provided by
the unit when Trl is in the on state will be much
higher than is really desirable. There is also the
problem of the low -output level of a microphone
that requires a high level of gain from the unit.
This amplification will also boost the noise level
to an uncomfortable listening level.
It is better to feed the microphone signal to the
unit via a preamplifier, so that a fairly high -signal
level is fed to the unit. A mere one stage of isolation with attending load matching is invaluable
here.

are at the usual level of about half the supply
voltage, and there is no significant voltage present across the loudspeaker. The amplifiers are
arranged to have output signals that are in anti phase, so that a positive change in the output
potential of one is matched by a similar but negative change in the output voltage of the other.
Thus when one amplifier has its output fully positive, the output of the other one is fully negative.
This gives about 12 volts across the loudspeaker.
On signal peaks of the opposite polarity the two
output states are reversed so that 12 volts is again

across the outputs of the
two amplifier stages
C3

R2

100nF

33k

5-f

C5

D3

1N4001I
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1N4001

LS1 4-8n

2 R1On

-I 1-1 vj
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47kU

output signal of IC1 to

R7 18k

C4

C1

tions; and, consequently,
a small and insignificant
current
quiescent
through the loudspeaker.
Resistor R11 couples the
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R6 15n

R1 100k
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Fig. 17-The circuit Ciagram of the Audio Power Booster. Notice the almost mirror image of the
circuit components surrounding the ICs.

ty of the output signal has changed. Thus the
amplifier can give up to ±12 volts across the
loudspeaker, or E peak -to -peak voltage swing of
24 volts. This is double that obtained with a normal amplifier, ar d gives a maximum output current that is also doubled; thus the output power
for a given speaker impedance is boosted by a

factor of four when compared to an ordinary
audio power amplifier.

IC2 an effective voltage
gain of unity. However,

as the input signal

R1118k

developed across the loudspeaker, but the polari-

the inverting input of
IC2, and the value of
R11 is chosen to give
is

coupled to IC2's inverting input there is a phase

inversion through this

section of the amplifier,
giving the required anti -phase relationship at the
two outputs.
Diodes D1 to D4 are protection diodes for the
two ICs, while R6 plus C4 form a Zobel network
which helps to prevent instability. Components
C3, C5 and C7 are all supply decoupling capacitors.
Construction. A 0.1 -in. matrix stripboard having 18 copper strips by 17 holes is used to accom-

modate most of the components, and the

The Circuit. The Audio Power Booster is component layout of this board is given in Fig.
based on two TDA2006 audio IC power ampli- 18. There are no breaks in any of the copper
fiers, as can be seen from the circuit diagram of strips. The audio power ICs are modern types
which physically resemble plastic power transisPower amplifier IC1 is used as what is virtu- tors, but they have five rather than three leads.

Fig. 17.

These must be carefully bent apart slightly in
inverting input of the device being biased to half order to fit these devices into this stripboard.
the supply voltage by R2 and R3. R5 provides

ally a non -inverting amplifier, with the non -

100 -percent negative feedback from the output to
the inverting input of IC1 at DC so that the circuit
has unity voltage gain and the output is biased to
the required level of half the supply voltage. C2

Semiconductors
IC1, IC2-TDA2006 audio power amplifier chip

and R4 remove some of the feedback at audio

D1 -D4. 1N4001 rectifier

frequencies and :his gives a voltage gain of about

Resistors

18 times at these frequencies. This is far more
than is actually needed, and a voltage gain of little more than unity is in fact sufficient. It is nec-

essary to remove a substantial amount of

feedback though as instability is otherwise likely
to occur. R1 is used at the input of the amplifier
to reduce the sensitivity to a more suitable level,
and Cl simply provides DC blocking at the input.
IC2 is used n virtually the same configuration, but its non -inverting input is not fed with an
audio signal, and only receives the DC bias signal from R9 and R10. Resistors R2, R3, R9 and
R10 are all close tolerance components so as to

ensure a reasonably small voltage difference

PARTS LIST FOR
AUDIO POWER BOOSTER

R1 -100,000 -ohm
R2, R3 -33,000 -ohm, 2%
R4, R7 -100 -ohm
R5, R11 -18,000 -ohm
R6 -1.5 -ohm
R8 -1,000 -ohm
R9, R10 -4,700 -ohm, 2%

Capacitors
Mylar
CI
C2, C6-10-p,F, 25-WVDC, electrolytic
C3,C5-.1-µF, metallized polyester
C7-100-p.F, 25-WVDC, electrolytic
Additional Parts & Materials
Suitable aluminum chassis box, 0.1 -in matrix stripboard
or pert -board, transistor heat sinks (see text), s.p.s.t.
switch (optional), sockets, wire, solder, etc.
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should not damage the unit.
Power. The power supply voltage for the unit
should be taken from the supply line of the radio
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Fig. 18-Component layout for the Audio Power Booster as
placed on a 0.1 -in. matrix stripboard. The copper strips (on the
reverse side of the board) run horizontally from left to right. If
perfboard is used, interconnect all leads on the common horizontal row of holes for each strip.

Ensure that you do not omit the two jumper (link)

wires. Be very careful to connect the polarized
components with the correct polarity, especially
the four rectifiers as these could be damaged or
cause damage if connected incorrectly. Use the
same care with electrolytic capacitors.
The two ICs should be bolted to a substantial
heatsink. If the unit is used in a negative ground
vehicle it can be fitted into a metal case which
can be used as the heatsink, but it will probably
be necessary to use an aluminum bracket to provide a thermal path from the ICs to the case. A

employed, as it will then be switched on and off
with the main item of equipment. However, the
unit can have its own on/off switch added into
whichever supply lead is not grounded. The input
for the booster is taken from whichever output
lead of the radio or tape player is not grounded,
and the correct lead can be found simply by connecting the two leads, in turn, to the input of the
unit to see which one provides the desired result.
If the unit is used with a radio or tape player
that has only a very limited output power it may
be necessary to reduce R1 in value somewhat in
order to fully drive the booster.

11 Pit -Stop --The Indy of Electronics
Pit -Stop is a motor -racing game that can be
played with up to four competitors, the winner
being the first driver past the checkered flag after
a pre -arranged number of laps. The rules are simple and to the point. A driver can move away

from the starting grid only when he has tanked
up. Fueling and moves (distance round the track)
are determined by an electronic indicator, the
number of moves depending on skill in selecting
the numbered LEDs that flash in sequence. Each
move results in fuel being used up and the state

of each fuel tank is monitored by a FUEL

suitable bracket can easily be produced from #18
swg aluminum that is commonly used in manufactured chassis boxes.
In positive ground cars this is not really advisable since the heat -tabs of the ICs connect inter-

GAUGE. Lack of fuel is shown by the TANK

chassis of the car. Insulation sets supplied with
the semiconductors can be used to insulate the
heat -tabs from the case. Do a careful job since
vibrations may shake the parts apart
Components R6 and C4 are not mounted on
the component panel, but are wired across the
output socket or terminals of the Audio Power

at a driver's discretion. If this rule applies, a

EMPTY indicator light; drivers must then stop to

TANK SELECT and refuel before any further

movement. In addition to the DRIVE and REFUEL operations, there are hazards and advantages
nally to their negative supply readouts. This along the track dictated by game cards.
would result in the case connecting to the negaPit stops can be enforced by game -card selective supply, and the likelihood of a short circuit tion and, in a more realistic version of the game
between the case of the booster and the positive where refueling is confined to the pits, also made

Booster.

When installing the booster remember that
neither output lead should be allowed to come
into contact with the chassis of the vehicle. The
TDA2006 incorporates output short-circuit protection circuitry and thermal overload shutdown

circuitry, and accidental contacts between the

output leads and the chassis (or each other)

TANK EMPTY light on when the car is out on
the track puts the driver out of the race.

The Circuit. The circuit diagram for the Pit
Stop game can be considered to consist of four
basic blocks:
counter;

the decade counter and ten -LED
flashing display that can be stopped
momentarily to indicate either REFUEL
or DRIVE distance outputs, selected by
the players;

four tank capacitors, chargeable
when tank -up switches are pressed;
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Fig. 19 -Circuit diagram for the Pit -Stop counter circuit.

the comparator, controlling the
TANK EMPTY light, and a meter that
monitors fuel levels.
In Fig. 19 the clock generator, which provides
the timing pulses for controlling the decade, the
clock generator, IC1, is the popular CMOS 555
timer used in the astable multivibrator mode. The
frequency of oscillation is controlled by the fixed

capacitor Cl, and the variable resistor VR1
(SPEED). Output pulses are available at pin 3.
The 555 output of IC1 is directly coupled to
the clock input of integrated circuit IC2, a 4017
decade divider/counter. With the reset output (pin
15) connected to the OV line, the ten LEDs (D1 S8

(to Fig.19
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counter output LEDs flash at several
times per second. During a turn by a

player, when Si is pressed, contact
Sla freezes the display on one LED
for a few seconds before flashing
resumes. The rate of flashing should
be fast enough so that some skill is
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puts flash sequentially at a speed
determined by the setting of VR1.
Normally, VR1 is set so that the
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comparator and fuel meter

Fig. 20-Circuit diagram for the Pit -Stop fuel -tank and comparator circuit.

players, it may help to select
a slower speed with VR1.
As shown in Fig. 20, each player has
a tank (electrolytic capacitors C3 -C6) that can be
charged via a TANK -UP switch (S4 -S7). Four of
the outputs of the counter are coupled via resistors (R3 -R6 on Fig. 19) to the TANK -UP switch-

es. During refueling, when a selected output is
frozen for a few seconds, if the relevant TANK UP switch is pressed, the positive voltage on the
output pin is connected via the 47,000 -ohm resistor (R9) and switched to charge the driver's tank

capacitor. If by misjudgment another driver's
LED is selected, then the other driver can press
his or her TANK -UP button and take on some
fuel.

Before pressing the GO switch Si, the TANK
SELECT switch S2 must be set to the player's
position. Diodes D15 -D18 isolate the tank capacitors and prevent any short-circuiting of charges
if the rotary contacts of S2 should make -before break. Switch S2 connects the comparator (IC3)
and fuel meter (M1) to monitor the state of the
player's fuel tank capacitor. It also connects the
tank capacitor to a discharge circuit, when 51 is
pressed, formed by R10 and C8 connected in parallel. On each turn, a player's tank is discharged
slightly by this circuit, i.e. fuel is used up on the
drive, especially if short distances are selected.
Switch S3, DRAIN TANK, serves two purposes:
it can be used with a Hazard Card to simulate a
loss of fuel situation, or (at all positions of the
TANK SELECT switch) to drain tanks for the
next game.
Diodes D 11 to D14 enable tank capacitors to
be charged via the TANK -UP pushbuttons if the
ALL refuel light is on.
The comparator is a 741 operational amplifier,
IC3, which monitors the voltage in a tank capacitor and compares it with a reference voltage set
by potentiometer VR2. When the voltage level in
the connected tank capacitor falls below the reference voltage, output pin 6 of the comparator
goes high; this switches on transistor Tr2 and the

TANK EMPTY LED lights. A TANK -UP operation is then required.
Switch S2 also connects the fuel meter circuit
to a driver's tank circuit for monitoring purposes.
Transistor Trl is connected as an emitter -follow-

PARTS LIST FOR PIT -STOP
Semiconductors
IC1-NE555CP timer
IC2-CD4017 CMOS decade counter/divider
IC3-741 op -amp comparator

er, the high -input impedance preventing excessive drain on the tank capacitor. The fuel reading
on the micro -ammeter (Ml) in the emitter circuit
is set by the series preset resistor VR3. Leave the
setting for VR3 in the maximum resistance position. This will prevent the meter from being damaged when the game is first turned on.
Construction. The prototype was constructed
on a 15 -in. square, 3 -ply board, layout as shown
in Fig. 21, with four 2 -in, xxX 1/4 -in strips for
the sides. The clock generator and decade
counter were mounted on a separate piece of 0.1-
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Tr1, Tr2-BC109, ECG123A or 2N929, silicon NPN transistor

Dl-LED, green (ALL REFUEL)
D2-D5-LED, red (REFUEL)
D6-D10-LEDs, orange (DRIVE)
D11 -D18 -1N4148 silicon diode

D19-LED, red (EMPTY)
D20 -1N4148 silicon diode
Resistors
R1, R7 -1,000 -ohm
R2 -100,000 -ohm
R3 -R6 -47,000 -ohm
R8 -4,700 -ohm
R9 -100,000 -ohm
R10 -82,000 -ohm
R11 -470 -ohm

VR1-1,000,000-ohm potentiometer
VR2-10,000-ohm trimmer
VR3-50,000-ohm trimmer
Capacitors
C1 -0.2-µF, metallized polyester
C2-C6-220-µF, 10-WVDC, electrolytic
C7 -47-µF, 10-WVDC, electrolytic
C8 -20-µF, 10-WVDC, electrolytic
Additional Parts Materials
M1-Microammeter, 50 or 100 microamperes
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S1 -2 -pole, non -locking, push-button switch
S2-Single-pole, 4 -way rotary switch
S3-S7-Non-locking, push-button switch
S8-S.p.s.t., toggle or slide (on/off) switch

2.

Set the SPEED potentiometer VR1 to an

agreed speed.
3. Select in turn to decide order of play by highest drive positions, and which two cars will be in
pole (front) positions.

©4

Fig. 21-Suggested Pit -Stop game board layout. The final
layout is limited only by your imagination.

in stripboard or perf-board. A perf-board with
flea clips may be used or a solderless breadboard
and later converted to a matching pre -etched cir-

cuit board with components soldered in place.
The wiring is not critical, but neatness is impor-

NOTE: Only two cars can be abreast at
any time during a race, so a third car com-

ing up fast behind two cars on the same
patch of track will have to tuck in behind
and forfeit any extra distance selected for
the move.

4. The driver in pole position starts by switching
the TANK SELECT switch to his position (RED,
tant should troubleshooting be required.
The track layout can be an enlarged replica of BLUE, YELLOW or GREEN). For instance,
the one shown in Fig. 21, or can be modified to when the RED switch position is selected as
incorporate other ideas, especially if the con- shown, the red driver tries to anticipate when the
LED for the red output is on and presses GO
structor is a motor -racing enthusiast.
Playing. If you drive a car, a quick briefing on momentarily to select it. If successful, he then
the play philosophy is all you will need to under- presses his TANK -UP switch to charge up his
tank only while the LED remains on. Successful
stand the game.
1. Before starting, set the battery switch S8 on fueling is indicated if the TANK EMPTY lamp
and make sure that the four fuel tanks are dis- goes off, and a driver can select a drive distance
charged by pressing the DRAIN TANK switch when the next turn comes round, or elect to tank S3 while rotating the TANK SELECT switch S2. up further.

5. The next driver in pole position, switches the manipulate. Paint the playing pieces appropriate
TANK SELECT switch to his position and tanks - colors to reduce confusion. Now then, drivers,
man your cars!
up in the same way.
6. The two drivers on the back row of the starting
grid follow suit, but cannot drive off until at least
one driver in pole position has moved (the no - 12 Minefields
passing two rule).
You are the captain of two ships that must navigate through magnetic minefields, racing against
NOTE: Holding down the TANK -UP
other ships in order to enter your safe port first.
switch after flashing resumes will result in
The game can be played by up to four players,
some loss of fuel.

C-.

each with two ships. In turn, under electronic
control, the ships are steered past minefields in
if the TANK EMPTY light is on, a driver must the direction of the home port. Refer to Fig. 22
tank -up. Any DRIVE moves selected inadver- for the board layout. The eight minefields nor- 0"
7. At the beginning of a turn, on TANK SELECT,

mally flash sequentially (free -run) to warn ships
tently are forfeited.
8. If the ALL position is selected, all drivers can of danger, until a mine is detonated (glows
steadily) by a player.
press their TANK -UP button to take on fuel.
Depending on the players' temperament or the
Game Cards. Game cards are of two typesstate
of the race, some players may take the
hazard and advantage. When a car lands on a hazlonger
safe channels (unless under other orders),
ard square (indicated by a triangle) the player
while
other
captains may risk a winning dash for
draws a Hazard Card and obeys the instructions
the
home
harbor
via the minefields.
on the card. Likewise, an Advantage Card is

ara

selected whenever a car lands on an advantage
square (indicated by a circle). Cut a number of Movement. Players move in turn by pressing
cards to the size of business cards. Leave one side their DETONATE pushbuttons, which freeze the
blank and on the other side type or write the fol- flashing minefield display for a few seconds.
This results in one of two situations, as follows:
lowing:
1. On detonate, one of the eight mines will
glow for a few seconds together with one of the
Hazard Cards
navigation lights. The player will observe which
Oil spill -lose a turn.
of the navigation lights is on, and also check if
Spin off track -lose a turn!
there is a ship lying on one of the eight shaded
Slow -down for chicane -reduce drive by 1.
squares that surround the glowing mine. After the
Tank holed -press DRAIN TANK.
Aqua -planing -compulsory pit stop to fit wet player has made his move, any victim in the
minefield must either return his ship to base in
tires. Lose a turn.
Engine overheating -compulsory pit stop. Lose the case of a direct hit (dark square) or take a
NEAR MISS game card (gray square) and act
one turn.
Flat tire -reduce drives by one and one compul- upon instructions.
With regard to the direction of play, Fig. 23
sory pit stop.
shows the four moves. These are made in relation
Advantage Cards
to a player's starting direction shown next to the
Super -fuel! -add 2 to drive score.
DETONATE button:
Engine finely tuned -up -add 1 to drive score.
A green (starboard) light indicates a forFollowing wind -double drive score.
ward diagonal turn to the right.
Reserve tank -perform TANK -UP.
A red (port) light indicates a forward
Double accelerate -hold card until needed.
diagonal turn to the left.
Close gap -tuck in behind car immediately in
AHEAD indicates a forward move directfront.
ly towards the harbor.
Good road -holding -hold card and add 1 to
ASTERN indicates a backwards move
drive score on next bend.
directly towards the base.

0

,11

rT1,

A ship is only moved one square at a time, t
If you wish, let your imagination add addiO
unless a game card instructs otherwise.
tional hazards and advantages to the game cards
Ships cannot be moved sideways.
you make.
2. If a mine does not remain on after a DETO- (7,
The playing pieces for the board game may be
pawns from a discarded chess set or some other NATE, then one of the two center LEDs Fr,
easily gripped object. Coins are too difficult to ACTION STATIONS or NEAR MISS will glow. 67

PARTS LIST FOR MINEFIELDS
Semiconductors
IC1-NE555CP timer chip
IC2-CD4017 CMOS decade counter/divider

dr 0

CC

0
01

0
CO

r-

Cr

mt.

C

*TR

0

o
METE

III

0

mg

O
RED

YE -LCW
AHEAD

IAP,BOUR

Pee

S

DETONATE

D1 -D8, D10-Red light -emitting diode
D9, D15-Orange light -emitting diode
D11, D12, D14-Tricolor (green/red) light -emitting diode
D13-Yellow light -emitting diode
Resistors
R1 -2,200 -ohm
R2 -5,600 -ohm
R3 -100,000 -ohm
R4 -1,000 -ohm
VR1-500,000-ohm potentiometer
Capacitors
C1-0.5-p.F, metallized polyester
C2 -220-µF, 10-WVDC, electrolytic
C3 -4.7-µF, 10-WVDC, electrolytic
Switches
S1-S.p.s.t. slide or toggle (on/off)
S2-S5-Push-button, non -locking (DETONATE)

Additional Parts & Materials

ASTERN

Shallow box (can be made from plywood), 9V transistor radio battery, plastic shapes for ships, stripboard or perfboard, wire, etc.

D13
D11,12,14 D15
Fig. 22- Minefields game board layout.

If it is a NEAR MISS light, then the player will

take a NEAR MISS game card and act on it. ACTION STATION game cards.

The SPEED control (VR1) can be panel mounted if desired and marked for half -speed

Depending on the agreed speed and a certain
amount of anticipation, the display can easily be
frozen on a desired mine, or navigation direction
to shorten a game.
If a move cannot be made for any reason, e.g.
obstacles such as coast lines, other ships, mines,
then the move is forfeited. A move can be made
by either of a player's two ships when thought
advantageous, e.g. to hold direction or to avoid a
minefield.
Hazards. One of the eight mines can be detonated (permanently lit): by a player's DETONATE
switch as a normal turn, by detonating after the

and full -speed settings to cater for younger children, and for special instructions, e.g. on

ACTION STATION light comes on, or if an
ACTION STATION game card says DETO-

However, in the event of ACTION STATIONS,

all players are at liberty to press their DETONATE button as soon as the display returns to
free -run, primarily to ward off any danger or to
create havoc. The player will then take a game
card from the ACTION STATIONS pile and act
on the instructions. Game cards can sometimes
be held for future use if not valid. In this case,
they will take the place of a turn. After use they
will be returned to the bottom of their respective
piles.

NATE.

AHEAD
STBD

di ACTION
lor STATIONS

Dark squares

Direct hit
0.9

ASTERN

Aline

(LE0,01-08)
Light squares
Near miss
pushbutton
%Et DA(
START DETONATE

Fig. 23- Details of one minefield and related DETONATE
switch and LEDs.

Any ships in a minefield when it is detonated
(one mine permanently on) either take instructions from the top NEAR MISS game card if in
the light -shaded square or if a DIRECT HIT is
registered (on a dark square) go back to base for
repairs.

The HALF SPEED and DETONATE game
card introduces an element of skill. It allows
more time for a player to anticipate which mine
shall be detonated. The player operates the HALF
SPEED button to slow down the display before
detonating. This gives a chance to inflict a direct
hit or a near miss on any rival ships already in a
minefield.
The SPEED control can be reduced for the

first few games, or to assist younger players;
alternatively, younger players could use the
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Fig. 24- Circuit diagram of the Minefields circuit.
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are used to support the
tiles. These are made by
first cutting four 3 -inch
squares, then sawing
diagonally to give eight
triangles. The two wood
blocks for the over speaker tile are made by
halving a 30- X 2 -inch
rectangle along the diagonal.

HALF SPEED control for each move.
Ships may not enter an opponent's HARBOR.
Circuit. The 555 timer can be varied by VR1
to give a suitable speed for the free -run display
for the mine and navigational LEDs. Refer to Fig.
24. The inclusion of three tricolor LEDs in series
with the minefield LEDs gives green (starboard)
and red (port) navigation signals. Also, the elec-

A standard 3 X1 mix of sand and Portland
cement (we will call it concrete) is used to fill the

space behind the tiles. The concrete is applied
between the blocks and the tile bedded on to it.
In all cases screw two or three stout wood flat-

head screws at random angles into the wood

where the cement is to be laid leaving about an
inch out of the wood, so that the protruding head
trolytic capacitor C2 together with resistor R3 of the screw will be buried in the concrete. These
provides a time constant to hold the detonate and screws will then secure the concrete block in
navigation information for a few seconds for place when it is dry. Thoroughly wet the back of

scrutiny after a DETONATE push-button is the tile before applying it to the concrete. In some

released. This time can be lengthened or short- cases the front of the tile may need to be held in
ened as desired by altering the value of capacitor place while the concrete sets, with wood panel
C2 (reduce capacitor value to shorten time and nails knocked into the wooden sides. It does no
harm to leave them there afterward.
vice versa).
All jointing is done by a strong wood glue.
Layout is not critical, but requires a minimum
of woodworking skill. The circuit elements can Elmer's wood glue was used for the prototypes
be soldered rats -nest style or assembled on pre - which is very strong and convenient to apply;
etched circuit boards and solderless boards. however there are many suitable wood glue alternatives on the market. The glue also fills any
Neatness will make troubleshooting easier.
small gaps where the saw might have made a
slight rough cut. Construction must proceed in
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Building the Kapellmeisters

Most transmission -line loudspeaker enclosures
involve a lot of tricky woodwork so that many
speaker builders with only modest woodworking
skills are deterred from building one. With the
Kapellmeisters, although quite a lot of woodworking is needed, none of it is difficult, mostly
it consists of cutting straight edges. These edges
must be straight though, so if your saw cuts tend
to wander, get the lumber yard to cut them for
you. The measurements are uniform with many
pieces being identical.
Preparation. Ceramic tiles used in the construction of the Kapellmeisters are standard 8- X
4 -inch, cut down to 7 X 4 inches. That is just one

numerous stages to allow the glue and concrete to

set before continuing with the next stage, so
some patience must be exercised. Make both
speakers at the same time so that each stage can
be completed on both and thus save time.

First Stage. Refer to the diagram of wood
panels (Fig. 25), and buy sufficient plywood for
all pieces. Remember that these pieces are for
one speaker, so each unit will have to be duplicated. As so many are just 3 -in. strips, it is likely
that much can be obtained as scrap cuts. Most
large lumber yards sell these at a reduced rate,
and the color or grade doesn't matter as all are
concealed except the top and bottom cheeks. The
thickness should be as specified, 3/8 inch for the
sides, baffles and back, 1/2 inch for the front, and
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Fig 25 -View of all the wooden parts for one speaker cabinet including dimensions. Each side of the cabinet is made of three
parts requiring a total of six side pieces for one speaker. All pieces should be plywood. See text for addition details on materials.

3/4 inch for the cheeks. It really will save a lot of
time and energy if you get the lumberyard to cut
the pieces with his machine saw. They usually
charge slightly for each cut.

inch beyond the panel. Refer to Fig. 26(a). The
top and bottom cheeks should also be positioned
to give an equal overlap at either side. The idea is

for the top and bottom cheeks to overhang the
The lumber yard probably will not do the front, sides and back 1/4 -in. from all sides.

shaped ports at one end of the baffles and bottom
Weights should be applied to the free sides of
cheek, but this can be managed with a fret or cop- the cheeks to hold them against the panel while
ping saw. A 7-1/2 X 4 -1/4 -in. elliptical speaker drying. Measure the distance between the rear
hole should be cut in the front panel starting 21 edges of the top and bottom cheeks to ensure that
inches from the top. Before you cut the hole, it -is exactly 33 inches and therefore the top and
check the physical size of the loudspeaker. It may bottom are parallel. Wait for glue to set and hard-

be slightly different. It is desirable though not

en.

essential for the hole to be beveled outward.
Loudspeaker. A word about the loudspeaker

Third Stage. Fit the first pair of side pieces,
gluing the ends and the edge contacting the back

that you should select. An oval speaker was of the front panel; ensure the pieces are flush
selected for the original unit and it was rated at 8

with the edge of the front panel. Measure across

watts with pretty good specifications at a low the upper edges to make sure they are 7-3/4 inchprice. You should do the same; however, that es and so are true. Now glue the triangular blocks
would take away the fun of redesigning all pro- in place at the bottom and top as shown in (a) of
ject builders get involved with. Keep in mind that Fig. 26, the top ones being the special sized ones.
as the price goes up, the increase in performance Glue the edges as well as the face that contacts

lags behind so that dollars are wasted. Keep in the sides, but be careful in pressing them into
mind that the Kapellmeister is designed to bring place that you do not move the sides. Wait for the
the best out of inexpensive loudspeakers.
glue to set.
Second Stage. Start with the front panel; lay it
Fourth Stage. Now fit the speaker, screwing
face down supported on some scrap quarter -inch it in place over the aperture, and connect by solply or hardboard. Glue the top and bottom edges dering a pair of wires which are run down the
and fit the top and bottom boards. The front panel to a hole drilled in the bottom. Leave a few
edges of the top and bottom cheeks should not inches of free wire outside the cabinet, and make
rest on the ply supports but directly on the work sure both speakers are connected the same way to
surface; they will thus protrude a quarter of an the color -coded wire. After the wires are

installed, fill the drilled hole for the wires with a

mixture of saw dust and wood glue to seal the
hole airtight and secure the wire in place.
It is prudent to cover the front of the speaker
with a piece of stiff cardboard secured by masking tape or staples to protect the cone from accidental damage.

Fit several screws to the bottom and top

cheeks between the triangular blocks, leaving
about an inch protruding at different angles.
These will be embedded in the concrete when it

on the blocks and fill in behind it with cement.
Fifth Stage. Saw suitable lengths of 1 -2 -inch
round molding (quadrant) and glue into the corners between the front panel and the sides. If they
are warped they should be held in place with
panel nails. Glue two additional strips of 1 -2 -inch
round molding at the top inside edge of the sides
and nail in place.
Cut three lengths of 1 -inch thick acoustical
wadding to size and lay them in the cabinet so
that two start at the bottom of the speaker, and the
third lies over it to the top of the case. (You can
substitute roof/wall glass -foam 3 -1/2 -in. insula-

is applied and so will hold the resulting concrete
wedge in place. Next fill the space between the
bottom blocks with cement (not too wet) and bed tion for the acoustical wadding. Remove the
the trimmed tile onto it. Place the top narrow tile insulation from its paper backing.) Fill the space

above the speaker with a rolled up piece of
wadding. Do not compress the wadding. Make
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Fig. 27-Curve of the Kapellmeister speaker system frequency response. Some bass boost by the amplifier will
straighten the curve at the low end.

(d)

(el

Fig. 26 - The vies a through e show the assembly procedure
for the Kapellmeister. (a) First stage in construction. The front
is glued to the top and bottom cheeks., using 1/4 -in. supports
to lift front panel to correct position. First pair of side pieces fitted and triangular blocks (small ones at the top) in position.
Then apply concrete, fit tiles and lay wadding. (b) Fix in place
first baffle, gluing down to insure close fit. (c) Fit second pair of
side pieces and four triangular blocks (all blocks installed hereafter are regular size). Install tiles, concrete and wadding. Tuck
extra lengths of wading through aperture into first channel. (d)
Fit second baffle in place. Aperture goes at the top. (e) Glue in
third pair of sides and last pair of triangular blocks. Fit tile and
concrete and install wadding with extra length going into the
aperture. Install the back panel (not shown). Refer to text for
complete details.

the lengths a few inches longer so that they bend
up at the bottom over the tile. Drops of wood glue
or any quick -drying cement will hold the
wadding in place.
Now fit the first baffle with the cut-out at the
bottom, gluing to the top edge of both the sides
and the upper 1/2 -inch round molding surface.
Also glue to the top and bottom cheeks. Secure
with wood panel nails to ensure a close fit as (b)
in Fig. 26. Next, fit the second pair of side pieces
and two pairs of blocks top and bottom, (see c).
Fit 1/2 -inch round molding to corners as with the
first channel, also to top edges of the sides; wait
for all the glue to dry.
Sixth Stage. Fit the tiles and cement as with
the first pair, not forgetting to use concrete -securing screws to top and bottom cheeks in the area
to be filled with concrete. This time the top one
will be bedded and the bottom one rear -filled.
Wait for the concrete to set.
Seventh Stage. Cut two pieces of acoustical
wadding about 18 -inches long and push half the
length of each up the lower channel through the
cut-out, and lay the other half length back along
the top channel. Now lay three full length strips

over these along the complete upper channel. flap hangs over the bottom. Then pull it around,

This gives the extra density at the first bend need- keeping it taut, overlapping the start and securing
ed to dampen the third -harmonic antinode.
it with one of the wooden strips down the middle
Next comes the second baffle which is glued of the back. This can be done with brass counterand nailed as the first but with its cut-out at the sunk screws with cupped washers which give a
top as shown at (d). Fit the third and final pair of professional -looking effect.
sides, also the last pair of blocks plus the 1/2 -inch
Next trim the flap to fit between the prongs of
round molding in the corners and top edges, see the bottom and fix it across the exit port with sta(e). Allow glue to harden,
ples.
Eighth Stage. Now for the last tile, again not
Twelfth Stage. Make or purchase two sets of
forgetting the screws in the top to secure the con- 2 -inch high, wood legs. A single rear one should
crete wedge. Mount the tile on the blocks using be made to incline backward under the rear exit
wood -panel nails to keep it in place; this will be vent to give greater stability. They can be stained
easier if the enclosure is stood vertically upside or varnished to match the rest. The
down. Return to the assembly to the horizontal, Kapellmeisters are now complete and ready to go
and fill in rear with cement. Wait until set.
into action.

Ninth Stage. Lay three strips of wadding in
the channel making sure the bend is filled. Put
some extra here if necessary to fill completely.
Cut another strip about 24 -inches long and tuck
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half the length under the other three at the outlet,
and bring it over the top so that it covers the
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rough ends. Lastly glue and nail the back in
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Tenth Stage. Now for the finishing. Sand
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down any ridges in the sides, but do not be too
fussy, for they will be completely covered with
fabric. You could cover the multi -joined sides
with a wood veneer, but it is not mandatory.
Check carefully for any cracks or crevices in
the jointing and fill with the wood glue. Sand,
then stain or varnish the top cheek and the edges
of the bottom one; there is no need to do underneath unless you are fussy. Paint the body with
flat black paint including the inside rim of the
loudspeaker aperture, but be very careful not to
get any paint on the loudspeaker cone as this
would affect its flexibility. The painting ensures
that the bare wood does not show through the
grille fabric with which the whole body excluding the cheeks is covered.
The two back strips (one for each speaker)
should now be cut to fit exactly between the top
and bottom cheek rear overhangs. These strips
conceal the join in the fabric covering so should
be about one -inch wide preferably beveled at
both edges to give a good finish. They should be
stained or varnished the same color as the cheeks.

Eleventh Stage. Obtain sufficient black

speaker grille fabric to cover both speakers. Any
other color can of course be used if preferred and
is obtainable.
Cut the fabric to the exact size to cover the
body between the cheek overhangs, but leave a

flap 4 inches longer and 8 -inches wide, at the
start. Secure the vertical starting edge at one edge
of the back of the enclosure with tacks so that the
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Fig. 28 - The Kapelimeister's impedance curve which is typical of projects using quality loudspeakers.

Performance. As an anechoic room was not
available to test the Kapellmeisters, frequency

response tests were made with the multiple microphone -position technique. The test was
repeated on the second speaker, and the results
were very close, so the plot in Fig. 27 can be considered fairly accurate.

Surprisingly, the treble response is sustained
beyond 16 kHz and actually continues up to 20
kHz, a remarkable achievement for a single -driver speaker with no tweeter. This is a tribute to the
controlled flexure of the cone and the effectiveness of the high -frequency folded horn inside the
cabinet. The undulations are fairly smooth, and
some of the vicious peaks and dips encountered
with certain multi -driver speakers are notably
absent. The response is within 5 dB from 16 kHz
to 200 Hz, apart from small deviations at 7 kHz
and 10 kHz. There are no phase problems over
any part of the range.
Of course the performance varies from loudspeaker type to speaker type, but when you start
with a known -good loudspeaker the results will
be good.
As expected, the bass is not sustained with a
flat response to as low a frequency as would be
obtained from a large infinite baffle or reflex

enclosure. The response crosses the -5 dB level at
200 Hz and from there a very gentle descent, but
audible output is maintained down to around 36
Hz. Actually, there is a 3 -dB drop in the octave
500 to 250 Hz, a 6 -dB drop from 250 to 125 Hz,
and a 12 -dB drop from 125 to 62 Hz and below.
This gentle and gradually increasing slope results
in a more natural and musical bass than when the
roll -off is lower, but steeper. A further advantage
is that this curve is ideal for applying a little bass

speaker. Nowhere does the impedance fall below
10 ohms.
An amplifier of just a few watts may be used
for full listening impact in a listening room. Five
watts per channel should be sufficient and well
within the, speaker's 8 -watts rating. You can go
the full power rating for a larger listening room.

The efficiency afforded by the Kapellmeisters
allows the opportunity to use a class A amplifier
which can easily be designed for low powers

boost at the amplifier. All bass boost controls such as these.
hinge the response curve upward from a pivotal
point at 1000 Hz. Frequencies just below 1000
Hz are hardly affected, but the amount of boost 14 Window Helix Antenna
increases as the frequency drops. If bass is boosted with speakers having a steep roll -off, the frequencies just above the roll -off point are lifted to
produce a hump, so resulting in a boomy effect.
Here, bass boost will lift the curve to give a flatter response without boom.
Thus with a little boost in the bass, the single driver loudspeaker in an enclosure only 8 -inches
wide can be made to give a response equivalent
to that of a much larger multi -driver speaker, but

A low-cost and effective window -mount vertical
antenna can be constructed from insulated hook-

up wire and PVC (polyvinyl chloride) piping

(Fig. 29). A 5- or 6 -foot length of 1 -inch PVC
piping will do well. If you have a tall window
you may be able to use a longer length with a
secure attachment. A swivel mounting bracket
which is attached to the window sill will permit
you to tilt the vertical outward away from the
without the phasing problems and distortions window. When you do so be certain to use a guy
arrangement at the top of the window (or even a
they and the crossover network produce.
The impedance curve is also of interest and is long bracket) to prevent whipping in the wind.
Good performance on the 11- to 19 -meter
here shown (Fig. 28). There is no large peak in
the bass, just a small rise at 100 Hz, which is at bands is obtained using a helical -wire length of
the third harmonic of the transmission line reso- approximately 15.5 feet which is laced through
screw eyes turned into the PVC piping. Space the
nant frequency.
Bass peaks indicate a high back emf generated screw eyes to accommodate the overall length of
by a large cone movement at the resonant freGuy from
quency, even though the acoustic output may be
top of window
damped by the cabinet design. Often these excursions may be large enough to enter the non-linear
region or even strain the cone suspension. In such
6' PVC
cases bass boost should be applied cautiously and
1" ID

moderately if at all to avoid speaker damage,

quite apart from causing a hump in the response
as noted above. Here, having no impedance peak,
there is no excessive cone excursion at any frequency and no such restraint is necessary. Bass
boost can thus be applied to obtain a satisfactory
balance without fear of damage, providing the
speaker's power rating is not exceeded.

Screw
eye

Helical
wire

At the high -frequency end, the impedance
curve gradually rises to 60 ohms at 20 kHz. This
is not due to increasing cone movement but the

increase of the coil reactance with frequency.
This means that less power is being taken from
the amplifier at these frequencies. As amplifier
distortion often decreases with an increase of
load impedance, this should present a very easy
load for any amplifier, and there should be none
of the unexpected problems often encountered
when an amplifier takes a dislike to a particular

Single
random
wire
to receiver

Swivel bracket

Screwed

to sill

Fig. 29- Construction details for the Window Helix antenna.

One-half Length (One Element)
of Inverted V Antenna

wire you plan to use. In place of screw eyes, you
may want to cement the wire to the pipe using the

glue commonly used to cement PVC pipes

Amateur

together.

Band
(Meters)

A 15.5 -foot wire length also resulted in
acceptable performance on the 22- to 31 -meter
bands as well. A random -wire feed was used permitting the position of the helical wire and the
wire connecting from the base to the receiver to
act as a long-wire so as to improve performance
on the lower frequency shortwave bands. A tuner
is helpful, though by no means mandatory.
Coaxial feed can also be used. When doing so,
connect the outer braid to the swivel bracket.
If you live in an apartment complex where the
management objects to window antennas, paint
the pipe black so it will be less noticeable and

attach a national flag to

it.

10
12
15

16.5 (17)
20

Broadcast
Band
(Meters)
11

13
16
19

22
25

It would be un-

31

Antenna
Length
(Feet)

Amateur
Band
(Meters)

Antenna
Length
(Feet)
23.98
34.45
66.50
127.79

8.40
9.74
11.45
13.39
17.13

29.5 (30)
40

Antenna
Length

Broadcast
Bands
(Meters)

Antenna
Length

41

33.73
39.96
49.24
61.09
73.56
101.21

(Feet)
9.38
11.22
13.68
15.81
17.72
20.47
25.03

80
160

49
60
75
90
120

(Feet)

American or un-Canadian to ask you to take it
down, especially if you first raise the flag on a a tall mast (especially for an antennas cut for a
low frequency band) or keep the angle between
national holiday.
the elements quite large and have very long supporting lines. Angles of the Inverted V are typically 60 to 120 degrees. This type of antenna is
15 Inverted V Antenna
probably most suitable for use in situations where

It may not appear so, but the Inverted V Antenna suitable supports for the antennas are already
is really a modified version of the half -wave

available or are easily improvised. For example,
dipole. Looking at Fig. 30, it should be obvious antennas of this type are often installed over the
roof of a house (but must be kept reasonably
well
clear of the roof in order to obtain good
tionship to the dipole antenna.
results).
The Inverted V Antenna configuration has
The length of an Inverted V Antenna in feet is
similar characteristics to a half -wave dipole and
equal
to 486 divided by the frequency in megahas the obvious advantage of needing only one
hertz,
or in meters it is equal to 148 divided by
mast or other central support. Although at first
the
frequency
in megahertz. This is the total
sight it may appear to need less space than a half length
of
the
two
elements, and must be halved to
wave dipole this is not necessarily the case. The
give
the
length
of
each element.
elements are slightly longer than for a half wave

dipole, and in order to keep the elements well
above ground level it is either necessary to have

The lists provided below give the element
lengths (not the overall lengths) for Inverted V
antennas for use on the shortwave, amateur and

broadcast bands.
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Audible Timer

This easy -to -build -timer circuit can be set for
any period of minutes, from 1 minute to 7 minutes. A rotary switch is used to select the timing
period.
The position to which the switch is set is indicated by numerals marked on the panel. A pushbutton resets the circuit and timing begins from
the instant the button is released. At the end of the

W

74

Fig. 30 -The arrangement used for the Inverted V Antenna.
The length of one element of the "V" are given in the table.

period there is a loud audible signal from the
speaker. This is an intermittent note for maximum impact against a noisy background. The
note continues for 1 minute. As well as the sound

ed outputs. The outputs of this counter are normally at logical high, except that just one of the
outputs is low at each stage of counting. When
One of the advantages of this timer is that it the counter is reset, output 0 goes high. On the
can be set and run in the dark. This makes it suit- next positive -going clock input, output 0 goes
able for dark -room timing. It is also ideal as a low and output 1 goes high. At each successive
high -going clock input the outputs go high in turn
timer for use by blind or deaf persons.
How It Works. The Audible Timer relies on from 0 to 7, repeating. The rotary switch S3
the principle of obtaining a relatively long timing selects which of the outputs is to be used to indiperiod by dividing down the frequency of a high - cate the termination of the timing period.
The circuit is reset by pressing button S2,
frequency astable multivibrator. The chip used
for the multivibrator is the well-known 555 timer which resets both counters and also the flip-flop
in its CMOS form (Fig. 31). The frequency is formed by gates IC4a and IC4d. All outputs of
independent of variations in the level of the sup- IC2 go low. All outputs of IC3 go low, except for
signal there is a high -intensity LED which comes
on during the timing period and flashes when the
period ends.

ply voltage, so the circuit is ideal for battery output 0, which goes high. Output 0 is not used in
operation. The preset resistor VR1 allows the fre- the circuit. A low output from one of the other
quency to be set to 273 Hz. This provides the pins of IC3 makes the output of the flip-flop (IC4

pin 3) go high. The output of IC4c goes low. This
turns off the npn transistor TR2, which drives the
loudspeaker, but turns on the pnp transistor TR3,
causing the LED to light.
While the reset button is held, the output from
IC2
pin 3 is low, turning off TR1. This means that
the astable frequency is divided by 214, or 16384,
the
input
to IC3 pin 14 is high. Counting begins
giving a frequency of 1/60 Hz, or 1 count per
when
S2
is
released. After 30 seconds, IC2 pin 3
minute.
goes
high,
and
the input to IC3 goes low, but this
The output from pin 14 is inverted by transis-

alarm tone. The 273 Hz signal is divided by the
14 -stage counter IC2. At pin 8 of the counter we
obtain a signal at approximately 1 Hz which is
used to make the note intermittent. The timing
frequency comes from pin 14 of the IC, at which

tor TR1 and fed to the clock input of a second has no effect on IC3. After 1 minute IC2 pin 3
goes low, and the input to IC3 goes high, causing

counter IC3. This is a decade counter with decodS1

+9V 0.-ONO
R4

R1

10K

S2

270K

I

-14

VR1

100K

1C2

R3

4020

100K

6

14
10

CLK
R2

IC1

100K

7555

CLK

TR1

IC3
4017

2N3904

RST
11

4

0
0
0

2

S3
LS1

640

9

RST
15

2

---i
IC4b

I

R6

39K

IC4

TR3
2N3906

4001

C1 10n-

8

To +9V: 1C2 pin 16
1C3 pin 16
1C4 pin 14
R5
10K

To OV: 1C2 pin 8
1C3 pin 8, 13
1C4 pin 7

9

R8

10

390

IC4c
R7

)(21

56K

LEM
TR2

2N2904

OV

Fig. 31-Circuit diagram for the Audible Timer.

PARTS LIST FOR THE AUDIBLE TIMER
Semiconductors
IC1-7555 timer
IC2-4020 counter chip
IC3-4017 counter/divider, 10 -line output chip
1001 quad 2 -input
LED1-Light-emitting-diode, high -intensity red
IC1

TR1-2N3904 transistor, npn
TR2-2N2904 transistor, npn
TR3-2N3906 transistor, pnp
Resistors
R1 -270,000 -ohm, metal -film
R2 -100,000 -ohm, metal -film
R3 -100,000 -ohm
R4, R5 -10,000 -ohm
R6 -39,000 -ohm
R7 -56,000 -ohm
R8 -390 -ohm
VR1-100,000-ohm linear -taper potentiometer

Additional Parts & Materials
C1-1-nF, polystyrene capacitor
LS1-Loudspeaker, sub -miniature, 1.5 -in. dia., 64 ohm

S1-Switch, s.p.s.t. (on/off), toggle or slide
S2-Switch, push-button, non -locking
S3-Switch, rotary, 7 positions minimum
9 -volt transistor -radio battery, battery connector, plastic case, wire, pert -board, solder.

remainder of the circuit is being built, it is convenient to use the output from IC2 pin 1 to drive
TR1. The signal there runs at 1/15 Hz thus saving
prolonged periods of waiting while testing the
circuit.
Wire up TR1 and IC3, and test their operation,

then complete and test the remainder of the circuit.
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Long -Interval Alarm Timer

The Long -Interval Alarm Timer is capable of
timing intervals of hours or even days. The maximum interval is two weeks. The timer sounds an
alarm when the selected interval has elapsed. In
addition, it sounds a different alarm if any
attempt is made to turn it off before the end of the
interval. In this way the unit can convey two messages: "Interval still in progress!", and "Interval
finished!". While it is timing, the unit uses very
little current (2.5 mA) so it is suitable for battery
operation over prolonged periods.
The circuit was intended as a pill -box
reminder, though it has other applications. If you

this counter to advance one count. Its output 1
goes high. The counter is incremented every
minute until the output selected by S3 goes high.
The high level from the selected output sets
the flip-flop. IC4 pin 3 goes low. This makes pin
9 low, allowing the signal reaching IC4c from
IC4b to pass through to TR2 and TR3. This sig-

have to take pills regularly, it is all too easy to

nal consists of the logical NOR of the astable signal (273 Hz) and the signal from output 8 of IC2
(1 Hz). The result is a note at 273 Hz, pulsing at

The Long -Interval Alarm Timer can not prevent a person taking out too many pills when the
pill -box is opened, neither can it make sure that
the person actually swallows the pills removed,
but, with intelligent use, it is a helpful personal
prompter.
Pill Box. The circuit is housed in a small box
serving as the pill -box. A micro -switch activated
by the lid of the box lets the circuit know when
the box is opened. The warnings are given by an
audible sounder and by a pair of flashing LEDs.
Shutting the box (presumably after having taken
a pill) starts the long -period timer; both LEDs are

the rate of 1 Hz. This is heard from the loudspeaker. The LED flashes on at the same time.
Since the mark -space ratio of the astable output is
high, the LED is turned on at almost full brightness during the on periods.

Construction. This circuit requires only a
small current and is powered from a 9 -volt transistor radio battery. Assuming that a small (1.5 -

diameter) loudspeaker is used, it can be
housed in a small plastic case with the circuit.
The parts can be assembled on a perf-board or
in.

forget exactly when the next dose is due.
Conversely, it is easy to forget that a dose has
been taken only recently and taking a second
dose too soon could have undesirable effects, if
nothing less than wasting money on expensive
medicine.

out and there is no alarm sound. If the box is

some other pre -drilled board with holes on a 0.1 -

opened before the next time that a dose is due, an

in grid. For stability of timing, and minimum

urgent high-pitched alarm sounds, bleeping

effect of temperature, use metal -film resistors for rapidly, and the red LED flashes. This warns the
person that it is not yet time for a pill. The person
R1 and R2 and a polystyrene capacitor for Cl.
Assemble the astable circuit and the first shuts the box, the sounder and LED cease their
counter (IC1 and IC2). Check that all outputs of activity, and timing continues unaffected by the
IC2 go low when S2 is pressed. When S2 is action of opening the box. When a dose is due, a
released, a voltmeter shows that the output at pin slower, deeper bleeping note is heard and a green
13 is approximately 1 Hz and that pin 3 changes LED flashes. This continues until the box is
from high to low or low to high every 30 seconds. opened.
The LEDs are of different shape, the red one
Adjust VR1 to obtain this timing. While the
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Fig.32-Circuit diagram for the Long -Interval Alarm Timer.

being triangular to reinforce the warning mes- onds; so, given that the maximum value of R is
sage. The difference of shape avoids the risk of 10 Megohms and the maximum value of C is
1000 -11F , the maximum time period is 10,000
confusion by color-blind persons.
seconds,
or 2.8 hours. IC3 also has an 8 -stage
How It Works. This project is based on the
binary
-divider
chain. The total period available is
7240 CMOS programmable timer chip (IC3),
27
times
the
above,
which is just over 14 days.
which has an accuracy of 0.5%. It contains a
But,
as
explained
below,
there may be practical
time -base generator, the frequency of which is
problems
in
obtaining
the
very longest periods.
decided by a resistor and capacitor (R3NR I and
In
Fig.
32,
Si
is
an
optional
power switch. S2
C2 in Fig. 32). The basic time period is RC sec -

i

PARTS LIST FOR
LONG -INTERVAL ALARM TIMER
Semiconductors
D1-Light-emitting diode, red (see text)
D2-Light-emitting diode, green (see text)
IC1-4011 2 -input NAND chip
IC2-4001 2 -input NOR chip
IC3-7240 CMOS programmable timer chip
IC4-4060 14 -stage counter with oscillator chip
IC5-4023 3 -input NAND chip
TR1-ZTX300. SK3854 or ECG123AP.
TR2. Tr3--MPSA13 high -gain Darlington

Resistors
R1. R2, R6 -10,000 -ohm
R3-See text to determine value
R4 -180,000 -ohm
R5 -47.000 -ohm
R7 -470 -ohm
R8 -120,000 -ohm
R9 -12.000 -ohm
R10, R11 -56,000 -ohm
R11 -56.000 -ohm

VR1-(See text)
Capacitors
Cl,
C2 --(See text)

C4-1-nF
Additional Parts & Materials
B1-Battery consisting of 4 AA alkaline cells and
holder

LS1-Loudspeaker, 1.5 -in. dia, 64 -ohms (approxi-

For a single -period timer, omit S3 and wire the
chosen output directly to the junction between R5
and R6.

The first stage of the logic consists of two
NOR gates and a NAND gate wired as an inverter (part of IC1, 4001). These gates detect the two
alarm states. Gate IC2a goes high (at pin 3) when
S2 is open (box open) and the IC3 is timing (out-

put low). This is the state of opening the box
while the timing interval is in progress. Gate
IC2b goes high (at pin 4) when S2 is closed and
the output of IC3 is high. This is the state after

the end of the interval if the box remains

unopened.
A high output on either pin 8 or pin 9 causes a
low output from Gate IC2c (pin 10). This makes
the reset input of IC4 low. IC4 is a 14 -stage

counter with its own oscillator, which begins to
oscillate when the reset is made low. The oscillator has a period of about 25 kHz, which is divided down to produce 1.6 kHz at pin 7
(high-pitched note), 200 Hz at pin 6 (low-pitched
note), 6 Hz at pin 1 (fast bleeping), and 1.5 Hz at
pin 3 (slow bleeping). The remainder of the logic
consists of gates producing the fast high-pitched
bleep signal, which goes to the red LED (D1) by

mately)

way of transistor TR2, and the slower low-

S1-Microswitch. normally -open (See text)

pitched bleep, which goes to the green LED (D2)

S2-Rotary switch, miniature, non -shorting. 6 (or
more) positions

Plastic case, 4- x 2.5 -in. circuit board builder fabricates. knob, wire. solder, etc.

by way of TR3. Both signals go to the speaker
LS1 by way of TR1.

Putting It Together. The project is built on a

board only 4 in. (10 cm) by 2.5 in. (6.5 cm). With
a miniature loudspeaker, 1.5 in. (38 mm) in diamis the switch which is closed to initiate timing. In eter, the unit is housed in a reasonably small plasthe pill -box application, this could be a tic box. Since it requires only 2.5 mA, the timer
microswitch, mounted so that it is closed when runs for about a month on a set of four AA alkathe lid of the pill -box is closed. Closing S2 gen- line cells. There are only 3 logic gate ICs, IC1 (2 -

erates a brief low pulse which goes to pin 11 of
the timer IC3 and starts the timing. The output of
the timer is normally high, but goes low for the
whole of the timing interval. The length of the
interval is selected by a rotary switch S3. If you
have a dedicated version planned for the timer
project, you could hard -wire the switch out of the
circuit.

Pins 1 to 8 of IC3 are the outputs from the 8stage divider chain. When the counter is reset

input NAND, 4011), IC2 (2 -input NOR, 4001)
and IC5 (3 -input NAND, 4023) and all gates are
used. The gates belonging to these three ICs are
scattered in ones and twos all over the circuit diagram but can easily be identified by their symbols.

Begin with the trigger circuit ICla/IC2d and

timer 1C3, and their associated resistors and
capacitors. For use as a pillbox timer, with a max-

imum interval of 8 hours (IC3, pin 8) values for
the timing components are R3 = 3.3 Megohm,
inverted binary sequence. Thus pin 1 goes low VR1 = 2.2 Megohm and C3 = 47 RF Use a tanafter the basic time period, while pin 4, for exam- talum capacitor for C3. The tolerance of these is
ple, goes low after 8 times the basic period. R5 ±20%, but VR1 allows timing to be adjusted to
connects the output to the reset terminal (pin 10) accommodate this.
so that the counter is reset at the end of the interThe main problem with tantalum and aluval. Figure 32 shows only 6 outputs being used; minum electrolytic capacitors is that they have an
this is sufficient for the pill -box application, but appreciable leakage current. The effect of this is
there is no reason why all 8 outputs or any com- that charging times tend to be longer than those
bination of fewer outputs should not be selected. calculated by multiplying R and C together. As a
they all go high, while timing they go through an

.

rule, tantalum capacitors have lower leakage than
aluminum electrolytic capacitors. The most commonly available types have a leakage of 0.02 RA

Input

e.o.Output

per volt per RF , with a minimum leakage of 1
RA. Low -leakage types are available with half
this leakage, though such types are not widely
stocked. The leakage quoted above is for a capac-

itor operating at its maximum working voltage;
leakage is markedly reduced when operated at a
lower voltage. The voltage across the capacitor in
this project ranges from 1.6 to 4.2 volt, but the
working voltage is likely to be 16 WVDC or even
20 WVDC for a 47-RF capacitor. This helps to
keep leakage to an acceptable level. Using a 47tF tantalum capacitor with resistances totaling 5
megohms or more is feasible. If really long intervals are required, make the resistor slightly less
than the calculated value.

Having settled on a suitable value for R3,
adjust VR1 until an interval of 225 seconds is
obtained with S3 switched to the calibration position, position 1. This gives intervals of 8 hours, 4
hours, 2 hours , 1 hour and 30 minutes from pins
8 to 4. Other values of R3 and C3 may be substituted for other applications.
Next assemble the oscillator circuit, IC4 with

resistors and capacitor. A voltmeter monitoring
the output at pin 14 confirms that this works correctly when pin 12 is made low. Assemble the
rest of the logic and check that the outputs at IC1
pins 4 and 10 and IC5 pin 10 behave as described
earlier. Finally, add the transistor switches. TR2
and TR3 are shown in the schematic diagram as

single NPN transistors, but the MPSA13 is a
high -gain Darlington transistor. High -intensity
LEDs are preferred but a red triangular one of
normal intensity may be used for Dl.
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Twangy Distortion Unit

A conventional distortion unit has a major effect
on the processed signal. Apart from adding distortion products, it also changes the input signal's

envelope. In other words, it alters the way in

which the volume of each note varies. Normally
the output from a guitar -string pluck has a high
initial level, but it rapidly falls away to a much
lower level, and then decays at a more gradual
rate. The envelope of a signal is the all-important
parameter that governs its precise character and
sound. In the case of a guitar it is the fast attack
and quite rapid initial decay that gives the characteristic "twangy" guitar sound.
Clipping the signal from a guitar tends to give
an output signal of uniform amplitude right up to
the point where the input signal decays away to

Fig. 33 -Block diagram for the Twangy Distortion Unit.

practically nothing. The fast attack of the input
signal is retained, but the rapid fall in amplitude
immediately after the attack period is not. This
gives a sound which is largely twang free! Even
with soft clipping, the amount of compression
applied to the input signal is such that the original envelope of the signal is largely lost.
It is possible to produce a distortion unit that
retains the original envelope of the input signal,
or something close to it. It requires a rather more
complex circuit than an ordinary distortion unit,
but our Twangy Distortion Unit is reasonably
PARTS LIST FOR TWANGY DISTORTION UNIT
Semiconductors
IC1-NE5532N, very low -noise, dual -operational
amplifier
IC2-LM13700N or LM13600N, very low -noise, dual operational amplifier
IC3-LF351N JFET wide -band operational amplifier

Dl -D8 -0A91 diode
Resistors
R1, R2, R14 -100,000 -ohm
R3 -1,000 -ohm
R4, R10 -10,000 -ohm
R5, R6, R17 -3,900 -ohm
R7, R8 -470 -ohm
R9, R11, R13 -18,000 -ohm
R12 -270,000 -ohm
R15 -27,000 -ohm
R16 -33,000 -ohm
VR1-100,000-ohm, linear -taper, carbon
VR2-4,700-ohm, miniature, trimmer
VR3-470,000-ohm, miniature, trimmer

Capacitors
C1-10-nF ceramic
C2 -1-µF, 50-WVDC, electrolytic
C3 -22-µF , 16-WVDC, electrolytic
C4 -470-11F , 10-WVDC, electrolytic
C5 -10-µF , 25-WVDC, electrolytic
C6, C7 -2.2-µF , 50-WVDC, electrolytic
C8-1-111 , 50-WVDC, electrolytic
C9 -4.7-µF , 50-WVDC, electrolytic

Additonal Parts & Materials
B1 -9 -volt, transistor -radio battery and clip connector

JK1, JK2-Audio jack (select to match audio system
cables)

S1-S.p.s.t., miniature, toggle switch
S2-S.p.s.t., push-button, locking switch
8 -pin IC socket (2 required), 16 -pin IC socket, control
knob, aluminum case, circuit board, wire, solder, etc.

IC1
D1

= NE5532N

to D6 = 0491

St

On/Off
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100n
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A
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1
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C3

22u

T
Fig. 34-Circuit diagram for the Input buffer and clipping amplifier stages of the

Twangy Distortion Unit.

a pair of 1N4148 silicon diodes, one
diode for each string of three (D1 -D3
and D4 -D6) connected as in Fig.34;
ICla acts as the input buffer amplifier, and this is a simple non -inverting
type which provides an input
impedance of 50,000 ohms. IC1 is an
NE5532N, which is a very low -noise
dual operational amplifier.
A transconductance operational
amplifier (IC2) is used as the basis of
the VCA. Although this is a form of
operational amplifier, apart from differential inputs it has little in common with ordinary operational

amplifiers such as the 741C and

simple and inexpensive to build.

LF351N. A transconductance amplifier is current
Signal Flow. The block diagram of Fig. 33 rather than voltage operated. The output current
shows the arrangement used in the Twangy is controlled by the differential input current. In
Distortion Unit. The input signal is applied to a practical circuits, including the present one,
buffer stage, and the signal is then split two ways. series resistors at the inputs plus a load resistor at
The main route is via a soft clipping amplifier, or the output effectively convert the device
to a
a hard clipping amplifier can be used here if pre- form of voltage operation. R10 is the resistor in
ferred. The distorted and compressed output sigwith the input signal, and R9 is the output
nal from the clipping circuit is fed to a series
load resistor. C4 plus R5 to R8 are used to provoltage -controlled amplifier (VCA), and then to vide biasing to the inputs of IC2, and they also
the output via a buffer amplifier. The amplitude provide a center -tap on the supply lines
which is
of the output signal is governed by

the control voltage fed to the VCA.
The higher the control voltage to the

IC2 = LM13700N

IC5 = LF351N

07,8 = 0A91

VCA, the higher the amplitude of the

output signal. By feeding the VCA
with a suitable control voltage, the
output signal can be molded into the
required envelope shape.

The control voltage is produced
by a side chain which first amplifies

the input signal from the buffer
stage. The amplified signal is fed to a
rectifier and smoothing circuit. This
produces a DC output voltage that is 3k9
roughly proportional to the ampli-

tude of the input signal. Via the

Fig. 35 -The c'rcuit for the voltage -controlled

amplifier and rectifier stages of
VCA, this DC voltage modulates the the Twangy Distortion Unit.
output signal to give an output envelope shape that is reasonably close to the enve- used as a sort of central ground bus for the output
lope shape of the input signal. The output load resistor. Unlike ordinary, operational amplienvelope is not identical to the input envelope fiers, transconductance amplifiers are often used
because a few small errors occur in the amplitude "open loop". IC2 is certainly used in this
manner,
control circuits. However, the match is close and it therefore lacks any form of negative feedenough to give the required twangy sound.
back circuit.
The Circuit. Figure 34 shows the circuit for
Chip IC2 has a built-in emitter -follower buffer
the input buffer and clipping amplifier stages. stage which can be connected at the output of the

The circuit for the VCA and other stages is transconductance amplifier. VR2 is the load

shown in Fig. 35. Taking Fig. 34 first, the clip- resistor for this stage, and it also acts as a variable
ping amplifier is based on chip IC lb. If hard dis- output attenuator. This enables the output level of
tortion is required, simply replace D1 to D6 with
Continued on page 107

Many More Projects You Can Build

Digital IC
PnBects

The project sources for The Project Anthology came from selected inexpensive books that are listed below. You can expand your personal
Project Anthology by purchasing one or more of these easy -to-read books today!
Make your selection by checking the applicable box(es) and filling out the coupon
below. Get started today!

How to Use
Op Amps

BP84-Digital IC Projects $5.50 Presents simple and more advanced projects that help the reader develop a working knowl1 edge of digital circuits. To help the newcomer to the hobby, the author has included a number of board layouts and wiring
diagrams.
BP88-How to Use Opamps $5.95 A project builder designer's guide that covers operational amplifiers. Serving as both
1 a source book of circuits and a reference book. The approach has been made as non -mathematical as possible and

I

I

should be easily understandable by hobbyists.

Popular
E lodronic

areuko

BP98-Popular Electronic Circuits -Book $5.95 Designs for electronic enthusiasts who are capable of producing working
1 projects from just a circuit diagram without the aid of detailed construction information. However, where relevant, any special procedures are described.
l'"1 BP103-Multi-Circuit Board Projects $5.50 Contains information on the construction of 21 simple electronic projects,
1 all of which may be constructed on the same specially designed printed circuit board. Many components may be used
several times, reducing the cost of each project.
BP105-Aerial (Antenna) Projects $5.50 Your radio's performance ultimately depends on the antenna. This book covers
1 practical antenna designs, including active, loop and ferrite antennas which perform well and are relatively simple and

B ook 2

I

I

30 SOLDERSESS
BREADBOARD
PROJECTS
IL. I u rrx,,,,o

inexpensive to build.

BP106-Modern Opamp Projects $5.75 Construction projects that make use of many types of operational amplifiers

1 available to hobbyists, including low -noise, low -distortion, ultra -high input impedance, low slew -rate and high -output current types.
BP107-30 Solderless Breadboard Projects $5.95 Each project is designed to be built on a "Verobloc" breadboard and pre 1 sented with a brief circuit description, circuit diagram, component layout diagram, components list. Notes on construc-

1

tion and use are provided where necessary.

I

I

I

I

BP136-25 Simple Indoor and Window Antennas $5.50 Written for those people who live in apartments, have no garden
1 or yard areas, or have other space -limiting restrictions that prevent them from constructing a conventional antenna system. The antennas have been designed, built and tested.
BP256-An Introduction To Loudspeakers and Enclosure Design $5.95 All you need to know about the theory and operI ation of loudspeakers and the cabinets that house them. Book includes the complete construction details of how to make
an inexpensive, high -quality enclosure called the "Kapellmeister."
BP317-Practical Electronic Timing $6.95 Time measurement projects are among the most constructed gadgets by hob 1 byists. This book provides the theory and backs it with a wide range of practical construction projects. Each project has how it -works theory and how to check it for correct operation.
BP350-Electronic Board Games $6.00 Here are twenty novel electronic board games that you can build. Whether you
I are interested in motor racing, searching for buried treasure on a desert island or for gold in Fort Knox, spinning the wheel
of fortune, a musical quiz-there is something for you to build and enjoy!
ran BP368-Practical Electronics Musical EfTecst Units $5.95 There is a constant clamor for musical effects projects by the
1 hobbyist community. This book provides practical circuits for several projects that range in complexity and are sure to
work. All the circuits are easy to build and use readily -available parts.

An Introduction to
loudspeakers and
Enclosure Design

Electronic
Board Germs

I

I

SHIPPING COSTS
$5.01 to $10.00
$10.01 to $20.00

520.01 to $30.00
$30.01 to $40.00
$40.01 to $50.00
$50.01 and above
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MILLIOHM
TESTER
Measure low resistances with
this super simple circuit that
connects to your DMM.

ROBERT A. HEIL

nana plugs and place them into
the common and the volt/ohms

THE MILLIOHM ADAPTER ALLOWS

resistances from 1 milliohm to 1
ohm to be measured with a high

degree of accuracy on any dig-

terminals of your DMM. Dab
some petroleum jelly or other
similar substance on the ends

loads the device under test with
a current of 100 milliamperes at

of the jacks protru'ding from the
DMM. With the lid attached to

ital multimeter. The circuit

5 to 6 volts. The adapter connects to a DMM that is seton its

TO
DMM

millivolt- or 2 -volt scale.

Ohm's law says that resis-

petroleum jelly will transfer

tance equals voltage divided by

current, or R = V/I. Thus, a

BANANA
PLUGS

DMM reading of 5.7 millivolts

would correspond to 0.057

ohms. (5.7 mV/100 mA = 57
milliohms or .057 ohms.)

Circuit description
The milliohm adapter circuit,
shown in Fig. 1, is powered from
a 9 -volt battery. A resistor to be

tested (Rx) is connected across

banana jacks J1 and J2, and a

pair of banana plugs, connected
directly to J1 and J2, plugs into
83

the voltage input jacks of a
DMM.

co

2

IT
W.

m

Switch Si applies battery

power to 7806 voltage regulator
IC1. Capacitor Cl removes volt -

age transients. Resistors RI

and R2 form a voltage divider
for the ground pin of IC1. Poten-

tiometer R2 trims IC1's output

wvoltage to exactly 6 -volts DC. Po 0
ei

0
w
82

tentiometer R3 sets the output

current through Rx to 100 milli-

amperes. Because R3 is a relatively large resistance compared
to Rx, the error introduced by
different values of Rx (1 mil-

the project case and facing up,
press the upper left back of the
plastic case onto the ends of the
plugs stuck in the DMM. The

FIG. 1-MILLIOHM ADAPTER CIRCUIT.
A resistor to be tested (Rh) is connected

across banana jacks J1 and J2, and a
pair of banana plugs, connected directly
to J1 and J2, plugs into the voltage input
jacks of a DMM.

liohm to 1 ohm), or the effect it
will have on the 100 -milliam-

onto the project case and will

mark the hole locations for drilling, allowing the adapter to plug
directly into the DMM. Permanently mark those locations be-

fore continuing. Then turn the
case over and similarly mark
SiO

pere current source, is below
2%.

Construction
A PC board is available from
the source given in the Parts

List, but the project is also easy
to breadboard. You must select
a case for the project before beginning the assembly. The prototype's case measures approximately 2 by 31/4 inches and is
about 1 inch deep. The case has
an aluminum cover.
A parts -placement diagram is
shown in Fig. 2. Stuff the board

as indicated, and check your
work before continuing. Remove the covers from the ba-

R2

R3

1-A-11

J1

J2

FIG. 2-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM.
This circuit is simple enough to point-topoint wire.

the locations on the lid of the
case for the two banana jacks

directly above the holes for the
plugs.
Drill appropriately sized holes

in the case bottom and lid for
the banana plugs and jacks. Be

sure to use insulated jacks if
your case has an aluminum
nal plug covers. Next install the

THE ADAPTER looks like it was custom
made for this meter.

FIG. 3-THE INSIDE of the completed unit. The case is large enough to contain the 9 volt battery.

PARTS LIST

Attach the negative side of the
battery to the negative PC board

R1-1000 ohms
R2, R3-100 ohms, 20 -turn potien-

one side of the momentary
switch. Solder another wire

input and the positive side to
from the remaining side of the

tiometer
C1-1 p,F, disc capacitor
101-7806 6 -volt regulator
B1 -9 -volt battery
S1-SPST momentary switch
J1. J2-banana jack/plug combo

momentary switch to the
positive PC board input. Solder

one output from the PC board
and one banana plug wire to a
spade lug on the back of one
banana jack. Do the same for
the other jack. Figure 3 shows

Project case (Radio Shack No.

270-230 or similar unit). PC
board, wire, solder.

Note: the following items are
available from RAH Projects,
P.O. Box 15904, N.B., CA 92659:

Etched and drilled PC
board-$3.95 plus return
postage

Parts kit including PC board
(no case)-$10.95 plus $2.50
S&H

Check or money order, only. Cali-

fornia residents please add
sales tax. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for

delivery. Personal check orders will be shipped after the
funds have been cleared.
cover.

Solder a 3 -inch piece of

test lead wire to each banana

plug and install them in the bottom of the plastic case with No.
10-32 nuts instead of the origi-

3/4 INCH

MILLIOHM ADAPTER FOIL PATTERN.

banana jacks in the

case cover.

Mount the PC board on the

cover as close to the jacks as

possible. You can secure it with
No. 4-40 hardware on one corner with a plastic spacer.

Any momentary switch will
work in the circuit, but make
sure there's enough room in the
case for the 9 -volt battery. The
battery connector can be made
from an old 9 -volt battery. Remove the old battery case and
cut the leads from the cells to
the connector at the top. Solder
on new wires, and keep in mind
that the small connector is now

negative and the large one is
positive.

the inside of the completed
unit.

Calibration
With the cover still off, plug
the adapter into the DMM and
set the range of the meter to 20
volts. Press S1 and adjust R2 for

6 volts DC. Next, place an ammeter across the banana jacks
and adjust R3 for a reading of
100 milliamperes. To calibrate

the circuit when used in conjunction with test leads, short
circuit the leads together and
write down the reading; then
subtract that reading from any
readings you take with the test

leads. Now get out that junkbox

and start testing those components with unknown values. n

INPUT

INPUT

Measure the voltage values of waveforms accurately and
easily on your oscilloscope with the Voltage Cursor Adapter.
HAVE YOU EVER HAD TROUBLE MEA-

suring the voltage value of a
waveform on an oscilloscope

SKIP CAMPISI

screen? Are you tired of count-

ing graticule squares and

agram for the voltage cursor

"guesstimating" those values?
,,,,
cr,
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=
W
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E
w
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adaptor. The required 15 to 25 volt power to the circuit can be
supplied either by batteries or a

If so, you need the Voltage Cur-

sor Adapter, It superimposes
horizontal cursor lines on the
top and bottom of the waveform-a kind of electronic calipers-to permit direct readout

wall -mounted AC to 15 -volt DC

adapter. The author's prototype
has a jack that will accept a plug
from either the adapter or a battery pack consisting of two 9 volt batteries taped together.

of the voltage value. The cursor

lines extend across the entire

The MC78L12 voltage regulator (IC1) supplies regulated

screen.
The lower cursor (think of it

as the floor) is the zero -volt cur -

12 -volts DC to the rest of the cir-

sor and the upper cursor (think
of it as the ceiling) is the precision DC reference voltage. The

cursors can be placed on any
parts of the waveform that you
want to measure, and the volt -

age can be read directly from a
turns counter coupled to a precision potentiometer.
Figure 1 is the schematic di-

cuit. The ICM7555 timer (IC2),
a CMOS version of the industry -

standard 555, drives the
THE CURSOR ADAPTER superimposes

horizontal cursor lines on the top and
bottom of a waveform.

CD4066B, a CMOS bilateral
switch (IC3). This drive frequency can either be a normal

frequency (NORM) of 100 Hz or a
low -frequency (Lo -F) of 10 kHz,

full clockwise position and adjusting R1 for a reading of 10
volts at the wiper of R3 with a

switch Si. Set Si to

digital voltmeter.

depending on the setting of
LO -F

for in-

wiper amplitude. The square -

R2-510 ohms

counter dial coupled directly to
the potentiometer's wiper. The
accuracy of this reading can be
1% or better. 11-immer potenti-

Building the adapter

wave output appears on the

common pins 4,9, and 10 of IC3
and coaxial plug PLI.

The circuitry is simple

enough to be built on an approximately 2 x 3 -inch stock

R3 to be calibrated to precisely

predrilled perforated board by
point-to-point wiring methods.

10 volts.

The circuit is calibrated by
setting the digital reading on
the turns counter of R3 to the

(The prototype circuit was built

on a multipurpose board from
8

+15V

o

TO
+25V

R5

C1

6

IC1

R1

MC78L12
GND

1K
(CAL)

47AF

cc**

RS
CV

0.1

ICM7555
TG

12V
(REG)

OUT

4

IC2

62K

© J1
IN

0.01

-<i)

NORM

el -mounted. 3A

R4

10K

PL1-panel-mounted phone plug

12

IC3

13

CD4066

S

C7
0.1

(to mate with power plug)

D

2

1/2 -inch dia.

8

Miscellaneous: multipurpose per-

11

14 +V
5

TO -92

3. INPUT
2. GROUND
1. OUTPUT

bilateral switch, Harris or equiv.

3

gMC78L12

IC1-MC78L12 12 -volt voltage regulator, Motorola or equiv.
1C2-ICM7555 CMOS timer, Harris

J1-coaxial jack, panel -mounted

6

TURN)

35 VDC
C2, C3, C6, C7 -0.1µF, ceramic
C6 -0.1µF, polyester
C4 -0.01µF, ceramic
C5 -0.001µF, polyester
C8-1.0/LF, solid tantalum dipped

Other components
S1-SPDT switch, miniature, pan-

0.1

$3- 2

5K
R3
(10

R4-10,000 ohms
R5-62,000 ohms
Capacitors
C1 -47µF, aluminum electrolytic,

or equiv.

0.001

K C6

R3 -5000 -ohm, 7/bin. precision potentiometer, ten -turn with matching multiturn dial, Clarostat 73JB
with a 15 -turn dial or equiv. (See
text)

IC3-CD4066B CMOS quad -

05

S70

'Z. 6100

t

C8
1.0AF

GD 1

TH

R2

CW

C4

potentiometer, Bourns 3005P 101
or equiv.

Semiconductors

K LO -F

0.1 I

5%

R1 -1000 -ohm multiturn trimmer

wave with exactly the same

ometer R1 permits the voltage to

Resistors: all fixed are 1/4 -watt,

Bilateral switch IC3 converts
the DC reference to a square -

puts below 500 Hz.
The DC reference voltage supplied to pin 3 of IC3 is set by R3,
a 10 -turn, 5000 -ohm precision
potentiometer. The voltage can

be read directly from a turns

PARTS LIST

forated board 121/22 x 227/32 (Radio
4

9

10

FIG. 1-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM for the voltage cursor adapter. Power can be supplied
by batteries or an AC adapter.

Shack 276-150 or equiv.); project
case, aluminum, 4 x 21/2. 15/sin.
(Radio Shack 270-239 or equiv.);
one 8 pin DIP socket and one 14 -

pin DIP socket; four standoffs
with screws, 13/46 inch; two 9 -volt

batteries with two snap connectors and attached plug or wall -

mounted line AC to 15-VDC

MULTIPURPOSE
PERFORATED BOARD

00000000

00000000

0

- R2-

0000000

adapter, 50 mA; insulated hookup
wire; solder; screws.

- R5-

J1
R1

IC2

IC3

C3

C

C

C7

C8

I

C6

tion or placement. Figure 2 is a

guide for positioning components on the circuit board.
The prototype was mounted
in a two-part aluminum case

I

I

Radio Shack.) There is nothing
critical about component selec-

I

05

that measured approximately 4

I

by 2 by 15/8 inches. If you intend
to put the circuit in similar proj-

ect case, use the blank circuit

S1

OPL1

FIG. 2-USE THIS AS A GUIDE for positioning the parts on the perforated construction
board.

board as a pattern and mark the
hole locations on that part of the
case with the ends folded up.
It is recommended that both

assembly diagram, and drill the

holes that you marked on the

case half for mounting the 3/4 -

inch standoffs. Then drill the

holes for mounting jacks J1 and
J2, precision potentiometer R3
SCREWS (8)

IC3

IC2

with counter and switch SI in
the case end surfaces.
Mount the jacks, potentiometer and switch on the case half.
Cut 3- to 4 -inch lengths of No.

22 AWG stranded, insulated,
hookup wires for making all

PL1

connections to the board mounted components, as

J1

shown in Fig. 2. Note: A lower
cost counter can be substituted
for the digital readout dial used
in the author's prototype.

't.f4N

CASE (HALF)

11/16 INCH
STANDOFFS (4)

Solder one end of the wires
from the jacks, potentiometer
and switch and the other ends
to the assigned terminal pads
on the circuit board, leaving

enough slack in the hookup
wires to permit inverting the
board and fastening it to the
case half.
S1

Carefully check all solder

joints to be sure they are free of
inadvertent bridges or cold sol-

dering. Check ICI to be sure
that the three pins are identified and soldered correctly. In-

sert IC2 and IC3 in their
sockets, observing the correct
PRECISION
OTENTIOMETER
R3 (INVERTED)

FIG. 3-HERE'S HOW EVERYTHING MOUNTS inside the case.

pin locations. After the Voltage

Cursor Adapter is completely
assembled it is ready for testing.

Connect the times 10 probe

from the channel B input of
your oscilloscope to the output

plug (PL1) of the Voltage Cursor
Adapter.

Measuring waveform voltage
Display the signal whose voltage you want to measure by plu-

gging a lead from the signal

source into the channel A vertical amplifier jack of your oscilloscope. Set the triggering on
channel A. The output is variable from 0 to 10 volts.

Set your oscilloscope's at-

tenuators to accommodate the 0

to 10 -volt range. Using the

mode, position in the zero cursor with the
channel B vertical position control. Then adjust potentiometer

CHOPPED/ALTERNATE

EVERYTHING FITS EASILY inside the case.

IC2 and IC3 be inserted in sock-

board leaded components in the

socket for IC2 and a 14 -pin

trim any leads at this time.

ets. Insert and solder an 8 -pin

positions shown, but do not

socket for IC3, as shown in Fig.
2. Insert and solder all other on -

Refer to Fig. 3, the mechanical

Set the circuit board aside.

R3 to position the reference
voltage cursor at the correct
level on the signal waveform you

want to measure.

S/

MINI LOGIC ANALYZER
AFTER YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR

latest logic circuit design, you
will probably want to build a

prototype to test its operation. If

the circuit is not complex, a

common logic probe is all that's
needed to troubleshoot it. However, if the circuit has multiple

This mini analyzer
is inexpensive,
versatile, and
easy to build.

driving signals to exercise its

operation, then you need a more
powerful testing tool.
Professionals use a logic analyzer and function generator to

make these tests. Experimenters, hobbyists, and those on a
tight budget will want to build

face buffers the signals that are
sent from the computer's parallel port to the circui to be test-

signals
ed. It also buffers
that are returned fro the cir-

cuit to the computer, and shifts
their voltage levels so that they
are compatible with the PC's log-

but when it is linked to an IBMcompatible computer, it is sufficiently capable for most hobby
applications. The PC Mini Logic

volts, or CMOS from 3 to 15

ic levels. The Interface obtains
its power from the circuit under
test, so it will always recognize
the proper logic levels: TTL at 5

Analyzer provides up to eight
driving signals (outputs) and
eight inputs. Each output can

volts. The interface can be con-

bit pattern. In addition to its

of the eight outputs and eight

be programmed with up to a 64 -

logic analyzer function, the unit
can serve double duty as a digital integrated circuit (IC) tester.

The analyzer consists of a
hardware interface with ap-

plications software. The inter -

output bit affects the prototype
circuit's operation.
Best of all, the interface cir-

cuit is composed of common

most electronic component
JAMES J. BARBARELLO

the PC Mini Logic Analyzer. It

costs only about $30 to build,

circuit and observe how each

components, all available from

signals that must be checked

for proper time phasing, or if it
requires one or more complex

PC to a low of one, bit every 10
seconds. The slower speeds allow you to single step through a

nected directly to any parallel
port on your PC.
The software displays 64 bits

inputs simultaneously. It allows
full on -screen programming of

the outputs. Scan time (the
time to process the 64 bits) can
be adjusted from a high of about
100 bits/second on an average

suppliers. Although a PC board
layout is provided here, it is not

essential for proper operation;

the circuit can also be con-

structed on a solderless breadboard.
The hardware interface will
be described first, followed by
the software. Then, an actual
logic analyzer application will

be described, followed by an example of how to use the analyzer
as a digital IC tester.

Theory of operation

two basic functional blocks; a
transistor buffer/inverter section, and an analog switch sec-

tion that feeds voltage com-

parators. The transistor buffer/
inverter section is shown in the
schematic in Fig. 1.
'fransistor Q1 in Fig. 1 is configured as a standard inverting

switch. A signal greater than

about 0.7 volt from the parallel

port (pin 2 for Q1) causes the
transistor to conduct, raising
the output (01 for Q1) to about

-

vs

R18

P1

09

1K

Q10
2N2222

2N2222

0.3 volt. When a signal less than

0.7 volt is applied, the transistor does not conduct, and

R20
10K

WV
R17
10K

current is provided to any load

R19
10K

IC2
4066

v.

0

0

IC1 -d

1/4 339

14

15

R21

0

12

10K

14

11

3

D2

1N34A
IH

12

13

12

R22
10K
04 13

13

0
PC

O

IC 1-c

1/4 339

D3

16

10

1N34A

PARALLEL
PORT

12

10

11

O
14

IC3
4066
13
13

D4

O

1N34A

lel -a
7

1/4 339
6

R23P1K

O

4

1

17

O

12

R24
10K
10

0

Oi

10
2

9

4

1N34A

PARALLEL
PORT

0

O
14

WV
Si 0 CMOS
0 1.0 TTL

18

o

R25
33K

vs ....

14

ICI -b
1/4 339

D5

PC

11

71
R26
10K

Wr

R27

4 22K

FIG. 2-THE ANALOG SWITCH SECTION feeds the voltage comparators. Two of the
analog switches in a CD4066B quad -analog switch IC (IC2-a and IC2-b) feed their
outputs to the non -inverting input of IC1-d, one of the four voltage comparators in an
LM339 quad comparator IC.
07
R13 2N2222
10K

connected to the output
through the collector resistor

(R2 for Q1). This signal inversion is compensated by the soft-

ware. For example, when the
08
R15 2N2222

910K
0

AAA,

FIG. 1-THE ANALYZER incorporates
two basic functional blocks. This is the
transistor buffer/inverter section.

user requests a high logic level
to be output at 01, the software

converts the request and out-

puts a low logic level at pin 2 of
the parallel port. The transistor
will invert that low logic level to
a logic high, producing the output requested by the user.
The transistor inverter/buffer

performs two necessary functions. First, it acts as a current
amplifier, providing more current than the parallel port could

provide directly. Second, since
the transistor obtains its oper-

ating voltage through DI, the

output levels will be consistent
with the logic levels generated
by the circuitry that is supplied

by that voltage. (The output
voltage level is not dependent on
the input driving voltage, which

will always be that provided by
the parallel port).

Diode DI protects the inter-

face against reverse power supply voltage. The approximately
0.3 volt lost across the diode is
insignificant in the operation of
the interface. The transistor inverter/buffer is used eight times

(Q1-Q8) to provide eight outputs.
The second functional block
is shown in Fig. 2. livo of the
analog switches in a CD4066B
CMOS quad -analog switch IC

I

R8

01

the input signal to its output,
also putting from about 50 to
200 ohms in series in the process. When the control pin is
brought low, the path between
input and output becomes a

F11

1112

once by transistor Q9 and a second time by Q10. Therefore, the
control signal for analog switch
IC2-b is 180° out of phase with

P1-9

I

1)

R13

I
1118

R14

R9

R3

P1-8

R11

R10
R8

08

R15

1

F-87
0

R19

06

R20

01
12

03

0

P1-19

P1-140

14

0

04

18

J

R23

R21

R24

)

C2

)

J

R22

IC3

tD1
J

-R27-

Da

very high impedance, effectively

disconnecting the input from
the output.
The signal from pin 1 of the
parallel port is inverted twice,

I

R71

I

R4
R2

(IC2-a and IC2-b) feed their out-

puts to the non -inverting input
of IC1-d, one of the four voltage
comparators in an LM339 quad
comparator IC. When the control pin of an analog switch is
pulled high, the switch will pass

I

R17

020

P1-7

P1-6

P1-5

P1-4

P1-3

P1-2

P1-1

CLIP2

RH6

+

CLIP1

101

P1 11

P1-10

13

17

Si

FIG. 4-PARTS-PLACEMENT DIAGRAM. The circuit layout is not critical, so you can
use either the PC board an experimenter's breadboard.

II AIL ILIVAINVIIIMPOINIFIEN\
DEFINE PARALLEL
PORT ADDRESS(S)

SET UP ARRAYS &
OTHER VARIABLES

INITIATE 64 BIT
COUNTER

DEFINE OUTPUT BIT
PATTERNS. INVERT AND
STORE IN ARRAY
A

INCREMENT BIT COUNTER AND
SEND NTH BIT OUTPUT TO
PARALLEL PORT.

FIG. 5-AUTHOR'S PROTOTYPE. Use micro -clips for the 16 input/output lines, and
insulated mini alligator clips for the power and ground leads. Route the wires through
holes in the enclosure and attach the connectors.

READ PORT STATUS FOR NTH BIT

DISPLAY RESULTS.

I

the signal for IC2-a. With a high
signal at pin 1 of P1, switch 1C2 a will be on, and IC2-b will be off.

FIG. 3-BASIC PROGRAM FLOW. First,

the address of the parallel port that's
going to be used is identified and called
ad1).

Conversely, with a low signal at
pin 1 of P1, the switch IC2-a will
be off, and 1C2 -b will be on. This

allows the two switch outputs to

be connected together (some-

times called a "wired oR"), because only one switch will be on
at a time.

Comparator IC1-d compares
the signal at its positive input to
the reference voltage at its nega-

tive input. When the signal is
greater than the reference, the

ode. This pulls parallel port pin
13 low when a low signal is pro-

TABLE 1

Connection

Output

Voltage

None

01

Vbattery-Vdiode

None

Vbattery-Vdiode

greater than the 5 -volt level of

Vbattery-Vdiode

The analog switch/comparator
block is used four times to accept eight inputs and provide
them to the four comparators
for input into the PC.

01 to P9

02
03
04
05
06
07
08
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

02 to P2

01

None

None
None
None
None
None

01 to P3
01 to P4
01 to P5
01 to P6
01 to P7
01 to P8

vided to the comparator. This

arrangement allows signals
the parallel port to be processed.

Vbattery-Vdiode
Vbattery-Vdiode
Vbattery-Vdiode

The reference voltages for the

Vbattery-Vdiode
Vbattery-Vdiode

comparators are created in the

0 to 0.5V (approx)

R25, R26, and R27. When

voltage divider consisting of
switch Si is in its rri. position,

0 to 0.5V (approx)

the voltage across R27 (pro-

0 to 0.5V (approx)

vided to the comparators) will
be about 2 volts with a 5 -volt
power supply. With Si in its

0 to 3.5V (approx)
0 to 0.5V (approx)

cmos position, the voltage

0 to 0.5V (approx)

across R27 will be about 70% of
the power supply voltage. Those
voltage levels correspond to the
lower limits of valid high logic
levels for those logic families. A

0 to 0.5V (approx)
0 to 0.5V (approx)

common ground reference is

F1C3

+V

0,

4011

1
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.110

3
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2

GN D
3

E

OUTPUT

13

4B

GI

12

+V

7

10C 51
14

>.
R

CLK

61

5
5

Cis

F

1C2

4017

First, the address of the parallel
port is identified and called adO.
Since the parallel port must be
addressed with three sequential

4001

L

FIG. 6-LOGIC ANALYZER APPLICATION. This self -clocking circuit is supposed to
provide a squarewave output that has one quarter of the input frequency.

TO 020

15

13

CE

13
11

171

()OUTPUT

12

TO 010

14

a(16,64). Other necessary variables are also set up at this time.

16
14

4017

1C2

9

Pin 14 is also brought high to

1

6
1C1

4001

integer array is set up to hold
each bit's value for each line.
The array has maximum di-

mensions of 16 by 64, or

1)0±.

CLK

addresses, the two addresses
that follow are defined as adl
(ad0 +1) and ad2 (ad0 + 2). Because the analyzer has 16 lines,
each with a 64 -bit sequence, an

-1

5

GND

Software
While a lot of software code is
devoted to making a convenient
interface for the user, the basic

program flow is fairly simple
(see the flowchart in Fig. 3).

1:)

6

IC1

provided from the power supply
through to the PC via the parallel port's pin 19 and clip 2.

181

46.4.
R2

V

serve as the pull-up voltage for
the parallel port inputs.

FIG. 7-MONITORING ALL POINTS in the circuit will reveal any problems quickly.
Here's the test circuit with the CD4011B replaced by the analyzer.

Next, a counter to loop between 1 and 64 is set up. The
software then makes sure the
desired output pattern(s) are

put high. A low signal from the

fines them. The desired pat-

comparator's output goes high,

LED

defined, and if they aren't, it de-

verse -biased. The high output

parallel port pin to sink voltage

terns are inverted (to compensate for the hardware inversion
in the interface transistors) and

pulls the parallel port pin 13 in-

parator's output through the di-

stored in the integer array. Next,

and blocking diode D2 is re-

comparator output allows the

at pin 14 of the parallel port

from pin 14 into the com-

LISTING 1
REM**** MINITEST.BAS
REM**** QUICK CHECKOUT OF MiniAnal
REM**** V940708 (c) 1994, JJ Barbarello
CLEAR: COLOR 7, 0: CLS
DEFINT A -X: DEFSTR Y -Z: DIM o(8), i(8): DEF SEG = 64
LOCATE 1, 15
PRINT "QUICK CHECKOUT OF Pc MINI LOGIC ANALYZER INTERFACE" LOCATE 2, 1: PRINT
STR1NG$(79, 220)
LOCATE 5, 15: INPUT "PARALLEL PORT ADDRESS (Enter for default): ";
IF ad0 = 0 THEN ad0 = PEEK(S) + 256 * PEEK(9)
adl = ad0 + 1: ad2 = adl + 1: OUT ad2, 0: PRINT : PRINT

FORi=0T07:a=2 Ai
OUT adO, a XOR 255: GOSUB statusl
IF 0 <> o(i + I) THEN
PRINT "Problem with Output"; i + I; "(Should be low)"
x=1

END IF
IF I
i(i + 1) THEN
PRINT "Problem with Input"; i + 1; "(Should be high)"
x=1
END IF
OUT adO, GOSUB statusl

IF 1 0 o(i + 1) THEN
PRINT "Problem with Output"; i + 1; '(Should be high)"
x=1

END IF
IF 0 <>
+ 1) THEN
PRINT "Problem with Input"; i + I; "(Should be low)"
x=1

END IF
NEXT i
IF x = 0 THEN LOCATE 10, 32: PRINT "INTERFACE TESTS OK"
END
GET STATUS OF PRINTER PORT PINS *******
REM
statusl:
o(1) = INP(adO) AND 1
o(2) = (INP(adO) AND 2) / 2
o(3) = (INP(adO) AND 4) / 4
o(4) (INP(adO) AND 8) / 8
o(5) = (INP(adO) AND 16) / 16
o(6) = (INP(adO) AND 32) / 32
o(7) = (INP(adO) AND 64) / 64
o(8) (INP(adO) AND 128) / 128
OUT ad2, 0: REM: Pin 1 High
i(1) = (INP(adl) AND 32) / 32
i(2) = (INP(adl) AND 16) / 16
i(3) = -(((INP(adl) AND 128) / 128) = 0)
i(4) = (INP(adl) AND 64) / 64
OUT ad2, 1: REM: Pin 1 low
i(5) (INP(adl) AND 32) / 32
1(6) = (INP(adl) AND 16) / 16
i(7) = -(((INP(adl) AND 128) / 128) = 0)
i(8) = (INP(adl) AND 64) / 64
RETURN

to

counter, and the input/output

process continues. There is
more to the actual program

code, but the basic analyzer operation is captured in just those
few steps.

Construction
The circuit layout is not critical, so you can use either the
PC board and parts -placement

diagram shown in Fig. 4, or follow the schematic diagram and

build the circuit on an experimenter's breadboard. For either
assembly method, IC sockets
are recommended.

Once the circuit is con-

structed, and before you begin
the final wiring, decide on the
case style (if any) for enclosing
the analyzer. Because 16 wires
and test clips extend from the

circuit board, it is wise to

choose a wire -coding arrangement that will help you easily
recognize each input and output lead.
Use No. 20 stranded hookup

wire for the 16 input/output

leads, connecting one end to the

16 points identified as 01-08

and 11-18. Again using No. 20

stranded wire, connect a red
lead to Clip 1 and a black lead to

Clip 2, and also connect switch
Si.
Decide if you want to have the

parallel port cable connected to
the board directly, or if you want

to add a DB-25 connector. For
the integral cable option, obtain
15 four -foot lengths of No. 22 or
24 stranded wire, or a four -foot

length of 15 -conductor cable.
Then use those leads to connect
the appropriate points from the

2

circuit board to the pins of a

34567-

male DB-25 plug. If you use a
connector, make the appropriate connections from the circuit
board to a female DB-25 socket
mounted on the back of the case

with wire cut to the size of the

2

enclosure.
The last step is to attach connection devices to the 16 input/

3

4

z

5

6-

output lines and power leads.

7

8-

Use micro -clips for the 16 input/

FIG. 8-RESULTING BIT PATTERN. The immediate problem is that the LED does not
light, verified in the bit pattern showing that inputs 17 and 18 are not switching.

the bit counter is incremented
and the next bit is sent out to
the parallel port. The status of

the port is then read and the

results are displayed. The software then loops back to the bit

output lines, and insulated
mini alligator clips for the

power and ground leads. Route

the wires through holes in the
enclosure and attach the con-

nectors. Complete the assembly

15

02

15

13

2

CE

11F

2

GND

IC4
4011

I

1

I

by mounting the circuit board
in the enclosure and mounting
Si. Figure 5 shows the author's
prototype unit.

1

I
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4001
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181
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1010,--4-0.- +V
R2

LED

FIG. 9-A NAND FUNCTION will produce a low logic level when the two inputs are high,
and produce a high logic level otherwise. Here's the revised circuit.
1

-,

3 _I
4 -1

8.9 volts, the voltage at 01

6 -1

7_I
8_I

should be about 8.6 volts. The

actual voltage is not critical, be-

cause the drop across DI and
the individual transistors will
vary slightly depending on the

1 -1- --- ---1-

2-I

----t

3_I

i

1

actual devices installed.
Next, connect 01 to P1 pin 3;
02 should now read between 0
and about 0.5 volt. Connect 01
to P1 pins 4 through 9 in turn,

5

c_

Z

tween each of the output leads
and ground should be the batyour battery terminal voltage is

5 -I

4

nals to the 9 -volt battery (red to
+ , black to - ). The voltage be-

tery voltage less the voltage drop
across diode DI. For example, if

2

cr)

meter, and a few jumpers. First
make sure that there is no con-

tinuity between the board and
the eight output leads 01-08.
Then connect the power termi-

1

J

L

11

To test the analyzer, you'll
need a 9 -volt battery, a volt-

16

CLK

ICI
4017

Checkout

1

10 13 5

6 -E---

7 -1

8-1

_F-

I

I-

FIG. 10-RESULTANT BIT PATTERN of the circuit in Fig. 9.

reading the outputs (03

through 08 respectively). Fi-

234567-

O

nally, connect 02 to P1 pin 2 and

read the output at 01. This entire procedure is summarized in
Table 1.

To check the interface input
circuits and parallel port con-

2-

nections, use the program

J

3-

ct)

MATEST.BAS shown in Listing

4-

rj

a
Z

(All of the software for this
analyzer project will be made
1.

5

67s-

available on the Gernsback
BBS, 516-293-2283, v.32,

C-

FIG. 11-THE I7 AND 18 WAVEFORMS would both be symmetrical if they ended after the

eighth clock pulse. Routing the ninth output of IC1 to the reset pin will do this.

v.42bis, as a file called MINI-

ANAL.ZIP.) Extract the program

MATESTEXE from the zipped
file or type it in by hand and run

103

+V

4011

15
13

O

IC4
4011

I

2

CE
2

GND

11

10

12

5

5

CLK

6

5

R1

ici
4017

L.

L
9

4001

Place Si in the CMOS position.
The program will use the outputs to create a logic 1 and then
logic 0 for each of the eight in -

R2

1

1C2

CaC

IT

13
1

3

14

our

1

4

1

-J

L

it from QBasic. Connect each
numbered output to its cone sponding input (01 to II, 02 to
12, etc.). Connect the power
leads to a 9 -volt battery, and
connect the analyzer output to
your computer's parallel port.

11;\\

puts. It will read the inputs to

LED
+V

FIG. 12-THIS FINAL CIRCUIT configuration meets all of the original requirements; the
output is the input divided by 4, it is symmetrical, and the LED lights.

determine if they were pro -

cessed correctly. When you ex-

ecute the program, it will ask

you for the parallel port address.

Press ENTER if you're using LPT1

at the standard address of 888.
Otherwise, type in the decimal
address of the parallel port and
1A

1

1B

2

3

1Y

4

2Y

2A 5
2B 6

more messages indicating

gramming an analyzer output

Logic analyzer
To use the unit as a logic analyzer, begin with the following
sample problem: Assume Fig. 6

pattern drifting, a second output must be programmed to re-

which inputs or outputs did not
perform as they should.

is a self -clocking circuit that

you designed to provide a

3A

8

3B

9

10 3Y

4A 12

11 4Y

4B 13
INPUTS

OUT

A

B

Y

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

FIG. 13-TO USE THE ANALYZER to
check a CD4011B NAND gate, begin with
the truth table and functional diagram.

squarewave output that is one
quarter of the input frequency.
The clock can be disabled with

an external switch, and the LED

IC3, a simple squarewave gener-

ator, must be replaced with one
of the analyzer's outputs. If IC3

were left in the circuit, there

would be no way to synchronize

cn

a.

4-

6

5

8

3-

5

6-

9
12
13

7
8

3
4

2345678-

10
11

GND
GND
GND
GND

PINS
14
13
15

21

3-

40 5-

678-

would not light. The problem is
verified in the bit pattern showing that inputs 17 and 18 are not

switching. However, the outputs of IC1 are performing as
expected, and the outputs of the
first two NOR gates (15 and 16) are

also valid. Re-examining the cir-

cuit with the help of the ana-

lyzer reveals the fault: At least
one of the inputs (15 and 16) to
the third NOR gate (I7) is always

logic high. That makes the out-

put always logic low. The circuit
really needs a NAND function to

produce a low logic level when
the two inputs are high, and to

produce a high logic level at
other times. The solution is to
change the circuit to incorporate a NAND gate. The revised cir-

cuit is shown in Fig. 9, and the

in Fig. 10.
Replacing the NOR gate with a
NAND gate has provided the desired signals at 17 and 18. (The

fourth NOR gate was also replaced with a NAND gate arbitrarily-either gate can serve
as an effective inverter/current

sink for the LED). By looking at
3

1-1

2

2 -1

1

3 -I

5
6

I

5 -1

9

6

11

I

7-I

12

8FIG. 15-BIT SCAN for the CD4017B CMOS decade counter/divider.

press

The bit pattern obtained is

shown in Fig. 8. The fault with

resultant bit pattern is shown

FIG. 14-THE TRUTH TABLE of the CD4011B is implemented in this hit pattern.

z

monitored. The resulting test

the circuit was that the LED

Before testing the circuit,

2

4 -

points (A through H) should be

erate properly. Most notably, the
LED doesn't flash.

2

cY_

For the best understanding of
circuit operation, all possible
circuit is shown in Fig. 7.

1

(§-

set ICI after ten clock pulses.
Finally, the correct monitoring points must be determined.

should turn on with the rising
edge of the clock. If wired as
shown, the circuit does not op-

PINS

(§

to produce a squarewave.
Although IC1 is a divide -by ten counter, the analyzer has a
64 -bit pattern that is not evenly
divisible by ten. Again to avoid

ENTER.

The program will

then test all inputs and out-

puts, and give you the results.
You will either get a message
"Interface Tests OK," or one or

it with the analyzer, and the display would drift, resembling an
oscilloscope trace without prop-

er sync. The IC3 oscillator is
therefore simulated by pro-

the new bit pattern, you might

notice another problem. The

circuit is dividing by four, but it
is not producing a symmetrical

squarewave. The pattern is

symmetrical through the eighth

positive clock pulse (01), but

then stays low for the remaining
two clock pulses. In viewing the

bit pattern this will be imme-

diately obvious, and it is much
better than attempting to watch

the LED while determining
what's wrong.

PARTS LIST
All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 50/0.
R1, R3, R5, R7, R9, R11, R13, R15, R17,

R19-R24, R26-10,000 ohms
R2, R4, R6, R8, R10, R12, R14, R162200 ohms
R18-1000 ohms
R25-33,000 ohms
R27-22,000 ohms
Semiconductors
D1-D5-1N34A Germanium diode
01-Q10-2N2222A NPN transistor
IC1, IC2-CD4066 CMOS Quad Analog
Switch

IC3-LM339A quad comparator
Other components
S1-SPDT switch

P1-Female DB-25 connector and
male -to -male DB-25 cable (or use in-

tegral cable with male DB-25 on one
end, see text)
Clip 1-Red miniature alligator clip
Clip 2-Black miniature alligator clip

Miscellaneous: Sixteen micro clips,

symmetrical if they ended after
the eighth clock pulse. This can
be accomplished by routing the
ninth output of IC1 (called out-

put 8 because the first one is

called output 0) to the reset pin.
This will create a divide -by -8

of the CD4011B NAND gate. Be-

gin with the truth table and

counter instead of a divide -

functional diagram of the 4011
shown in Fig. 13. Any combina-

bit pattern in Fig. 11. Notice

logic high will produce a "1" out-

by -10, and it will generate the
that the 02 reset pulse has been
removed-it is no longer needed

because a hardware reset has

been incorporated. Because the
circuit divides by 8, and the 64 bit pattern is divisible by 8, the

bit pattern is stable, or syn-

ments in that the output is the
input divided by 4, it is symmetrical, and the LED lights on
the rising edge of the clock.

tion of inputs other than both
put; a logic high to both inputs
of any of the four NAND gates will

cause that gate to produce a "0"
output. lb test the IC, you must
program the four possible input

bit patterns for each gate and
view the corresponding outputs. If each gate stays high except when both inputs are high,
the IC is functioning properly.

The truth table is imple-

mented in the bit pattern of Fig.

three 14 -pin IC sockets, 4 -foot length
of 15 -conductor cable or 60 feet of No.

14. Note that the pin connections are indicated to the right

22 stranded wire (see text), No. 20
stranded wire, PC board, suitable

of the traces. Inputs 5 through 8

case.

are grounded to avoid stray

Note: The following items are available from JJ Barbarello, 817 Tennent Road, Manalapan, NJ 07726:
PC Board (MA-PC)-$15.00

pickup. Ground any unused inputs to avoid stray signal pick-

up through the high off impedance inputs of the

Disk containing both source
code and executable file of the mini
analyzer program, which includes

CD4066 switches. Alternatley,

you can attach a pull -down (ter-

additional capability for

minating) resistor to each in-

and retrieving data, on-line help,
on-line directory of files, and more
(MA -S)-$12.00

IC checker
This example will expand on
the last example. The analyzer
will check for proper operation

FIG. 16-THIS SIMPLE JIG makes connections to the IC pins easy.

put. Any resistor value of 10,000
ohms or more will work fine and

not load the source circuitry.
Instead of a single bit, a group
of bits (five in this case) will be
used for each state. Each set of
inputs to the 4011 (01 and 02,

03 and 04, 05 and 06, and 07

and 08) have the same pattern.
The first five bits of each set are
low Then the second five bits

are low on the first input and
high on the second. Then the

pattern flips, with the next five
bits high on the first input and
low on the second. Finally, the
bit pattern shifts to both inputs
high. In each instance, the expected IC output pattern (II, 12,

13 and 14) show a high input

until the inputs shift to both
high. Then the IC output goes
low

A bit scan for the CD4017B
CMOS decade counter/divider is

shown in Fig. 15. The input bit
pattern from a reference book
was used directly, except that IC

FOIL PATTERN FOR THE MINI ANALYZER.

A look at the 17 and 18 wave-

forms shows how to solve the
problem. They would both be

chronized. The final circuit configuration is shown in Fig. 12. It
meets all of the original require -

outputs 2, 3, and 4 were not

sensed (because the IC has 11
outputs, and the analyzer has
(Continued on page 109)

MAGNETIC FIELD METER
Determine your exposure to
line -frequency magnetic -fields
with our easy -to -build portable
ELF gaussmeter.
REINHARD METZ

IF YOU ARE ONE IN A GROWING

number of people who are con-

cerned about the potentially
harmful effects of exposure to

magnetic fields, you will be inter-

ested in this important con-

C',

struction project. Now you can
build your own gaussmeter, and

determine the magnitude of
magnetic flux densities in and
around your home. Our handheld, battery -operated magnetic -

rF

field meter is sensitive from 0.1
microtesla (µT) to 20 milliteslas
(mT), and has a frequency range
from 50 Hz to 20 kHz.

mans, dis-

orientation of
chicks (a result
suggesting that

flux
cancel each
Why all the worry?
Magnetic fields are all around other out. Fields

bird migration

could be affected),

and a slowed reaction

time in monkeys.
us. They occurr from the genera- from coils, magnets, or
A study conducted by epition, distribution, and use of 50 transformers drop off rapidly
and 60 -Hz electricity, electronic with distance by a factor of 1/r3. demiologist Nancy Wertheimer

equipment, and even from Ear-

In power lines, if currents flow in and physicist Ed Leeper. found
opposite directions, the drop-off that exposures to magnetic fields

ways been present throughout
Man's evolution. Man has been

is 1/r2 because of partial field can-

th's magnetic field, which has al-

"tuned" into Earth's steady magnetic field of about 30 ILT (at sea
level) for millions of years. Some

sources of excessive magnetic
fields that have caused the great-

est public concern include

power -distribution substations,
power lines, CRT terminals, and
use of appliances.
Magnetic field intensities can
vary greatly, depending on the ex-

posure source and the distance

from that source. The rate at

which the field intensity falls off
with distance can vary from one
source to another, depending on

how well the current -carrying
lines are balanced, or how well
the opposing lines of magnetic

as small as 0.25 RT correlated
celing. When unbalanced cur- with a rise in cancer rates. In the
rent exists, the field intensity study, the researchers examined
wiring and transformers in the
falls off less rapidly as 1/r.
Figure 1-a, -b, and -c show neighborhood of birth homes of
drop-off rates of 1/r, 142. and 1/r3, children who had died of leukerespectively. Figure 2 lists some mia between 1950 and 1975.
of the many sources of magnetic along with those of a control
field exposure, with their range group of children who did not
of intensities and drop-off rates. have the disease. The results of
Although a great deal of contro- their studies were published in
versy still prevails, many people The American Journal of Epiin the scientific community be- demiology (March, 1979). Some
lieve that exposure to magnetic experts argue that other factors,
fields of extremely -low frequency such as pollution and exposure
(ELF fields of 1-100 Hz) may pose to chemical carcinogens, make
a risk to human health. Some interpretation of those findings
disturbing findings of exposure very difficult.
Standards for acceptable exto ELF fields include a significant
increase in serum triglycerides (a posure to ELF fields are emerg-

possible stress indicator) in hu- ing, as are results of studies

change of flux through it.
E= IN x dVdtI
FIT

Note that the value of N x (14)/dt

FT

is actually negative with respect
to the induced voltage value, but
for our purposes we will just consider the magnitude of the product. The direction of the induced
current is such that its own magnetic field opposes the changes in
flux responsible for producing it.

T=1/r2
b

C

FIG. 1-MAGNETIC FIELD drop-offs. A fast drop-off of 1 r3 (a), 1 r2 (b), and a slow drop-off
of 1/r (c) is typical of many sources of magnetic fields.

If we substitute for 4) we get
E= N x A(dB/dt)

If the magnetic field of a sine

is B = a(sin tot), a is the amstudies, and is currently under wave
plitude
in teslas and 6.) is the anreview by the Scientific Advisory

describing possible hazard levels. If you are more interested a

detailed account of scientific

gular velocity (230, then

Committee.

Well, that's enough back-

findings and the political history

dB= aw(cos toOdt. and
E= N x Aaw(cos wt)

ground for now. Let's examine
Since cos wt varies from +1 to
some of the theory behind how -1, the peak magnetic field is de-

of the effects of magnetic -field ra-

diation, we suggest a three-part
series of articles by Paul Brodeur,
The New Yorker (June 12, 19, and

the ELF meter works.

fined as
E= NAa

26, 1989). "60 -Hz and The

pages 22-35 (August, 1990) is
also a good source for technical

Theory
For a frequency of 60 Hz, w
The quantity of magnetic flux equals
2n x 60 = 377
density, B, is in units of webers/
meter2, or tesla (T). The magnetic For a coil size of 31/2" x 3", the
flux, 4), is defined by the integral area is .0068 m2, and therefore

Protection Agency (EPA) has published a report titled "The Evalua-

where ds is the differential sur- For the 12 -turn pickup coil that
face area and A is the area that we'll use, the sensitivity is 30 µV

Human Body", IEEE Spectrum,
Parts 1-3, Volume 27, Number 9,

information. The Environmental

tion of the Potential Car-

per µT.
the coil encloses.
For a coil immersed in a field,
the induced open -circuit voltage, Circuit description
The meter's 12 -turn field pickE, is equal to the number of turns

cinogenicity of Electromagnetic

Fields", publication number
EPA/600/6-90/005B. This report
contains analyses of 64 scientific

of a coil, N, times the rate of up is integrated into the unit's
-I
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COMPONENT SIDE OF THE PC BOARD.
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SOLDER SIDE OF THE PC BOARD.

SOURCES OF MAGNETIC FIELD EXPOSURE

O

POWER GENERATING STATION

STEP-UP TRANSFORMER

(20KV). 3.OmT

5 - 20pT

TRANSMISSION LINES
(69 - 765KV)

STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMER

PRIMARY DISTRIBUTION LINES

5 - 20pT

(4- 35KV)
1-5µT, WITH MAGNETIC

5-70µT, WITH

FIELD DROP OFF AT 1/r2

MAGNETIC FIELD DROP-OFF
AT 1/r2

DISTRIBUTION
STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMER
0.1 - 1pT, WITH A
FAST MAGNETIC FIELD
DROP-OFF AT 1/r3

SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION LINES

(115/230V)
0.1-1pT, WITH A SLOW
MAGNETIC FIELD DROP-OFF
OF 1/r (DUE TO UNBALANCED
PHASE AND NEUTRAL LINES)

ELECTRIC UTILITY GROUND
HOUSEHOLD WATER PIPES
CARRY RETURN CURRENT AND
CREATE UNBALANCED FIELDS.
GROUND CURRENTS CAN BE
A PRIMARY SOURCE OF CONTINUOUS
EXPOSURE IN SOME HOMES, WITH
A SLOW DROP-OFF
AT 1/r

r.

)4E04M.

REFRIGERATOR

0.1- 1pT, SOURCE
OF MAGNETIC FIELD
IS FROM MOTOR IN
BACK OF THE APPLIANCE,
SO EXPOSURE IS LOW, DROP-OFF

400141111111'

TELEVISION

ELECTRIC RANGE

2-50µT, MOSTLY

6-200pT, MAJOR SOURCE

IS 1/r3

RF FIELDS BUT
POWER TRANSFORMER
AND VERTICAL SWEEP
PRODUCE MAGNETIC FIELDS,
DROP-OFF IS 1/r3

OF MAGNETIC FIELD
IS RESISTIVE HEATING
ELEMENTS, DROP-OFF

IS 1/r3

CM
ELECTRIC BLANKET
1 - 5p T, HEATING ELEMENTS
ARE CLOSE TO BODY, AND FIELD
EXPOSURE CAN LAST OVERNIGHT,
DROP-OFF IS 1/r2

200-1000µT,

MIXER
50- 600pT, DROP-OFF

DROP-OFF IS 1/r3

IS 1/13

VACUUM

FIG. 2-HERE ARE SOME PRIMARY SOURCES of magnetic field exposure with the range

of field intensity in teslas, and drop-off rates.

HAIR DRYER
10 - 2000pT, DROP-OFF
IS 1/r3
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FIG. 3-SCHEMATIC OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD METER. The magnetic field is picked up
by L1 and appears as a voltage that is proportional to the field strength at the input of IC3a, which amplifies the signal to 100 µV per µT. The signal is then further amplified by IC3713
and IC3-c to achieve the three tesla ranges.

All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 1%, unless
otherwise indicated.
R1, R3, R12-10,000 ohms
R2, R11, R15-33,200 ohms
R4-10 ohms
R5 -R7, R22 -R24, R27-1 megohm
R8, R29-464,000 ohms
R9, R13, R28-100,000 ohms
R10, R14-1000 ohms
R16. R20-42,200 ohms
R17-4.7 megohms
R18-51,100 ohms
R19-46,400 ohms
R21-1-megohm potentiometer, 5%
R25-22,100 ohms
R26 -20,000 -ohm potentiometer, 5%
Capacitors
C1, C8-4.7 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic
electrolylic or polyester
C2, 014-0.1

PARTS LIST
C3, C7, C15-0.1 µF, polyester
C4. C6, C10-10 µF, electrolytic
C5. C9 6.5 pF, ceramic disc or mica
C11-100 µF, 10 volts, electrolytic

C12-22

10 volts, electrolytic

013-330 pF. polyester
polyester or ceramic disc
C16-0.047
C17-0.68 µF, polyester
Semiconductors
D1, D2 -1N4148 switching diode
Q1, 02-2N4124 NPN transistor
IC1-ICL 7106 AiD converter
IC2-4070 or 4030 quad 2 -input
exclusive -OR gate

IC3-LF347 quad JFET input op -amp
DISP1 LCD-002 liquid crystal display
Other components
S1-MSS1200, SPST (Alco)
S2-MSS4300. SPDT (Alco)

L1-18 turns, 3" diameter remote -sensing
coil (optional, see text)
131 -9 -volt alkaline battery, with connector

Case-Pac-Tec, HPS-9V8

NOTE: The following items are available from A & T Labs, P.O. Box 4884,

Wheaton, IL 60187: A kit of all parts
including PC board and case, without battery, $79.00; an etched, drilled

and plated through PC board with
solder mask and silk-screened parts
placement, $15.00: a fully assembled
and tested unit, $109.00. Add 6.75%

sales tax for Illinois residents, 5%
shipping and handling in U.S., 12%
shipping and handling in Canada.
Check or Money order (UPS COD in

contiguous U.S. only) is accepted.

circuit board. For remote sensing, an external field coil probe
can be used. Figure 3 shows the
complete schematic of the circuit. The magnetic field picked
up by the coil appears as a volt-

PICK-UP COIL

R21

age, which is proportional to field
strength and frequency at the input of a cascaded amplifier IC3-a,
-b, and -c. With a first stage amplifier gain of 3.3 set by R12 -R10,
the overall sensitivity is 100 µAT
per 1.11', or 100 mV per mT. The

meter sensitivity is nominally 2

volts full scale, leading to the
lowest level sensitivity of 20 mT
full scale.

Op -amp IC3-a amplifies the

signal to a normalized level of 100

µV per 1 µT. That voltage is fur-

ther amplified by 1, 100, or
10,000 by IC3-b and -c. The three
amplifier stages provide the three

magnetic field ranges of 2 mT,
200 µ,T, and 2 uT (full scale).

RANGE -SELECT

16

SWITCH S2

FIG. 4 -THIS IS AN INTERNAL VIEW of the magnetic field meter. Assembly is easy, just
install all components below the LCD first.
Q TP3

TP40

Components R3 -C3 and R12 -C7

^

V,

establish a frequency roll -off

characteristic that compensates
for the frequency -proportional
sensitivity of the pickup coil, and
set the 20 -kHz cut-off point.
Finally, IC3-d is a precision rec-

tifier and peak detector. Its out-

put drives ICI, a combination
analog -to -digital (A/D) converter

and LCD driver. Components

R25-R29 and C13-C17 are used

by ICI to set display -update

S1

tie

+

in the LCD when the battery voltage drops below 7 volts.

Assembly and checkout

The finished unit shown in

Fig. 4 uses a double -sided PC
board, which is available from

-- R2 - - R3-

R21

-- R15 -

-C17-

-R17--R18 -

- 215

- C16 -

R4

IC3
C1:1

R27

-C3---

R291

---29
- C5 -

times, clock generation, and ref-

S2. llansistors Q1 and Q2 serve
as a low -battery detector, and
turn on the battery annunciator

+

-R7---R6---

C:6

C4

-R11--

+

\

1

R10
R14
i

the circuit on a perforated construction board if you like, but

remember to include the 18 -turn
remote sensing coil, LI, as indicated in the Parts List. Mount all
parts below the LCD display first.

It's easier to fix assembly problems if a socket is used with the
LCD. Install all parts as shown in

-C15-

-014-

1

11111111111111

R24
1

IC2

R28'
C13

02

2-1

-R25

R23

410-R22-,,
S2

the source mentioned in the

parts list. We also show the component side and solder side of the
PC board if you choose to make it
yourself. You can, however, build

.3

DISF17-1-

erence voltages. The decimal

points are driven by IC2, as determined by the range -select switch

C12

C:1

i.).)TP2

FIG. 5 -PARTS PLACEMENT DIAGRAM.

S2. Mount the finished PC board
nent valves and capacitor polar- in the case using a spacer for the
ities. If you are using the internal single screw holding the center
sensing coil, install jumpers be- bottom of the board, and attach
the battery connector.
tween L1-TP3 and L1-TP4.
With power on, adjust R26 for
If you are using the case specified in the parts list, raise and 1.000 volt between TP1 and TP2.
angle the display as necessary Then, select the 20 mT range and
with wire -wrap iC sockets. Make short the pickup coil with a very
(Continued on page 108)
holes in the front panel for Si and
Fig. 5 paying attention to compo-

chronizer consists of an optocoupler (IC2), a current limiting resistor (R1), and a bias

resistor (R2). The power con-

troller generates variable power
levels with phase -control tech-

niques. When using a Iliac to
control a load, the power delivered can be varied by triggering
the Iliac after the start of an AC
half -cycle.

For example, by triggering the

Iliac shortly after the start of a

half -cycle, the load will receive
almost full power. 'friggering in
the middle of a half -cycle will
supply the load with half power

and triggering close to the end

of a half -cycle will result in the
load receiving little power.
In this project the controller is
synchronized to AC power -line
zero crossings, which occur at a

rate of 120 times per second.
The microprocessor's internal
timer then divides the interval

between crossings into 32

Control eight channels of
120 -volt AC with a 68705.

steps, thus delivering gradually
increasing amounts of power to
the load.
The output of the optocoupler
is a negative -going pulse that
drives the microcontroller's interrupt input directly at a rate of

RICHARD L. ROANE

lates the time to generate 'Iliac

HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO VARY

the power delivered to a 120 -volt
AC load under software control?

In this project a 68705 micro controller will do just that. Specifically, it can control eight dis-

crete power Triacs, each of
which delivers power in 32
smoothly graduated steps rangto
c0

8

t

E
or

0

ing from 0 to 97% of full power.
The value delivered to one chan-

nel is independent of the value
delivered to any other channel.

Loads can include light displays, universal motors, heaters, and other appliances.
In this circuit, the power level
is set by software, not a potentiometer. The software includes a
basic set of routines for process-

ing interrupts and setting the
power level. The software also
includes five test and demon-

§
8

stration routines for putting
the circuit through its paces.

di

Moreover, there's plenty of room

100

to add your own routines to the

68705's built-in EPROM. An
easy -to -build single -sided cir-

cuit board makes assembly
easy.

The basic circuit is simple,
yet versatile enough to accept

inputs from on -board DIP

switches; alternatively, the inputs can be driven from a micro-

computer bus or parallel port,

or a stand-alone device with

TTL-compatible outputs. There

are 12 input bits to set modes
and specify values.

Circuit design
The circuit, shown in Fig. 1,
consists of a power supply, AC
line synchronizer, 'Iliac output

control, input circuitry, and

120 hertz. Each time IC1 receives an interrupt, it recalcutrigger pulses on Port B of IC1.

Each bit of Port B is con-

nected to a 'Iliac control circuit;

since they're all identical, only
Port 7 will be described in detail. Port B7 of IC1 drives transistor Q1 via resistor R4. (Q1 is

required because the 68705
can't sink enough current to

trigger Iliac -driver IC4 directly.)
When it's time to turn on 'Iliac

TR1, the microcontroller delivers a 10 -microsecond negative -

going pulse to port PB7. That
pulse briefly enables the tran-

sistor, which causes current
flow through the LED inside

IC4. Although a Motorola
MCP3011 Iliac driver was used

in this design, any similar de-

vice could be used, as long as it

support devices.
The power supply is a conven-

doesn't have an internal zero crossing detector. That type of

around a 7805 regulator (IC3)
and several other components
(transformer Ti, bridge BR1,
and C1-C4). The AC line syn-

triggers the photon -coupled iliac within the IC, which in turn

tional 5 -volt circuit built

driver allows only two modes of
operation: full on and full off.

The 'Iliac driver's LED then

provides current limiting for
IC4, and R6 and C7 form a
snubber network to filter line

each of DIP switches (S1 and

S2), SIP resistors (RN1 and
RN2), four sets of 0.1 inch header jumpers (P1-P4) for mode se-

Iliac to trigger falsely.
The hot side of the power line
connects to the MT1 terminal of
all the power lilacs (TR1-TR8).
The specified lilacs are rated for
4 amperes at 200 volts. They are
isolated -tab versions, and were
selected because heatsinking is

lection, a 14 -pin header (P5)
connected to Port A, and a four -

pin header (P6) for input selection.

The P1-P4 jumpers allow

Triacs, the maximum load is
100 watts per output. Larger
loads can be handled by sub-

and the common switch poles to
be tied to either ground or +5 volts DC, or to be disconnected
from the circuit entirely. If pro-

switch S3 provides for resetting
the circuit. Although unused in
the prototype, an external con-

operation. Connector P6 allows

desired.

rent ratings. Be sure to use

proper heatsink and isolation
techniques.
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b. 3

2

nection is provided to the microcontroller's RESET input,
which could allow an external
device to reset the circuit when

grammed as inputs, the ports
should not be left floating because this might cause erratic

stituting 'Macs with higher cur-

O

after power up. Momentary

both the common resistor legs

mandatory. With the specified

J1

puter) to drive the controller's
inputs.
The 68705P3 requires a few
support components. Crystal
XTAL1 runs at a frequency of
3.58 megahertz, which should
not be altered. Capacitor C5
loads the oscillator to keep it at
the correct frequency, and capacitor C6 keeps the reset pin
low for an instant, thereby giving the 68705 time to stabilize

controller, along with two banks

transients that could cause the

120VAC
INPUT

an external device (e.g., a com-

Input circuit
The input circuit consists of
Ports A and C of the micro -

triggers TR1 and delivers power
to the external load. Resistor R5

C14
.22
400V

MT2
TR8
MT1

z
0

2113906

FIG. 1-COMPLETE SCHEMATIC OF THE 68705 -based power controller. The controller
reads switch values from Ports A and C, and delivers software -controlled 120 -volt AC

power to Port B.

0)

101

120VAC
INPUT

J2

OUTPUTS

PARTS LIST

0

0

All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5%, un-

less otherwise noted.
R1-12,000 ohms. 1 watt

R2-10,000 ohms
R3, R7, R11, R15, R19, R23, R27,

R31-220 ohms
R4, R6, R8, R10, R12, R14, R16,
R18, R20, R22, R24, R26, R28,
R30, R32, R34-1000 ohms

R6

C8
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I

R5, R9, R13, R17, R21, R25, R29,

RN2-4700 ohms x 5 resistor net-

R14

C9

I

TR5

TR4
R18

I

C10

I

R13

I

R22

I

C11

I

R17

TR8

TR6
I

C12

I

R26

I

C13

R30
I

I

C14

R34
i

I

I R31

I

I

1:11.5

R29

R1,3

I

1

R33-180 ohms
RN1-4700 ohms x 9 resistor network, common terminal

RIO

I

cl

TR3

TR2

TR1

IC5

ICA

IC6

' DR4

work, common terminal

01

Capacitors

I

DRS

R19

R15

pR16

DIR12

02

I

04

Q3

I

IC11

IC10

IC9

IC8

)
I

R7 - R11

R3

IC7

)

)
I

I' - R27- R31
R23

DI
Q5 R20

I

p

R24

Q6

I

DIR28
07

pR321.
08

01-1000 µF, 16V, radial electrolytic

02-1 µF 16V, tantalum
03-10 p.F, 16V, radial electrolytic
C4, 015

1

RI
RN1

0.1 p.F, monolithic

IC2

C5-27 pF, ceramic
06-1 p_F, 16V, radial electrolytic

07-C14-0.22 j.LF, 400V, poly film
Semiconductors
IC1-MC68705P3 microcontroller
IC2-H11AA1 AC optocoupler
IC3-MC7805CT 5 -volt regulator
IC4-1C11-MCP3011 Triac driver
Q1 -Q8 -2N3906 NPN transistor

IC1

-JU3-JU21,12

C61-

P5

3

J2 -9 -terminal AC power con-

BR1

I

RN2

C151-11 3 S2
P4 U

S1

o

4A, isolated tab
BR1-Bridge rectifier, 50V, 1A, DIP
J1 -3 -terminal AC power connector

19[ 07:5
XTAL1

TR1-TR8-02004L3 Triac, 200V,
Other components

T1

IJU4

C3

r

s3

P3

021
+

IC3

FIG. 2 -MOUNT ALL COMPONENTS AS SHOWN HERE. Note that four jumpers mount
on the component side of the board.

nector

P1 -P4 -3 -pin single -row 0.1 inch
male header

P5 -14 -pin single -row 0.1 inch
male header
P6 -4 -pin single -row 0.1 inch male
header
S1 -8 -position DIP switch
S2 -4 -position DIP switch

S3-SPST momentary pushbutton
switch

T1 -Transformer, 120V primary,
dual 6.3V secondaries (Digi-key
T101 -ND or equiv.)

XTAL1-3.579545 MHz crystal,
HC -18

Miscellaneous
Shorting jumpers for P1 -P4, heat -

sink for TR1-TR8, PC board,
solder, wire, etc.

Note: The following items are

available from Richard L.

Roane, Route 601, Cologne, VA
23037:

Source code listing and programmed MC68705P3-$24.95
postpaid
VA residents must add appropriate sales tax.

6-1/4 INCHES

POWER CONTROLLER FOIL PATTERN.

Software design

The complete listing of the
software is available from the
author, as detailed in the Parts
List. It is also available on the

Gernsback BBS (516-293-2283,

v.32, v.42bis); look for file

POWCON.ASM. An overview of

the major routines follows:
The interrupt routine sets up

TABLE 1 -POWER LEVELS
Power Level

Voltage (VAC)

Percent On (%)

0

1.2
1.9

1.0
1.6

1

2.2
5.5
7.7
10.2
13.0
16.3
19.7
23.3
27.3
31.4
35.8
40.2
44.7
49.2
53.7
59.0
62.7
66.8
71.0
75.0
78.8
81.5
84.7
87.8
89.4
91.8
93.9
95.7

2.6
6.6
9.2
12.2
15.6
19.5
23.6
27.9
32.8
37.7
42.9
48.2
53.6
59.0
64.4
70.8
75.2
80.2
85.2
90.0
94.5
97.8
101.6
105.3
107.3
110.2
112.7
114.8
116.4
0.0

2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31

97.1

0.0

Suppose that an application
calls for a power level of 16 at
Output 3, and a level of 30 at
Output 7. In that case simply
store values of 16 and 30 in control bytes PWRC3 and PWRC7,

respectively. The outputs will

immediately and simulta-

neously reflect these levels. Note

that although the desired voltages were specified in decimal
form, you must store the corresponding hexadecimal value in

the output -control byte.
A "hole" was left in the micro controller's EPROM (addresses
$80-$5FF) for application pro-

grams. The five demonstration
routines discussed earlier occupy those addresses. You are
free to create your own applications, but leave the addresses
ASSEMBLER VARIATIONS
In developing the software for this article, the intention was to provide a single
source file that would assemble correct-

ly under three assemblers: the TECI
6805 Assembler, Motorola's 6805 Assembler, and Motorola's Freeware Assembler. In the course of testing, a bug

was discovered in the Freeware as-

Value
0
1

2
3

4

5-15

TABLE 2
APPLICATION AND JUMPER SELECTION
JU2
JU3
JUl
Application
+5
+5
GND
Manual
+5
External
+
Sequencer
+
Run and Flash
Test
Not used

+5

-

sembler. After encountering an instruction that uses direct addressing on page

JU4
GND
GND
GND
GND
GND

zero of memory, the assembler starts
generating garbage. Both of the other
assemblers force extended addressing,

thus avoiding the problem. The only
point in the code where this is a problem

is in the jump table, where there is the
instruction:
JMAN: JMP MAN

By changing that instruction as fol-

the microcontroller's internal
TABLE 3
MANUAL MODE POWER LEVELS
Power Level
Port C Data
Decimal
Decimal
0

31

1

0

2

2

3

4

4

6

5

8

6

10

7
8

12
14

9

16

10

18

11

20
22
24

12
13
14

26

15

30

lows, the problem can be avoided:

timer to produce 31 timer inter-

JMAN: BRA MAN

with the full -off value, those in-

terrupts provide the 32 power

works because the target routine is within 128 bytes of the jump table.

levels. Table 1 lists power level,
corresponding voltage, and percentage of full on. A power value

outside that range alone. Ad-

rupts per half -cycle. Together

of 0 represents the lowest on

voltage, 30 represents the high-

est, and anything greater than
30 represents a voltage of 0.0.

Eight bytes of RAM

(PWRCO-PWRC7) function as
control bytes, each corresponding to a Port B output bit. Each

byte stores one item of power
level data (as shown in column 1
of Table 1). To see how a value in

Branching, rather than jumping,

dresses below $80 are reserved
for constant and variable storage; addresses above $5FF con-

tain the reset and interrupt

0z
cn

m

routines. All 68705 registers,
except for the timer, are available for use by application routines.

Construction
Assembly is straightforward.
Figure 2 shows the parts layout

a control byte is translated into

on the single -sided circuit

example.

ing lowest- to highest -profile

an output voltage, follow this

C)

board. Load the board by insert-

cf;

z

0)
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components. Make sure that
you observe polarities of all sem-

iconductors, SIP resistors, and

electrolytic capacitors.
For the prototype, four Triacs

were mounted each to two 90°
aluminum heatsinks. The AC
power input was brought to one
heavy-duty, three -terminal con-

nector, and the eight mac out-

puts plus AC common were
brought to a separate nine -terminal connector.

The circuit board has 120 -volt

AC signals on it, so check and
double-check your work before
plugging in and testing the proj-

ect. Figure 3 is a photo of the
author's prototype.

Built-in applications
On power up, a selection routine reads Port C and selects the

corresponding application.

FIG. 3-COMPLETED UNIT. The circuit board has 120 -volt AC signals on it, so check
and double-check your work before plugging in and testing.

Note that following power -up,

Port C can be used for other pur-

SOUND MODE RCUTINE

SOUND INPUT
The accompanying schematic shows

SOUND:

a simple circuit for letting an audio
sound source control the power -controller output. The circuit accepts input from
a standard crystal microphone, and am-

STARTAD:

plifies the signal using two op -amp
LOOPAD:

stages. The signal then passes through
an emitter -follower circuit that drives a

ing routines and PC -board

jumper settings. In general, if

LDA #505
STA DDRA
BSET 2,POPTA
CLRA
LDX #508
BCLR 2,PORTA
BSET 0,PORTA

no host is connected and Port A
will input data from Si, set the
jumpers as shown for application 0 (manual). Also note that

BRSET 1, PORTA, COLLECT

R10 functions as a sensitivity control.
The software, presented below, simply clocks the kD converter eight times,
accumulates the result, then stores it in

all eight output registers, from where
they are applied to the Triacs in the usual
manner. To use the routine, you'll have to

declare the variable SDDATA, add the
routine itself to the jump table, and add a
new S1 switch setting to the application selection power -up routine.

ID

0)
01

0
0
+5V

+5V

+5V

Manual

The software scans Port A

waiting for a bit to go low. When

that occurs, the microcontroller
loads power -level data from Port
C and stores it in the power -control byte specified by the value in
Port A. For example, placing 05

on Port C and bringing PA2 low
will set output 2 to power level 8.
Because Port C has only four in-

put bits, it can only specify 16
power values (24= 16). Thus a
look -up table (shown in Table 3)

-5V

+5V

spreads the 16 specifiable values across the entire 32 -value

CC

IC2

2
B

DI

2.2K

111

7,-A

844148

MIC
of

2N3904

w

101

E

1/21-M358
C3

B

+

IpFso,
10y

RE,

R10
1K
D2

104

V, 14

2 A IN CLK 7
3 REF DOUT 6

PAD°

CS 5

PA2 0

GND

100K

IN4148

w

TLC548
REF+

in the design, once a routine

has been selected, the only way
to change to a new routine is to
reset the system. The following
is description of each in detail.

ROLA
BCLR 0,PORTA
DECX
BNE LOOPAD
BSET 2,PORTA
CMP #30
BHI ADADJUST
STA SDDATA
STORESD:
3SR APPSD
BRA STARTAD
ADADJUST: LDA #30
BRA STORESD
APPSD:
LDA SDDATA
STA PWRCO
STA PWRC1
STA PWRC2
STA PWRC3
STA PWRC4
STA PWRCS
STA PWRC6
STA PWRC7
RTS

COLLECT:

TLC548 kD converter. Potentiometer

.9)

poses. Table 2 lists Port C values, along with the correspond-

PA1 0

range.

TO
MCU

Sequence

This routine demonstrates

the controller's ability to power

light displays. It tusn on the

first output, waits, then turns it
(Continued on page 106)
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It started in America!

POWER CONTROLLER

The creators are the masters
in manufacturing the finest
video products...
ican technology. Fact is, video recording has its

origins in America and it was 3M that brought
video recording out of the lab and into your liv-

Test-The test application

tests the controller. The routine
steps the outputs through all 32
power levels, pausing one second between each.

External-Here's where

For the

things get interesting. This routine allows an external source,
such as an intelligent I/O mod-

clearest
pictures

Clean up! With constant playing and using of de-

grading dry or wet cleaners, the output of your
video tapes has slowly diminished to an unac-

you ever

record!

ceptable level and the VCR plays as if it has a head

cold! The culprit is most likely clogged and dirty

production. This means your Hi 8 format cam-

video and/or audio heads. The 3M Black WatchTM
Head Cleaner Videocassette uses a patented mag-

corder will produce the best video and audio definition possible. With the 3M Black WatchTM 8mm
cassette, the recording capability and performance
of your camcorder will be significantly enhanced.

as cloth, plastics or messy liquids and no harsh
abrasive materials are present. The cleaner's usable life is 400 cleanings or more!

Priced at $14.95.

rClaggk Inc. - 3M VHS Special Offer

1

P.O. Box 4099,

It's easy to use. Place the 3M Black WatchTmHead

telling you that the cleaning process is now com-

3M Black WatchTM 0900 Hi Band -120
8mm Cassette
($14.95 each)

For the VCR! Once your VCR's record and playback heads are cured, and the unit plays like new,
consider using the finest videocassette you can
buy-the 3M Black WatchTM T120 Hi Pro VHS
4410 Videocassette. The 4410 is the highest performing videocassette available today for use with
all standard format VHS recording hardware!

3M Black WatchTM T120 Hi Pro VHS
4410 Videocassette
($8.00 each)
_

Here's what you hear and see....A sharp, clear pic-

3M Black WatchTM Head Cleaner
Videocassette
($19.95 each)

Shipping and handling per order $4.00

ture-brightest ever colors-freedom from streaks.
flashes and snow-outstanding high-fidelity audio

Total Amount in U.S. Funds only $

reproduction-optimum camcorder performance-maintains recording integrity. 3M Black
WatchTM video tape is 100% laser inspected to

New York residents add local sales tax.
Canadians add $6.00 per order. No foreign
orders. Do not send cash.

guarantee surface smoothness and drop -out free
performance. Priced at $8.00

Bill my

VISA

MasterCard

You saw it here first! 3M Black WatchTM 0900

Card No.

8mm video tape cassette loaded into your Hi Band

Expire Date _/_/_

camcorder delivers the finest picture and sound
possible in the 8mm format. Extremely fine particles of pure iron alloyed with nickel and cobalt

106 exceptional video image with superior audio re -

tions as a strobe that causes the
microcontroller to read the val-

ue on Port A and perform the

proper function.

power specification

(PAO-PA4),

and a 3 -bit output port (PA5-PA7).
The 5 -bit power specification al-

lows 1 of 32 values; the 3 -bit
output port allows 1 of 8 ports.

For example, assume you

place the value $57 on Port A
and strobe Pco low In binary,
$57 =0101 0111. Taking the up-

per three bits yields 010, or 2.
Taking the lower 5 bits yields

10111, or 23. Thus the controller
will set output 2 to level 23.

Summing up

As you can see, both hardware and software are simple

and suitable for being

customized. For example, you
could connect the output of an
A/D converter to Port A, then
vary power levels based on some

tines, be sure to include it in

both the power -on Select routine and the Jump Table. That

Name (Please print)
Address
City

then on, input Port CO func-

analog quantity.
When creating your own rou-

Signature

L

2, install the correct jumpers,

then reset the circuit. From

splits the value into a 5 -bit

pleted. No guess work; you never over clean!
Priced at $19.95.

mode, set switch S2 to a value of

controller reads Port A. It then

Yes, I like your offer and here is my order for
3M Black WatchTM products!

clearly on your screen and an audible tone is heard,

ule or a computer, to control
power levels. 'lb get into this

When cop goes low, the micro -

Farmingdale,
New York 11735

Cleaner Videocassette in the VCR and press the
Play button. A pre-recorded message will appear

deliver a video performance exceeding 400 lines of
horizontal resolution. You get the advantage of an

then repeats the cycle.
Run and flash-This is a variation of the sequencer applica-

the cycle.

ing room. Today, 3M video tape is the choice of
all the major networks. No other tape company
has ever won an Oscar or an Emmy. 3M Black
Watch tape follows in this tradition-service and
quality go hand in hand. Here are three Black
Watch products you should be using at home!

head clogging debris. No foreign substances such

off. It then repeats that action
for output 2, and so on. After
output 7 toggles, the software

tion. It sequences the outputs
for five cycles, then flashes all
eight three times and repeats

You probably don't associate VCR's with Amer-

netic tape -based cleaning formation to remove

Continued from page 104

State

ZIP

way the controller will know
where to find it.

unwanted distortion products on the output sig-

THE PROJECT ANTHOLOGY

nal.

Continued from page 80

The current consumption of the circuit

is

about 8 milliamps. This can be supplied by a 9 the circuit to be matched to the direct signal from volt transistor radio battery, but it would be more
economic to use a higher capacity battery (six
the guitar.
A transconductance amplifier has an extra AA cells or larger in a holder) if the unit is likely
input, and it is this extra input that makes these to receive a lot of use.
Adjustment. Adjust VR1 to give the best discomponents so useful in voltage -controlled filters and amplifiers. The output current is gov- tortion effect. It is advisable to use the lowest
erned by the differential input current and the resistance that gives good results, as higher resiscurrent fed to the control input. In effect, the gain tances will give greater voltage gain, which will
of the amplifier is controlled by the current fed to in turn encourage problems with feedback and
the control input. In this case R13 is connected in general electrical noise. VR3 should be adjusted
series with the control input, so that it is voltage before giving VR2 its final setting. Adjusting
rather than current control that is obtained. R12 VR3 is again just a matter of finding the setting
provides a small bias current to the control input that gives what is judged to be the best effect.
under quiescent conditions. Without R12 there is Setting VR3 too low in value will result in rather
a tendency for the output signal to decay a little a low -output level, and generally unimpressive
too fast. Also, when the VCA provides very high results. Using a value that is too high will give
attenuation levels the output signal seems to plenty of output signal, but the initial part of the
become heavily distorted, and produced a rather output envelope might be compressed slightly.
unmusical "buzzing" sound. R12 completely This will give an output that is slightly lacking in
terms of "twangyness." In between these two
eliminates both problems.
extremes there should be a fairly broad range of
in
the
The transconductance amplifier
LM13700N has a fourth input, and this can be settings that give good results. Once VR3 has
used to supply a bias current to linearizing diodes been given a suitable setting, VR2 is adjusted to
at the input of the amplifier. This enables higher balance the volume levels obtained with the
signal levels to be handled. In this circuit R10 effect switched in and out.

provides the bias current to the linearizing
diodes. The LM13700N used for IC2 is actually

a dual transconductance amplifier and buffer
amplifier, but in this circuit only one amplifier
and buffer stage are utilized. No connections are

made to the other amplifier and buffer stage.
Note that the LM13600N is virtually identical to
the LM13700N, and will work just as well in this
circuit.
Chip IC3 is used in the amplifier which drives

the smoothing and rectifier circuit. This is an
inverting amplifier which has its closed -loop
voltage gain controlled by VR3. The maximum

voltage gain is about 120 times, and this

is

obtained with VR3 at maximum resistance. The
wide range of gains available should enable good
results to be obtained using most guitar pick-up.
The rectifier and smoothing circuit is a simple
half -wave type based on D7 and D8. Germanium
diodes are used for D7 and D8 because they have
lower forward voltage drops than silicon types,

m
m

0
rn
m

In
rn

and they therefore give a DC output voltage
which is a more accurate reflection of the input
signal's amplitude. The attack and decay times of
the smoothing circuit are kept quite short so that
the output envelope accurately follows the envelope of the input signal. On the other hand, the
decay time is made sufficiently long to avoid

co

0
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FREE

MAGNETIC FIELD METER

current. Then, calculate the mag-

Continued from page 99

(Note that while all references to
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basically determined by the pickup -coil characteristics, amplifier
gains, and meter reference -voltage setting. The amplifier gains,

0

a)

U)

E

1 followed by three blanks. In

most cases, the 2µT range is satisfactory.

is to pass a known current tection Association (IRPA) has set
through a coil configuration some interim standards based
whose field pattern charac- on 1984 World Health Organizateristics are known. Figure 6 tion guidelines. Those IRPA stanshows such a calibration setup. A dards specify a continuous
good controllable signal source is maximum magnetic field exa sine -wave generator and an au- posure for the general public of
dio amplifier, whose output is 100 p,T, and 500 p.T as the maxcoupled to a coil through an 8 - imum occupational exposure alohm resistor. Measuring the volt- lowed over the entire working

age across the resistor gives the day.
if

st

4vsk

8 INCH
DIAMETER

111 a.

00

range is indicated by a display of

as we previously discussed, are
chosen to match the coil charac- Measurement interpretation
teristics as closely as possible.
A great deal of controversy exIf you desire to calibrate your ists in the emerging understandmeter more exactly, you will need ing of potential health hazards of
to generate a known magnetic low -frequency magnetic fields.
field intensity. One way to do that The International Radiation Pro-

a)
a)

Ljj 0

CD

0- fa 0-

and turn it on. Use the highest
sensitivity scale that does not

Calibration

C

E

field strength here are made in

short lead between TP3 and TP4. teslas, gauss are also commonly
Adjust offset -null potentiometer used. The conversion is easy: 1
R7 for 0.00. Remove the jumper, tesla = 10,000 gauss.)
and the meter is complete.
Place the meter inside the coil

U)

ai

netic field according to Fig. 6.
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B=NxIx4rzl 0-7 (T)
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=5.03x10-5 I (T)
0.1

CI

sr (0

1

AMP WILL GENERATE
.a,50µ-1

LO

IN

60 Hz
SINE -WAVE
GENERATOR

(0 N. (0 CO 0

MIC-MALOIC

FIG. 6-USE THIS TEST SETUP TO accurately calibrate your meter. A known current is
passed through a coil whose field intensity is known. A sine -wave generator provides the
60 Hz frequency, and an audio amplifier is coupled to the coil by an 8 -ohm resistor.
Measure the voltage across the resistor, and use the calculations shown.

NEW PRODUCTS

Continued from page 12
rate tester (BERT).

The Model 904 can be connected
to any personal computer through any
available serial port. The analyzer uses
the serial port in a way that provides a
high-speed data channel along with a
serial control channel. The analyzer's

embedded coprocessor permits the
monitoring and emulation of data
lines rated to 64 kilobytes per second
on a full -duplex basis.

The Model 904 supports most
WAN protocols, including asynchronous and synchronous protocols such
as BiSync and IPARS, and bit -orient-

ed protocols such as HDLC, SNA,
and X.25. The protocol analyzer captures all parameters of the communications link: data, control leads, time
stamps, and error conditions.
That information permits extensive
post -capture analysis of data, even at a
different location. Any combination of

allows the selection of many combina-

tions of communications options to
emulate X.25, HDLC, Async, and
BiSync. A built-in BERT tester offers
a choice of test patterns and modes of

operation. The analyzer is supplied
with standard RS -232C monitoring
software and two additional programs
for X.25 and HDLC.

For portable field operation the
Model 904 will run for 2 hours on a
standard 9 -volt battery. Since problems don't always happen in the same
place, being able to hook up to the
nearest PC without having to open the
PC's case is convenient.
The Model 904, supplied in a carrying case with cables, software, and
manuals, is priced at $499.00
TELEBYTE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
270 Pulaski Road
Greenlawn, NY 11740
Phone: 1-800-835-3298

Fax: 516-385-8184 or 516-385-7060
for complete data sheet
E-mail: Sales@telebyteUSA.com

or printing. The included protocol

NEW LITERATURE

perature of ice water (32°F) and
80°F water be the test points.

The temperature of the hot

water can be determined accurately with a standard laboratory mercury thermometer, but a
high -quality, liquid -filled con-

fectioner's thermometer will
also give satisfactory results.

Measuring temperature
Observe common sense precautions when measuring tem-

perature with your digital
thermometer. If the transistor/

sensor is held near an open
flame or heating coil it will be
damaged or destroyed.

If you put the digital ther-

mometer in a protective case to

protect it from dust, rain, and
salt spray, it will work reliably
out of doors, in boats, or even
on camping trips.

Keep the digital ther-

Harris ICL7106CPL has a rated
temperature range of 0 and 70°
a
Celsius.

Continued from page 15
MINI ANALYZER

emulator program interface allows the

use of Telebyte off -the -shelf test
analysis programs or the user can
write his own custom programs.

of the icono-

Continued from page 94

scope, the first
practical tele-

only eight). This approach

vision camera

In addition to monitoring, the
Model 904 has emulation capabilities.

tube. To write

A menu -driven program on the PC

this book, Abram-

son researched
Zworykin's orig-

inal patents and

both his pubCIRCLE 39 ON FREE
INFORMATION CARD

lished and unpublished note-

books and papers, and he interviewed

many television pioneers, including
Zworykin himself.

This biography reviews the life
of this television pioneer and scientist, including its often dramatic

periods. It covers Zworykon's early
years in Russia as well as his career

at the RCA laboratories. He was
invited

there by RCA founder

David Sarnoff. More than 50 pho-

tographs in the book highlight
CIRCLE 45 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Continued from page 42

mometer's temperature measurement limits in mind. The

data line events can be searched or
trapped. This allows the review of live
data or search through captured data.
Captured data can be saved as a DOS
file on disk for later viewing, analysis,

THERMOMETER

Zworykin's work.

checks all the functions of the

4017, including reset, clocking,
clock enabling, and carry out. A
second scan could be performed

to sense the previously unchecked outputs instead of IC
outputs 6, 7, and 8.

Most digital ICs can be tested

in a similar process. That is,

you must determine the necessary inputs to exercise all functions of the IC, program those
inputs, determine where to ob-

serve the outputs and what

0
9
m

those outputs should be. Then
you can compare the results.
lb make a simple jig for this
purpose, you can use a generalpurpose IC PC Board (Radio
Shack Part No. 276-159) and a
20 -pin IC socket. Solder the
socket in place, and solder a sol-

id wire loop on each of the in-

zt,

put/output pads. The jig is
shown in Fig. 16.

a
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I lant Trees
for American,

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER

PHONE ON HOLD

Continued from page 45

continued from page 38

agram (Fig. 1) and begin the wir-

ing by connecting the hot side
of the line cord (black wire) to

one side of the fuse holder. Next
solder a wire from the other side
of the fuse holder to one termi-

nal of the main power switch,
Si.
Connect the other terminal of
Si to the other side of the fan
rees increase property values,
and make our homes and neighborhoods more livable.

Trees provide food, shelter, and
nesting sites for songbirds.
Trees help conserve energy. They

cool our homes and entire cities in
the summer, and slow cold winter
winds. Shade trees and windbreaks
can cut home utility bills 15-35%.

America needs more trees
The United States has lost a third

of its forest cover in the last 200
years.

Our towns should have twice as
many street trees as they have today.

We need more trees around our
homes and throughout our communities. We need more trees to protect our farm fields and our rivers
and streams. To provide wood for
our homes and a thousand products
we use every day.

10 Free Trees
Ten Colorado blue spruces, or
other conifers selected to grow in
your area will be given to each per-

son who joins the Arbor Day
Foundation.

Your trees will be shipped postpaid at the right time for planting in
your area, February through May in

the spring or October through mid

December in the fall. The six to
twelve inch trees are guaranteed to
grow, or they will be replaced free.

You will also receive The Tree
Book with information about tree
planting and care.

To become a member and to
receive your free trees, send a
$10 membership contribution to

Ten Blue Spruces, National
Arbor Day Foundation, 100
Arbor Avenue, Nebraska City, NE
68410.

Join today, and plant your

Trees for America!
(.;,,,Aft

The National

4M/0 Arbor Dav Foundation

and to one terminal of S2. Connect power indicator NE1 across
the fan terminals so it will indi-

cate when power is applied to
the fan and to S2.

Standby switch S2 allows

power to the transformer to be
shut off while still allowing the 14- 1 7/8 INCHES
fan to work. Wire indicator NE2
across S2 so that it illuminates
FOIL PATTERN for the universal hold cirwhen S2 is open, or when the
cuit's single -sided board.

unit is in the standby mode.
Next, connect S2 to the other
side of the transformer. Connect the neutral (white) wire
from the line cord to one side of

the' fan and also connect it to
one terminal on the input side

the case.

Before closing up the case,
connect the hold circuit to the
telephone line and plug the wall

transformer into an AC outlet.

Pick a phone up, press the #

of the transformer.
Connect both output leads of
the transformer to the AC receptacle S01. Next connect the output -power indicator NE3 across
the receptacle. As a last important step, run a ground connec-

key, and hang it up within five
seconds; the LED should light.
Pick a phone up and the LED
should go out. Press the # key,
wait about eight seconds, and

green wire) to the base of the
transformer and to the fan. If
the transformer has not been

Operation
The power supply, DTMF de-

sure to do so now with a sepa-

isolated from the telephone line
by the optoisolators and trans-

tion from the line cord (the
grounded to the chassis, be
rate wire.

Before closing up the case,

plug an appliance such as a cof-

fee maker, a lamp, or another

appliance that draws about 500

watts into the isolation transformer outlet and turn on the
power. Run the transformer
with the load turned on for approximately 30 minutes while
checking it every five minutes or
so for excess heat.
The prototype was tested with

an 800 -watt coffee maker, and

hang the phone up; the LED
should not light.

coder, and timing circuits are

former. The five -second timing

cycle that starts after the # key
is released gives ample time to
hang up a phone with a keypad
on the handset. If the keypad is
on the telephone base, the # key
can be pressed while the phone
is hung up.
If the # key is pressed for reasons other than to place a call
on hold, such as to signal the

end of a number entry after
using a fax -back service, the

the transformer ran warm-but

timing cycle will end after five
seconds and will probably not

use the isolation transformer to
power anything with that high a
power rating for extended periods of time.

hung up. lb be sure that the line
is not on hold after using the #
key, just pick the phone up and
hang up again.
sl

not hot-to the touch. Do not

be active when the phone is

FOR SALE
THE Case Against the Patents. Thoroughly tested and proven alternatives that work in the real
world. $28.50. SYNERGETICS PRESS,
Box 809-C, Thatcher, AZ 85552. (602) 428-4073.
Visa/MC.

PLANS AND KITS
60 SOLDERLESS Breadboard Projects in two
easy -to -read pocket books. Complete with circuit

descriptions, schematics, parts layouts, component listings, etc. Both books (BP107 & BP113)
only $11.90 plus $3.50 for shipping. USA and
Canada only. US funds. ETT, INC., PO Box 240,
Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.
CRYSTAL set Handbook - Visit antiquity by building the radios your grandfather built. Assemble a
"Quaker Oats" rig, wind coils that work and make
it look like the 1920's! Only $10.95 plus $3.50 for
shipping and handling. CLAGGK INC., PO Box
4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735. US funds only!
USA and Canada - no foreign orders.
ALL -in -one catalog. AM/FM/ham/spy, transmitters, amplifiers, receivers. Voice scramblers/dis-

guisers, audio, TV, tesla coils, plans, "secret"
books, kits, imports, exports and more. Start your
own licensed or unlicensed radio station, 60 full
pages for $1.00. PAN-COM INTERNATIONAL,
PO Box 130-FH, Paradise, CA 95967.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
START your own technical venture! Don Lancaster's newly updated Incredible Secret Money
Machine II tells how. We now have autographed

copies of the Guru's underground classic for
$18.50. SYNERGETICS PRESS, Box 809-C,
Thatcher, AZ 85552. (602) 428-4073. Visa/MC.
LET the government finance your small business.
Grants/loans to $500,000.00. Free recorded message: (707) 488-0270. (F04).

EDUCATION/INSTRUCTION
TODAY'S electronics. Don't get left behind! Top
home -study courses developed by U.S. Military.

Free catalog. FEDERAL TECHNICAL PUBLISHERS, Box 1218, E. Glen Lake. MN 55345.

WANTED
INVENTIONS, ideas, new products! Presentation
to industry/exhibition at national innovation exposition. Patent services. 1 (800) 288 -IDEA.

CABLE TV
UNIVERSAL descrambler, $129.95 + $5.00 S&H.

"Bullet" Buster, $19.95 + $3.00 S&H. Booklets,

"Cable Unscrambled" and "Descrambler
Schematics Revealed", $10.00 each... and much
more! Visa/MC. ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, New
Orleans, LA 71084. (504) 482-3017.

BEST BY MAIL

Rates: Write National, Box 5, Sarasota, FL 34230
OF INTEREST TO ALL

PINBALL MACHINES BOOKS, Parts, Supplies. Catalog
$1.00. MARCO, 2401-(EEH) Sunset, West Columbia, SC
29169-4717.
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(includes shipping and handling) in the US

even Electronic Brain Servicing. Get your copy
today. Ask for book #166 and include $16.00

are fun and almost possible. Stories include the
Cordless Radio Iron, The Visi-Talkie, Electronic Razor, 30 -Day LP Record, Teleyeglasses and

of the devices actually exist
today. Others are just around the corner. All

the pages of the magazines
they appeared in, as a 74 -
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PROTOTYPING STATION

three components, a gain of

Continued -from page 26

amplify the signal from a micro-

amplifier, a speaker, and a terminal strip. The signal generator circuit, shown in Fig. 12,
consists of an astable 555 oscillator circuit, in which R1, in
conjunction with Cl or C2, sets
the output frequency. Switch Si
selects either the 0.01-µF capac-

itor that generates frequencies
from 20 hertz to about 5 kilohertz, or the 1-µF capacitor that
generates frequencies from 2 to
10 kilohertz. Potentiometer R3
controls gain or volume.

The audio amplifier circuit
(Fig. 13) uses an LM 386 in a
basic configuration. With just

about 20 is achieved: that can

phone, a Walkman -type radio,
or any similar audio gear. The

amplifier outputs about 500
milliwatts; if more power is

needed, install an LM 380 amplifier IC that produces about 2
watts. Potentiometer R1 acts as
a volume control by limiting the

input voltage. The input and
output to the amplifier are accessed from the terminal strip,

as are the speaker and signal

R2

R3

IK

a

z

144

10K

R5

1000

Ui
R6

IMEG

iz

R7
101.1E13
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FIG. 19-AN 8 -POSITION ROTARY
SWITCH allows the input to be connected either directly to the negative
meter pole, or through one of seven
dropping resistors.
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This simple circuit will indicate
logic status, either high or low,

Order Entry for New Subscribers

probe, which lights the red LED
(LED2) for high logic levels, and
the green LED (LED1) for low. If
desired, common -anode, seven -

ADVERTISING
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segment displays can be substituted for the single LEDs.

1000

Christina Estrada

will interface with any standard
BCD output to produce a digital

at any given test point. Figure
17 is the schematic of the logic

10

President

Larry Steckler

in the BCD decoder module.

0)
0)

Gernsback Publications, Inc.
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Farmingdale, NY 11735.3931
1-(516) 293-3000
Larry Steckler, EHF/CET

other practical function block.
The circuit, shown in Fig. 16,

er shown in Fig. 15 adds an-

ment decoder. The decoded data
is routed to a three -digit, common -cathode display.
A logic probe is also included

RI

handbook.

For Advertising ONLY

ter and a 74LS48 seven -seg-

1014

EXPERIMENTER'S

generator. This circuit is so simple that point-to-point wiring is
used, as shown in Fig. 14.
The three -digit decoder -driv-

display. The circuit contains a

FIG. 18-THE METER MODULE contains
a factory -made 0- to 1 -milliampere movement.

ELECTRONICS

The cathodes of the b, c, e, f, and
g segments of one display can be
wired together to form an "H" to
indicate a high, and the f. e, and

d segments of the second display can be wired together to
form an "L" to indicate a low.
The meter module shown in

Fig. 18 makes use of a factory marked 41/2 -inch. 0- to 1 -milli-

ampere movement. bought at

surplus. As shown in Fig. 19. an
8 -position rotary switch (S1) al-

lows the input to be connected
either directly to the negativc
meter pole, or through one of
seven dropping resistors ranging in value from 10 ohms to 10

megohms. When using this
meter, it is best to start with the

highest setting, and then work

down to prevent pinning the
pointer.

0
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PopularI

Hobbyist's Paperback Budget Books

Electronic
Circuits

.'

1 BP80/98-Popular
Electronic Circuits-

coe Do.4.,,and
ecomarocum

Books 1 and 2...$11.90.
Contains a wide range of

......

and Construction Manual...$5.95. A complete
book for the home build-

'IllI

companied by text giving

IF, audio and power

a brief introduction, cir-

chokes and transform-

cult description and ape -

cial notes on construclion and setting -up that
may be necessary.

1 E

E #223-50 Projects Using

50Projects
Using IC caxixo

,.utilo
AMPIIFIER

CONSTRUCTION 4

text is divided into two parts. The first
deals with many types of preamplifiers.
The second covers power amplifiers

wort For Yeti

phone, Gildaphone,
Melody Ranger, Cord-

---.

maker, Appealing Handbells, Electronic Sol -Fa,
Tune-up Box and more

rtgf

1

or 2

-,
'

E.3

n

4o0
II

,,,,,:.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,P k'l

master without help. This

---

not setting it up. A user's
guide that covers all the
basics up to dBase IV.

.

list Notes on construction and applicalions are provided. Wherever possible,
the components are common to several
projects to keep project costs down.

D BP303-UnderUNDERSTANDING

standing PC Software

PC SOFTWARE

-56.95. Covers main
types of PC software,
giving details of typical

I'I

Ill

(P.

lar type.

DOS and PC -DOS.

D BP125-25 Simple Amateur Band
Antennas...55.50. Plans to build antennas that are simple and inexpensive
to construct and perform well. From the
simple dipole to beam, triangle and even
mini -rhombic types made from four TV
masts and about 400 feet of wire. After

fers unique ideas for the simplest to most

complex calculators. Covers the basic
functions plus trigonometric, hyperbolic, logarithms, square roots and powers.
Included are formulas and data for VAT,

i

D PCP104-Electronics-Build and Learn...

,,..1,c:

''"I''

$9.95. Construction details are given to build a
circuit demonstrator that

uses, the basics of how
they are used and their
limitations. Each chapter
covers popular software
and programs of a simi-

,-\\)C>,

the antenna discussion you will find a
complete set of dimension tables that

discounts, and mark up, currency conversion, interest, binary and octal numbers, and much more!

y,.\,0 ' ''

book helps you spend
your time using dBase,

II

breadboard and is presented with a brief
circuit description, circuit diagram, corn ponent layout diagram and components

the mysteries of the calculator and of-

considered practical antenna designs, ineluding active, loop and ferrite antennas
which perform well and are relatively sim-

lar data -base program,

.

:

I

This book is relevant to
all versions of both MS-

Handbook...55.75. The book eliminates

dBASE, is difficult to

!

anywhere in the text.

E BP33-Electronic Calculator Users

...$6.95. The most popu-

.e

0 Dl'i:

Electronic

Introduction to dBASE

i;

however the text is written in a circular style so
that the reader can start

c''''Am.'11.0's

are construction details of a number of
antenna accessories including a pre -selector, attenuator and filters.

dBASE

,,.._.-

° --

jects-$5.50. In this book the author has

0 BP263-A Concise

t

MS-DOS Work for You
-$6.50. What you need

D BP105 Aerial (Antenna) Pro-

design have been avoided. Also included

AConcise
irgroductIon to

' °'`"

'''''` I

to know first, comes first,

modules, all suitable for

pie and inexpensive to build. The cornplex theory and mathematics of antenna

III

jects...$6.25. A beginyou in assembling such
projects as the Elexylo-

transistors or ICs.

I

Making MS-DOS

ner's book that will assist

based on only

Projects -Book 1_55.95. Each project
is designed to be built on a "Verobloc"

BREADBOARD
PROJECTS

D BP319-Making

E BP329-Electronic
Music Learning Pro-

Shows the reader how to
build a number of simple
analog and digital circuit
battery operation, and all

0 BP107-30 Solderless Breadboard

3o SOLDERLEss

from a simple low -power battery type to
a 100 -watt DC -coupled amplifier using
in the output stage.
100-watt

Modules and Systems
for Beginners...$7.25.

.-7-.---

with repairs.

board layout and construction notes. The

D BP266-Electronic

Aerial Projects

lustrations to help you

struction...$5.75. Practical designs are
featured and include circuit diagram and
description, Veroboard or printed -circuit

"

Provides construction de-

vanced-design receivers
which should have P erformance levels at least
equal to commercial sets
of similar complexity.

useful information and il-

E BP122-Audio Amplifier Con-

IC

'

tinagils,,oinf calunduingmbceorilofwindadi

patible. Also contains
I

cussed and calculations
are explained in detail.

CA3130-55.00. One of the more prattical and useful operational amplifiers
(opamp), the CA3130 integrated circuit
chip is the heart of several easy -to -assemble projects covered in the book.
projects are divided into five cateThegories:
audio projects, RF projects, test
quipment, household projects and a
catch -all miscellaneous group. Ideal for
all skill levels.

I

practical information you
are likely to need to up grade your PC and corn -

era. Practically every

possible type is dis-

BP276-Shortwave
Superhet Receiver
Construction...$6.95.

Repair PCs and Cornpatibles...57.75. All the

,

er on how to make RF,

circuits which are ac-

s

E BP271-How to Expand, Modernize and

_ #160 -Coil Design

will help you 'lune" an antenna on a par -

titular frequency.

E BP302-A Concise

immticg,'

Users Guide to Lotus

il.IIII,ii OW '

1-2-3 Release 3.1...
users upgrade to 1-2-3
Release 3.1, which has
the ability to work 3 -di-

nents and how these

mensionally with both

components are built up
to useful circuits.

multiple worksheets and
files.

BASIC Book...56.95.

Ir",

$6.25. Written to help
existing spreadsheet

is used throughout the
book to introduce cornmon electronic compo-

ci BP146-The Pre-

t ii

Another book on BASIC
I II!ILIi

but with a difference. It
concentrates on intro -

li

ducing technique by

(4

.. R .kJll
Rider mg
III

looking in depth at the
most frequently used
and more easily under stood computer instrucLions.

Just What the Project Builder Is Looking For!
ID #160 -Coil Design and Construction Manual
0 #219 -Solid State Novelty Projects
0 #222 -Solids State Shortwave Receivers for Beginners
0 #223-50 Projects Using IC CA3130
El #225 -Practical Introduction to Digital ICs
E. PCP111-Electronic Test Equipment Handbook
ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC.

P.O. BOX 240, Massapequa, NY 11762-0240
Name

Address
City

PE5

State

Zip

Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery

LI 1596T-24 Silicon -Controlled Rectifier Projects
0 BP58-50 Circuits Using 7400 Series ICs
El BP69-Electronic Games
E BP71-Electronic House Projects

$5.95
$4.95
$5.50
$5.00
$5.25
$13.95

0 BP84-Digital IC Projects
E BP93-Electronic Timer Projects

SHIPPING CHARGES IN
USA AND CANADA

Viol to $5.00
$5.01 to $10.00
$10.01 to 20.00
$20.01 to 30.00
$30.01 to 40.00
$40.01 to 50.00
$50.01 and above

$2.00
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
$6.00
$7.00
$8.50

SORRY No orders accepted
outside of USA & Canada
Total price of merchandise
Shipping (see chart)
Subtotal
Sales Tax (NYS only)
Total Enclosed

Number of books ordered
$
$
$
$
$

All payments must be in U.S. funds!

$9.95
$5.50
$5.50
$5.00
$5.50
$5.50
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Design and Verify Circuits Faster
Join over 20,000 customers using the affordable mixed -signal simulator
Design faster with Electronics Workbench.
Mix the analog and digital components and ICs
in any combination. And with a click of the
mouse, try 'what if' scenarios and fine tune your
designs.The built-in SPICE simulator gives you
real -world waveforms.

Electronics Workbench:

$299

Click & drag schematic capture
Mixed analog/digital SPICE simulator
Instant Bode plots and scrollable waveforms
50 analog components with 350 models
140 digital components and ICs in TTL and
CMOS

Windows 95/NT/3.1, DOS and Macintosh versions

All without programming or netlist
syntax errors.

Free unlimited technical support
30 -day money -back guarantee

Engineer's Pack:

And in minutes. Not hours or days.

You'll be up and running sooner. And create
better designs faster with Electronics Workbench.
We guarantee it!

$599

Electronics Workbench
2,450 models
Import/Export SPICE netlists
Export to PCB packages

To discover more about the affordable
mixed -signal simulator, call us today at:
INTERACTIVE IMAGE TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
908 Niagara Falls Blvd. #068, North Tonawanda, NY 14120-2060
Telephone: 416-977-5550

BBS: 416-977-3540

CompuServe: 71333,3435

E-mail: ewb@interactiv.com

800-263-5552
Fax: 416-977-1818

Internet: http://www.interactiv.com

Australia: 2.519.3933 Brazil: 11453-5588 Cyprus: 262-1068. Czech Replubic: 42-48,23454 Denmark: 33-250109 Finland: 0297-5033 France: 149089000' Germany: '11.62-7'40

Greece: 1-524.9981 Hungary: 1-215.0082 India:

Indonesia: 214700815. Israel: 3657-5613 'Italy 114375549 Japan: 333823136' Malaysia: 3.774-2189. Mexico: 5.593.5260 Netherlands: 18031.7666' New Zealand: 9.267.1756 Norway. 22.16,045 Philippines: 973.70118

11-578-185

Portugal: 1.81469

Singwore: 7772303 Slovenia: 61.317830 South Africk 331.68309 Smith Korea: 2.2.222-3431 Spain: 1.3838335 Sri Lanka: 1-865970 Sweden: 8.740.5500 Taiwan: 8862-3660080 'Thailand: 662-3986952 UAE: 4453505 UK 1403-23-3216

INTERACTIVE
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Trademarks are property of their respective holders. Offer 0 in U.S. Mien and valid only h the United States and Canada. NI orders sutlect to $15 shipping and handling charge.
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